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UNCLA rV

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARY
HFjADQUARERS 173D AIRBORIE BRIGADE (SEPARAE)

APO San Francisco 96250

AVE ESC 25 February 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

TO: Commanding General
1st Infantry Division
ATTN: ABVB-T
APO 96345

The following report is submitted in accordance with MACV Directive Number
335-a,

1. General: The wide spread terrorism in the SAIGON-CHOLON Area perpetrated
the conception of Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS, on of the largest, most complex-
and one of the most effective operations in the VIETNAM WAR. Intelligence reports
fed to MACJ2 indicated that the source of these terrorist activities, along with
the location of the Viet Cong Military Region IV Headquarters was in fact located
in the heretofore inpenetrable IRON TRIANGLE* north of SAIGONo The mission of
Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS: to seal off the Triangle and anihilate the enemy
within, desroying his fortifications and generally crushing the power of the MR
IV Headquarters,

The Oneration was the first planned multi=division Operation in VIETNAM, em-
ploying the 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION, the 25TH INFANTRY DIVISION, the 196TH LIGHT
INFANTRY BRIGADE, the 5TH ARVN DIVISION, elements of the 11T H ARMORED CAVALRY
REGIMENT, the l8TH ENGINEER BRIGADE, and the 173D AIRBORNE BRIGADE (SEPARATE).o

This marks the second time the Brigade has operated in the IRON TRIANGLE
(OPORD 25-65, a - 14 October 1965 ). The task given to the 173D AIRBORNE BRIGADE
(SEPARATE) was to conduct a deception or feint from a staging area near PHU LOI
in the CAU DINH JUNGLE, an island .of. dense forest, north of a Rubber Plantation
between NATIONAL HIGHWAY 13 and the THI TINH RIVER (CT 7723)o

*The IRON TRIANGLE was named in early 1963 by UPI writer Peter Arnett, a na-
tive of NEW ZEALAND and a veteran news correspondent, who noticed a basic simi-
larity in enemy concentration between this area and the IRON TRIANGLE of the KOREANCONFLICT. Both areas seemed Virtually inpenetrable owing to their difficult ter-
rain. The people of VIETNAM refer to the area as "AN.L meaning "new ham-
let". The area has been a center of Viet Cong activity since early 1950. It is
a transit area for VC moving from the north through the western edge,-while local
units move through the eastern edge. It was infected with local base camps, medi-
cal complexes and tunnel communication liaison areas. From the Triangle, the VC
has been able to operate on HIGHWAY 13 to the east as well as conduct mortar and
claymore mine attacks against friendly forces.

DECLASSIF TER12 YEARS

USct 4 D W N RCT 3 T E R l S

I.r.A



AVEE-SO 5"February 19U7

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

20 Name of Operation: Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS

3, References: Map Sheets, VIETNAM, Series L- 7014,, Sheets 6330 I, IV
6331 I, 119 & IV, 6231 I, II, 6230 1,

4. Type of Operation: Search and Destroy

5. Date of Operation: 5 January 1967 to 25 January 1967

6, Location: BINH DUONG PROVINCE, THANH DIEN FOREST RESERVE, and IRON TRI-
ANGLE west of BEN CAT and the CAU D INH JUNGLE.

7, Cmmand Headqnarters: 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

8. Reporting Officer: Brigadier General John R. Deane Jr,,

9, Task Force Organization:

Operation NIAGARA FALLS

Task Force ALPHA

1/503d Thf
1 Engr Sqd
3 Scout Dog Tins
B/2/34th Armor
C/3/319th Arty (Dir Spt)
Tnk Plt/1/4th Cay, OPCON

35th Ranger Bn (ARVN) supported
the Operation

Operation CEDAR .FALLS

Task Force DEANE

1/503d n -a LTC BRCWNLFE

1 Tn Plt -, 2/11th ACR
A/5/2d Arty (AW)
1 Engr Sqd
1 MP Sqd
3 Scout Dog Tins

4a/503d Inf = LTC HEALY

D/16th Armor
1 Engr Sqd
1 MP Sqd
3 Scout Dog Ths

1/4th Cav., (ist Inf Div) LTC FIFE

C/5/2d Arty (AW)

2

2/503d Inf - LTC SIGHOLTZ

1 Engr Sqd
1 MP Sqd
3 Scout Dog Teams

U1th ACR (-) - COL COBB

2/11th ACR
3/11th ACR
I MP Sqd

35th Ran er Bn 'ARVN)

I

24

0
nj

UNA Sam-"-
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AVEE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

Bde Control

1 Rifle Co - 4/503d Inf
E/17th Cay
3/319th Arty (+ 2d & 3d How Btry/llth ACR)
173d Engr Co (-)
335th AMCL
173d MP Plt (+ 2/A/72d MP Bn)
HHC C-)

10, Supporting Forces:

a, USAF

(i) Size of Force:

(a) 7th Air Force

Il 3d Tactical Fighter Wing

2, 12th Tactical Fighter Wing

3, 31st Tactical Fighter Wing

4o 8th Tactical Fighter Wing

j 35th Tactical Fighter Wing

(b) The 19th Tactical Air Support Squadron of the 504th Tactical
Control Group

(2) How and When Employed:

(a) TAC Sorties:

3d TW0o
12th TFW
31st TFW
8th TFW
35th TFW

(b)

19th TASS

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

P A 0A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL SORTIES

FAC Sorties:

* 0 0 0 0 0 to 0

VNAF Sorties o , 0.0

Tons of Ordnance 4 0

Visual Reconnaissance

Escort Missions , o

A 0 A 0 0 A 0 9 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 A A 0 0 0 A 0

0 0 0@ 47 47 7 47 0 O 4 0

!UEIUIENEhk

A4

0

77
7

17
U1
62

174

25

2

206

35

9
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AVEE%-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

(3) Results and Effectiveness:

Bomb Damage Assessments were limited due to smoke and foliage
in the AO No rerirts were made of ground assessments, however, numerous Viet
Cong bodies were found in the areas subjected to airstrikes, Airstrikes also
uncovered previously hidden VC installations,

(4) Timeliness: All sorties provided arrived within a usable time
frame and most were effectively employed,. Two flights were released because of
ground action at the time of their arrival precluded their use, Two additional
flights were released owing to the use of artillery fire also being employed in
the target area,

(5) FAC (Forward Air Control) Pilots:

(a) LTC Henry W, Burrm7

(b) CPT James T, Callagham

(c) CPT Eric E, Miller

(d) CPT Arthur Roberts

b, Army Aviation:

(1) Size of Force:

following
During Operation CEDAR FALLS, the Brigade was supported by the

aviation units:

(a) 11th Aviation Battalion

(b) 1-45th Aviation Battalion

(c) 335th Aviation Company (Air Mobile Light)

(d) Brigade Aviation Platoon (Casper Platoon)

(2) How and When EmnUp y4d

MissiOn Sorties

Aerial Observer. 0 a0 0 I9 4 Sty0 2 . 51
Amed Helicopter ,,
Cwmand and Liaison
Medical EvacuatiOn
Aerial Reconnaissance
Resupply 0 * 00

Troop C cbat Assault
Miscelianeous

I TCIVAL

S1,010

* 4 0 00 0 0 0752

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0485
O , 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 ,. 4 2,956

0 0 0 2 0 2006

(3) Aviation rendered normal sunport to the Brigade during Operation
NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS, The highlight of the Operation was the plorment of the Sky

Cavalry concept as develo7,e by the Brigad..c Thi oncey, involves movement of
small units (12 men) in the checkerboard fashihn with the A..

4
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25 February 1967
Combat Operations, After ActionReport (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

(4)
Aircraft flew an

A total of 2,245 hours were flown in support of the Operation.
average of 112 hours per day.

(5) A total of 15,853 passengers were carried during the Operation.

(6) A total of 682 tons or cargo was moved during the Operation for
a daily average of 34 tons,

(7) Results and Effectiveness:

, (a) The Aero Scouts proved to be highly effective in spotting
enemyv. positions, personnel and rice caches and structures,

(b) The Aero Scout section captured 2 VC on two separate occa-
sions.

(C) The team. of scouts, gunships and slicks used in the Sky
Caw,7-alry operations proved to b4 very flexible and the configuration of the light
ellements may, be tailored to fit, any requirement,

rapidy to
() Tieliness: In no case did the aviation elements fail to respond

meet, a new or changing situarion,

e, Ar t ei llery

(1) Size of Fbrce:

Etry
Btry
Etry

At, 3d, Bn, 319th Arty, (6 105mm, How)
B, 3d E, 319th Arty (6 105mm How)
C, 01 3d En, 319th Arty- (6 105mam How)
How Etry 0 24 Sqdn., 11th ACR (6 105mM SP) OPCON
How Btry, 3d Sqdn., 11th ACR, (6 105mm SPI OPCON

B~ry , 24En, 35th Arty: (155mm SP) GSR 1a 7t
25 Jan 67)
try. A, 24 En, 35th Arty, (155mm aP) GSR (8 Jan 67 to

25 Ja. 67)
Addit ional Artillery from Div Arty, 1st In? DiV (S'oI
& 175m) al.so utilized throughout, the, operation.

L 55ua

(2) How andWe Emplopyed:

(a) Oth call missims were fired daily throughout the Operation
by both ground.and air observers,, The air observer was used, for registrations and
missions as requested by ground elements,. The. ground observer attached to the
infantry company fired contact missions an defensive concentrati onin, support of
their, .unts,

(b) H & I fires were planned daily by forward observers, bat-
taionm liaison officers and. the battalion 53.

(c) Preparation of Landing Zones:

13J73o to 130746K

LZ #5 091051 to 0911Q0H January 1967
LZ #6- 091211 to 091231H January 1967
XT 719271:, XT 716276, XT 721,20, XT 717277, XT 720279 -

January and 130820 to 12083OH January 1967.

S

AVEE-SC
SUBJECT:
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AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

XT 692246 to XT 711250 150930 to 151002H
XT 737256 to XT 738254- 160805 to 160903H
XT 721260 to XT 729260 - 180725 to 180906H
LZ #2 - 181645 to 181743H January 1967
LZ #3 181645 to 181700H January 1967
LZ #4 181705 to 181730H January 1967
LZ MIKE - 200700 to 200835H January 1967
LZ BOB - 200700 to 200835H January 1967
LZ TCM- 200700 to 200730H January 1967
Preparation for route of advance 200915 to

January 1967
January 1967
January 1967

201040H Jan 67

(3) Results and Effectiveness: Preparatory fires on landing zones
and routes of advance were very effective0 Numerous secondary explosions were
observed during the preparations of landing zones and routes indicated destruc-
tion of enemy mines and boobytraps. Enemy resistance was generally light and
consisted mainly of harassing actions, Artillery support was therefore charac-
terized by numerous missions of brief duration which were intended to seal off the
enemy route of escape or to reduce small fortified points of resistance0  H & I
fires were active by day and night, restricted only by the amount of terrain not
occupied by friendly elements0  The effectiveness of this program is indicated by
the numerous bodies with shrapnel wounds found during the operation.

(4) Timeliness:

Coordination between Artillery, TAC Air and gunships was very
effective. On call fire missions were processed quickly9 delays occuring only
when several adjacent units were required to approve missions in the operational
area to insure troop safety through verification of unit locations0

(5) Missions and Rounds Fired:

(a) 3d Battalion, 319th Artiliery

Missions - 789

Rounds Expended - 28,593

(b) Operational Control Units

i. Howitzer Batte ry/2/lth ACR

Missions-190
Rounds Expended- 7,528

2. Howitzer Battery/3/llth ACR

Missions ©=210
Rounds Expended - 79815

d, E Troop, 17th Cavalnj

(i) Size of Force:,

3 Cavalry Platoons (Can be
I LRRP Platoon
i Aero Scout Section (Less

employed as Aero Rifle Platoons)

OHA 3's and Pilots)

6



AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARACEDAR FALLS)

(2) How and When Employed:

(a) The unit's mission was to conduct air mobile search and

destroy operations in the rice paddies in the southwestern portion of the IRON
TRIANGLE, along the SAIGON RIVER0

(b) The area of operations was confined to the rice paddies

and adjacent areas along the SAIGON RIVER. Weather throughout the operation was
relatively cool and dry. The terrain was characterized by inundated rice paddies

cut by many deep tree lined canals varying in width from 3 to 40 feet0 None of

this area was considered trafficab.e for the surface type vehicles organic to the

Cavalry Troop. Numerous straw thatched huts containing log and mud or (occa-
sionally) concrete bunkers were located in the canal tree lines.

(c) The unit used none of its organic vehicles during the

operation and organized each armored cavalry platoon into three (3) 12man squads

for airmobile operations, Each squad was normally armed with one (1) Mm60 machine-
gun, one (i) M-79 grenade launcher, and ten (10) M16 rifles, Each man carried

both smoke (colored) and M-26 fragmentary grenades, Aircraft for the operation

were attached for varying lengths of time on a day to day basis, The number and

type of aircraft varied but the normal organization was as follows:

2 - OH=13 Aero Scouts
2 - UH-,IB Gun Ships
4 - UH-ID Slicks
1 - Command and Control Aircraft (UN-IB)

(d) The enemy encountered was at no time larger than squad

size and normally consisted of 2 to 3 man elements0 Initially, (lst and 2d day)

the enemy encountered were primarily small work parties of about 3-man sized who

were living along the tree lined canals with the probable mission of harvesting

as much rice as possible from the surrounded rice paddies. As the main force

closed in on the IRON TRIANGLE, the enemy encountered were transient groups at-

tempting to infiltrate or exfiltrate the TRIANGLE area along the canals and through
the rice paddies. Few weapons were captured and where possible, the enemy fled
without a prolonged fire fight, Contact seldom lasted more than 2 to 5 minutes,

(e) The basic scheme of maneuver was as follows:

1. During the day time, 2 platoons were placed on the
ground to search selected tree lines and move from one to another by helicopter

as deemed necessary. The 3d platoon was held as a quick reaction force with one
12-man team (2 A/C) airborne near or over the area of operationso The armed
helicopters were used to support the ground elements as follows:

ao The OH-13 Scouts performed low and slow armed re-
con of the area to select and mark landing sites and to detect any enemy who might
be attempting to flee from the ground elements,

b0 The gun ships provided fire support for the UH-lD
troop carriers while they were landing and taking off by firing suppressive fire
when the situation permitted or by being ready to return enemy fire during this
critical.period. They also supported the movement of the ground elements and de-
stroyed targets of oportunity with their quickly responsive fire power,

7
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AVBEOwSC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT:c Combat Operations, After Action. Report -(Operation NIAGAIRA/CEDAR FALLS)

c. During the.hours.of darkness. 12=man stay behind
ambush patrols were placed-in selected locations with preplanned artillery sup-,
port to deny enemy freedom of movement and i'nflict maximum casualties,

d&All orders for the operation were verbal and Frag
orders were frequently used0

(3) Results and Effectiveness: See Tab Co ,Page 16 & 17

(4) Timeliness:a N/A

e. CompanyD,16th Aror

(1L) Size of Force:

(a) 3 APO Platoons (4 APC s per platoon)

(b) 1 Mortar Platoon (4 4,,4211 mortar tracks, one (1) FDC APO

(2) How and When Eaplcyed:0

(a) The mission for this unit on 9 January was to provide a
screen. On 11 through 24 January,1967, the mission was to sieze and hold OBJEC=
TIVE 5 and OBJECTIVE 6~

(b) This unit was under the operational control of the 4/50ON
Infantry Battalion throughout the duration of the operation, Supporting Muis
andB oS n nc casin, it w+ asale the Ut Ar aid 1967

thisin unithu inf itsess mission0  bein

(3) Results and Effectiveness e a pg 6&1

Opeatio EDA R AlLSas An eelet opeaions)a a h

use nd eplomen Hof tnhis comp'l ored cabites reonred.Oal

occasions, maximum use of shockoaction and fire power of the APO were utilized0
The company was also used in perimeter defense, however, due to the close proaxi-
mity of the other units, the caliber .50 machinegun could not be used, thus re=
ducing the effectiveness of the company's basic weapon/vehicle, the M113 APCO
The company reacted well to all types of enemy contact, and where engaged, the
volume of fire returned was timely and well controlled0

(4) Timliness: N/A

f, 173d Engineer Company

(I) Size of Force:

Two (2) Line Platoons (Combat Engineers)
One (1) Bridge Platoon (Boats)
One (1) Maintenance Platoon

8
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AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

(2) How and When Employed: The 173d Engineer Company deployed on
Operation CEDAR FALLS with the company (=) attached to three Infantry battalions0
The Engineers supported the Brigade with "Tunnel Rat" Teams, demolition team,
road reconnaissance and repair, mine clearing and water point operations in addi=
tion to aiding in the securing of the northwest portion of the Brigade's peri
meter. A day by day outline of the Engineel Canpany's activities followsD

(a) 7 13 January 1967:

Conducted river patrolling, river traffic control and re=
supply operations for the 1/503d Infantry,

(b) 8 - 10 January 1967:

1, Arrived at Position RED and established perimeter se,=
curity, A water point was established in the vicinity of XT 745336,

2, Cleared TOO area, insuring that it was free of mines,
boobytraps, etc.

% Constructed TOC Ccomand bunker

4_ Conducted river reconnaissance with pneumatic assault
boats,, vicinity XT 738328,

$ Constructed a Refugee Center (100 meters x 150 meters)
vicinity XT 7333230

C)11 January 1967o

10 Repaired road leading to the Refugee Center 0

Hauled, tamped and graded laterite

JL. Deployed as Infantry sent out night ambush patrol,
having negative results0

2.. Destroyed a quantity of V C ammunition and grenades
whose location was supplied by the 172d MI Detachment 0

1. Cleared fields of fire for the 1/503d Infantry with
heavy equinent.

2, Cleared laterite pit of mines at Positi.n RED,

2o Supported the repair of ARVN Buildoers

4,, Sent out a night ambush patrol having negative results.

Cleared a l,500 meter section of HIGHWAY L4,

9
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AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Combat OperationsAfter.Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

(g) 16 Januar 1967:

Engaged in light enemy contact on perimeter resulting in

1 VC KIA (BC) and 1 US WIA.

(h) 1 - 21 January 1967:"

1. Constructed a floating mine barrier on river 'vicinity

of bridge XT 737332, See Special Equipment/Techniques,

2,. Picked up eight (8) Chieu Hoi detainees, vicinity XT

682275.

o Picked up three (3) Chieu Hoi detainees, vicinity XT

677290.

(i) 22 January 1967:

Discovered 30 tons of paddy rice which was evacuated to
the BSO,

(J) 23 January 1967:

Conducted Civic Action Projects, vicinity of BEN CAT.
(k) 8 - 23 January 1967:

1 Explored, mapped, and destroyed 9,000 meters of VC
tunnel network, 200 separate bunkers, and 500 meters of trench in the IRON TRI-
ANGLE.

2# Produced and distributed 139,000'gallons of potable
water to units in the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate), 1st Infantry Division and
the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment.

(3) Results and Effectiveness:

Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS found the 173d Engineer Companyexpending most of its effort on tunnel exploration, mapping and destruction of
tunnels. By using small caliber pistols and flashlights, and by maintaining
communication by wire at all times at all times, the. "Tunnel Rat" Teams were
able to move quickly with confidence while relaying information to other teamateso
(See Tab F - Tunnel Complex Drawings)

g. 173d Military Police Platoon

(I) Size of Force: The 173d Military Police Platoon consists of 1

Officer and 50 enlisted men, During Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS, the men were

employed as follows:

Brigade CP
l/503d Inf
2/503d Inf
4/5 03 d Inf

000 l1Officer,
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- 0

* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0

10
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7EM
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7EM
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AVEE-SCO 25 February 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

(2) How and When Employed:

(a) To provide necessary traffic control points for movement

of the Brigade to and from the tactical area of operations,

(b) To .establish, operate and secure a Refugee Collection

Point, vicinity of BEN CAT, RVN,

(c) Secured two bridges, vicinity of BEN CAT and provided de=

file control during daylight hours0

(d) Provided escort and security for daily Brigade resupply

convoys to and from BIEN HOAo

(e) Maintained a PWCP (Prisoner of War Collection Point) at

the Brigade Forward Base Camp0

(f) Performed other missions as required,

ho 39th Infantry Platoon Scout~9g

(1) Size of Force:

(a) 3 squads of six (6) dog teams per squad

(b) HQ section with Platoon Leader9 Platoon Sergeant and a

Veterinary Animal Specialist0

(2) How and When Employed:

The Scout Dog is trained to detect and give silent warning of

the presence of any strange individual or group0 He will prove especially use-

ful in warning of ambushes and attempts at infiltration0 The scout dog is worked

by one (i) man, the handler , who has been especially trained in this type of 
work0

The dog works on a short or long leash most of the time., however 9 being off the

leash entirely0 The dogs work in daylight or darkness9 in any kind of weather and

in jungle or open country, The scout dogs were employed in the following manner:

(a) "Reconnaissance Patrols

(b) Combat Patrols - Search and Destroy

Cc) Outposts, Listening and Observation

Cd) Night Attacks

(3) Results and Effectiveness:

During Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS, the scout dog teams at-

tached to the Infantry units were instrumental in detecting VC positions, tunnels,

base camps, rice and supply caches0 There were twelve (12) teams deployed on the

operation, participating in eighty (80) patrols ,During the Operation, one dog

was lost which has not been recovered0

i 51st Chemical Detachment:

ia,_
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SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

(l) Size of Force: 1 Officer and 4 Enlisted Men

(2) How and When Employed: The 51st Chemical Detachment employed an

18 HP BUFFALO TURBINE (See Special Equipment/Techniques) mounted either on an APO

or on a sling load of a UH-ID helicopter to aid in the exploration of VC tunnels.

The turbine weighs 800 pounds and is capable of displacing 8,500 cubic feet per

minute of air, smoke or CS into a tunnel entrance0 For a complete analysis of the

employment of this turbine, see page 4L.

(3) Results and Effectiveness: The BUFFALO TURBINE proved to be

highly effective in the following missions:

(a) Flushing VC from tunnels by pumping smoke into the shaft,

(b) Locating tunnel entrances and ventilation holes and thus

tracing the configuration of the tunnel by blowing smoke into known entrances,

while aerial observers mark the various exits of the smoke0

(c) Flushing smoke and Riot Control Agent (RCA) vapors from a

tunnel to enable entrance of tunnel exploration teams,

(d) Furnishes fresh air in badly ventilated tunnels to aid the

exploration parties.

(4) Timeliness: Few delays were experienced due to easy transpor-

tability of the equipment by helicopter or APCO

U,0 Intelligence

a, Operation NIAGARA FALLS 5 January to 7; Januay 1967

(i) Enemy Situation Before Operation: Prior to the commencement of
Operation NIAGARA FALLS, in an area consisting of the southern tip of the IRON

TRIANGLE, the PHU LOI Viet Cong Local Force Battalion and the C-63d Viet Cong

Companies were believed to be operating in addition to the 2d and 3d Viet Cong.

Main Force Battalions of the 165/A VC Main Force Regiment 0 The enemy's morale

was believed to have been lowered by poor living conditions coupled with friendly

artillery and air strikes. The enemy was attributed with the capability of:+

(a) Initiating harassing attacks in the Brigade's AO and inter-

dicting ROUTE 13 at his choosing.

(b) Reinforcing guerrilla elements with elements of the PHU LOI

Local Force Battalion and the 2d and 3d Battalions of the 165/A Regiment0

(c) Defense in a limited area for a short period of time.

(d) Withdrawing from or avoiding contact at anytime and place

of his choosing.0

(2) Enemy Situation During Operation: During Operation NIAGARA

FALLS, elements of the Brigade failed to make contact with enemy forces larger than

five (5) men, One small base camp was found and'a few small food and equipment

caches were discovered9 none of which indicated that a large size unit had used

the area recently, It was believed9 however, that'when US of ARVN troops are not

present, the VC will continue to infiltrate both men and supplies through the area.

12
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(3) Area of Operations:

(a) Weather and Climate: The northeast monsoon influenced the
weather during Operation NIAGARA FALLS. Precipitation during the operation was
light and was normal for the season, There was no morning f og0 'The weather did
not appear to aid the enemy in any specific manner.

(b) Terrain:o The AO was characterized by flat land with minor
changes in elevation, The highest point of elevation in the AO is a gentle slope,
28 meters in height, located vicinity XT 801232, The SONG SAIGON and the SONG THI
TINE! form the major drainage pattern for the AO. There are numerous small streams,
tributaries, and intermittant streams interlaced throughout the entire area. The

RACH ONG MARG (XT 766191 to XT 770175) provided an irrigation channel for the ex,=
tensive rice fields located in the southwestern portion of the AO, The two large
rivers formed major obstacles to the west and portions of the south, A relatively

large number of rubber plantations were centered at XT 785210, Small islands of

dense forest were located throughout the AO, The largest of these dense forests

was located north of a rubber plantation between NATIONAL HIGHWAY 13 and SONG THI
TINHO

b. Operation CEDAR FALLS =S Janu~a to 25 January lbj

(1) Enemy Situation Before Operation:, Prior to the commencement of
Operation CEDARNFALLS, the 272d VO Main Force Regiment, the 7th Battalion of the

165th/A Regiment, the PHU LOt Battalion, the local force companies 061, 62 and

C63 were believed to be operating Within the areas of operation and interest.

The 2d and 3d VO Main Force Battalions of the 165/A Regiment were believed to be

withinthe ea surrounding the Triangle,, but the exact location was not known,

The enemy's morale had been lowered by TAO air2trikes and Intensive artillery

preparaons. The enemy wrasg attried wirth A therown aa bilitiero s;alsra

tributaies, (a) nerittng areamsingatacks th inghu the AOenditerdicTing

RACH OG ARG (b) ReinforcingT gue75)rilaelemnt writho hn the PHeBttlo

and/s ormdmjrosalst the 2ds and 3doBttaions of the 165/Ao Regiment.l

ense foest (c Condcina lmted defenst heAO Te laget his chosng, fret

165th/A egim (d) Wt hdrLIatinfom ore avoiding onct withae US1 Forces,

(2) Enemy Situation During Operation: From 8 January to 25 January

1967, elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) and the 11th Armored

Cavalry Regiment (-) maintained daily contact with the enemy, The sporadic con=

tacts were usually initiated by friendly forces and terminated by VC withdrawal,

The largest contact was on 16 January by C/4/503d Infantry with a VC platoon.

Numerous VC base camps, rice caches, and tunnel systems were destroyed, The large

amount of rice extracted from the operational area has reduced the VC logistical

abilities. The quartered carcass of an animal which had been dead for four days

was found in the operational area. This was an indication of the effects of the
operation on the enemy logistical base, The enemy's l ow morale was reflected by
the large number of ralliers who surendered after US Forces entered the IRON TRI-

ANGLE. Prisoners were taken from the following units oC61 LF Company, 2d Cam-

pany of the PHU LOI Battalion, Group 83 (Rear Services of the MR IV), and N*4

(subordinate committe6 of the MR IV), An estimated 25,00 documents were captured
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during the operation0 The majority of these have not been fully exploited for
intelligence value since only the initial tactical screening was conducted, On
several , Chieu Hoifs lead friendly troops to previously undiscovered

tunnels, weapons caches and rice caches0  Without their assistance, these instal-
lations probably would not have been found0

(3) Area of Operations:

(a) Weather and Climate: The Northeastern Monsoon was in
effect during the operation, The weather was predominantly clear. cool and dry0
Two thunderstorms occurred but these did not interfere with tactical operations0
A combination of gusty winds and lower nocturnal temperatures produced noticeable
cold spells during one week of the operation0 The weather hindered no tactical
operation during the period0

(b) Terrain: The area of operations, commonly called the
IRON TRIANGLE was bounded by the SONG SAIGON on the west and the SONG THI TINH
on the east. The highest point of elevation in the AO was a 28 meter hill lo-
cated at XT 801232, A relatively large rubber plantation was located at XT 785-
210. A large dense forest area was located north of a rubber plantation between
NATIONAL HIGHWAY 13 and the SONG THI TINH, NATIONAL HIGHWAY 13 was the main route
in the area, The operational area was found to contain numerous underground tun-
nels and dwellings. The majority of these were destroyed0

c. Sources of Intelligence:

(i) General: Attached to the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) is a
Military Intelligence Section (172d Military Intelligence), which works under the
supervision of the Brigade S2 Section . and provides an Order of Battle Section,an Imagery Interpretation Section, an Interrogation Section and a Counterintel-
ligence Section,

(2) During Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS, the. 172d Military Intel-
ligence Detachment contributed significantly to the overall success enjoyed by
the Brigade. As the operation developed, it became apparent that a large per-
centage of the caches and installations discovered were a direct result of intel-
ligence gained through agent reports, reconnaissance and interrogation0 Of parti-
cular interest during the operation was the co-location of the 541st Military
Intelligence Detachment (11th ACR) with the 172d0 This resulted in improved co-
ordination between the units and a larger pool of INW teams and C I personnel which

kept the backlog of prisoners in the VCCCP to a minimum, Further it enabled the
cross utilization of information, Also of significance was the number of refugees
screened, In the clearing of the AO, hundreds of families were evacuated frm

their homes, The detachment had the responsibility of screening these people to
determine those that were VC or active VC sympathizers0  In total, 1,000 families
were processed including 950 wmen, 870 children and 55 men0  Through the scree-
ning process, 16 VC, 11 civil defendants, and 9 ralliers were uncovered0  The
civil defendants were released to the National Police and the VC ralliers were
sent to the VCCCP for further exploitation0 During the six days that this point
was in operation, much valuable information was gained concerning VC activities
in the AO. Additionally, refugees that would have ordinarily been overlooked
were screened and found to be VC or ralliersm, This discovery was only through the
efforts of trained interrogation personnel 0
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(a) Imagery Interpretation Section

1, Imagery Interpretation support for Operation NIAGARA/
CEDAR FALLS consisted of preparation of immediate, detailed and route recon-
naissance reports, Mosaics. weather and aerial reconnaissance and photography
support were also furnished, The detail and scope of the Imagery Interpretation
effort was greater on this operation than any previous operation primarily because
of the relatively long lead time available, This time allowed for necessary plan=
ning which permitted both greater accuracy and wider coverage0 Extensive photo
support was obtained from the ASTA Platoon of the 1st Infantry Division which covered
the entire operational area, including all primary access routes0  The photo sup=
port obtained from the 1st Division was prompt and the photography was of uniformly
high quality, A larger number of targets were discovered through aerial photo=
graphy on this operation0

2, Aerial reconnaissance support was flown by both Army
and Air Force Aircraft, During the second week of the operation, the recon area
became quite limited due to heavy artillery and air strike activity0  Although
there were no enemy personnel sighted on any of the recons. numerous installations
such as bunkers, tunnels, foxholes, etc0, were reported, FAC aircraft were used
extensively in providing recon support for Operation CEDAR FALLS.

2 Imagery Interpretation support for Operation CEDAR FALLS

consisted of the following items:

AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS HOURS

Army (UH-lB) 45 67
Air Force (L=A9) 31 71,

Mosaics Completed 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 12

Photo Interpretation Reprt

Imediate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
Detailed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 2
Route Roeon, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 2

(b) Counterintelligence:

During Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS9 the Counterintel-
ligence efforts were greatly enhanced by the co-location of the CI team with the
IW team0 This co-location enabled immediate CI response to information obtained
in the interrogation of prisoners9, refugees, and Chieu Hoi returnees0 Close CI
liaison with counterpart elements of other units participating in the operation
resulted in the acquisition and subsequent exploitation of considerably valuable
target information not available through other channels, The immediate liaison
efforts of the USARV Augmentation Team resulted in timely and accurate intelli=
gence available for quick combat response,

(c) Interrogation: A statistical summary of personnel, docu-

ments and material processed during Operation CEDAR FALLS follows:

Detaineeso

VC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50
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Civilians 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118
Civil Defendants * 0 0 0 0 0 0 042
Chieu Hot 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 69

TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 279

Documents 0o, o o 0 o o o o o o o o 209000

Weapons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 187
Mortars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Ammunition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o 9000 rnds

Mines 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 31
Grenades o0 0 000 0 0V 00 ao0o 0 C0 0 189
Clothing 00o 0 o 00o 00o 0.205 lbs
Web Gear/uniforms o a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l40lbs
Medical Supplies o0ofo o *, o o o 105 lbs

Radio Eaupment A)

PRC/l0 o ,o 0 0 0 0 0 o oa o0 0 5
HT-lWalkie Talkies C o 0 C o o 0 0 0 o 0 C 1
Homemade Radios 0 0 0 6 0 0 1

12, Mission: Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS

The mission of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) during this

operation was two fold as follow:

a. The Brigade CP deployed directly from Operation CANARY/DUCK9 a road

security operation astride HIGHWAY 15 to PHU LOI on 4 January 1967, The Brigade
passed from the Operational Control of II FFORCEV to the 1st Infantry Division0
On 5 January, the Brigade deployed the let Battalion, 503d infantry on Operation
NIAGARA FALLS. The mission was to conduct a deceptive feint into the CAU DINE
Jungle and conduct search and destroy operations in preparation for the larger

scale, multi-division Operation .CED..AR FALLS.

b, Operation CEDAR F ALLS (8 January to 25 Januar 1967 ) had the mission
of conducting search and destroy operations in the vicinity of the THANH DIEN
FOREST RESERVE and in the IRON TRIANGLE, to kill or capture military and/or poli-
tical elements of the VC Military Region IV Headquarters, Local Force Infrastructure
and VC/NVA Forces0 In addition, the Brigade was assigned the task of clearing

the area of inhabitants, cutting belts across the IRON TRIANGLE and clearing se-
lected LZ's within the Area of Operation0 The Brigade's Task Force (TF DEANE) was
under the Operational Control (OPCON) of the ist Infantry Division throughout
Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS*

130 Concept of Qperation:, The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) conducted
Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS in five (5) phases as follows g

a. PHASE I .eMration NIAGARA FALLS -,) -3 to D 1 (5 toI 7 January 1967)

TF 1st Battalion, 503d Infantry (Abn) 1t Squadroni 4th Cavalry )
and -,35th Ranger Battalion (ARVNX., initiated Operation NIAGARA FALLS at 0730 hours
under-the Operational Control of the 1st Infantry Division0  The Ta3k Force sear-=
ched for the enemy in the CAU DINH JUNGLE and the THI TINH RIVER to HIGHWAY 13
Area, When Operation NIAGARA FALLS terminated at 1500 hours,, 7 January., the I/
503d Infantry and the 35th Ranger Battalion Were in blocking positions to support
Operation CEDAR FALLS. The Operation produced light enemy contact0 but its signi-f
ficanc4e lies in the fact that a deceptive feint had been achieved0
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b, PHASE II- Pre=Positioning of Forces - D Day (8 January 1967)

(1) 1/503d Infantry and 35th Ranger Battalion (ARVN) remained in
position from Operation NIAGARA FALLS to serve as a blocking force at the con-
fluence of the THI TINH and SAIGON RIVER.

(2) 2/503d Infantry and 4/503d Infantry road marched to PHU LOI
and were helilifted to Position BLUE, vicinity XT 8328,

(3) The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment road marched to the vicinity
of the CAU DINH JUNGLE (XT 7823)o

(4) The 1/4th Cavalry (=) moved from their AO of Operation NIAGARA
FALLS to the vicinity of BEN CAT,

c. PHASE III - Attack into the IRON TRIANGLE and the THANH DIEN FOREST
RESERVE - D + 1,D + 2, 9 through 10 January 19670

(1) The 1/503d Infantry remained in its present position

•(2) 2/503d Infantry and 4/503d Infantry conducted heliborne assaults
into LZ's 4 and 6 in the TANH DIEN FOREST RESERVE.

(3) The 11th ACR initiated attacks across BEN CAT Bridges west into
the IRON TRIANGLE.

(4) 1/4th Cavalry conducted screening of NATIONAL HIGHWAY 13.,

d, PHASE IV-Attack.-Soth into IRON TRIANGLE - D + 3throuj D + 16
11 January through 24 January l967,

(1) During this Phase, the 1/503d Infantry:

(a) Served as a blocking and reserve force in position0

(b) Conducted thorough Search and Destroy Operations in the

western portion of the IRON TRIANGLE.

(a) Conducted-platoon sized Eagle Flights in AC)0

(2) The 2/503d Infantry .attacked south into the IRON TRIANGLE on the
west side including airmobile assault on suspected enemy locations0

(3) The 4/503d Infantry with D/l6th Armor under its OPOON attacked

south into the southeastern portion of the IRON TRIANGLE.

(4) During this phase, the 11th ACR (=).

(a) Attacked south into the IRON TRIANGLE along the west flank,
and then conducted search and destroy operations in the southern portion of the
AO, This. was conducted by 3/11th ACR,

(b) The 2/11th ACR continued security missions along the nor-
thern edge of the IRON TRIANGLE0

(a) The 2/11th ACR and 3/11th ACR linked up in the southern por-
tion of the IRON TRIANGLE.
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e. PHASE V mExtraction of elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Sepa-
rate) fron the AO of. Opration CEDAR FALLS.

(i) The 11th ACR (-) with the 2/503d Infantry OPCON left the AO of
Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS by road march on 24 January 19679 with a major por-
tion of the 173d Engineer Company,

(2) The remaining elements of the Brigade departed the operational
area and closed at BIEN HOA on 25 January 19676

14. Execution: This Combat After Action Report will be handled day by day
with an accompanying map (located in TAB B) to show the major unit movements of
maneuver elements during the period. Additionally, changes in the basic Task
Force will be included on the days that change occurredo

a. D- 3 (5 Januar_ 19674 -Op eration NIAGARA FALLS

Task Force Organization. See page 2, Paragraph 9

Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) initiated
Operation NIAGARA FALLS at 0607 hours in the CAU DINH JUNGLE0 The 1/503d Infantry
conducted a heliborne assault from its assembly area at PHU LOI to LZ LOIS 

(IT

774237) with Company A and elements of the Battalion s HQ,. The remainder of the
Battalion followed, closing at 0852 hours0 Team BRAVO and Team ARMOR, consisting
of B/2/34th Armor (-) and recon platoon conducted search and destroy operations
in the CAU DINH AO (vic XT 7723), The Battalion CP and Company C displaced from
LZ LOIS at 1100 hours and nroceded to their proposed CP area at XT 773224, B/2/
34th Armor was released OPCON 1/503d Infantry at 1700 hours,

The 1/4th Cavalry (,w) moved by road at 0700 hours with A/5-2d Arty
(AW) and secured blocking positions along HIGHWAY 13 from XT 798227 to the road
junction, at XT 801223, B/1/4th Cavalry conducted Search and Destroy operations in
the CAU DINH JUNGLE,

The 1st Engineer Battalion made the only contact of the day at 0925
hours, killing 4 VC (BC),

b, D- 2 (6 Januaryl967)

Changes in Task Force Organization: no changes

Qperational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) continued

to operate in the CAU DINE! JUNGLE in preparation for Operation CEDAR FALLS. The
1./503d Infantry continued its search and destroy operations in the AO,

The 35th Ranger Battalion (ARVN) maintained blocking positions at the

confluence of the S AIGON and THI TIN! RIVERS. The 1/4th Cavalry continued to block

along HIGHWAY 13 and secure the 1st Division Engineers work parties who were clear-

ing areas in the jungle0

There were no engagements on this day with the enemy.

c, D - 1 (7 JanuAryQL9176

Chanoges in Task Force Organization:; no change
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Operational Summary: Operation NIAGARA FALLS was terminated at 0900
hours with the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) moving ..-with OPCON units into posi-
tion for Operation CEDAR FALLS.

The 1/503d Infantry established blocking positions alorg the THI TINH
RIVERwith Cmpany A in the north, Company B in the center and Company C in the
south, A/5-2d Artillery, equipped with automatic weapons, were also positioned
to command the river escape routes0

At 0930 hours, 1/4th Cay ()'was released of OPCON of the 173d Air=
borne Brigade (Separate) and returned to PHU LOI The 35th Ranger Battalion main-
tained its blocking position at the confluence of the THI TINH and SAIGON RIVERS.

d D Day (8 Janu 196%) - Operation CEDAR FALLS

Task Force Organization: lsee page 2, paragraph 9, The Serial March
into the AO was conducted as fallows:

SERIAL #1 SERIAL #2 SERIAL #

HHC (-) E/17th Cay (-) 2/503d Inf
D/16th Armor 4/503d Inf (-)
Co/4/5 d Inf
3/319th Arty (-)
173d Engr Co

SERIAL #4 SERIAL #5

173d BSOC Plt/E/17th Cay
C/3/319thArty

Oprational $ umary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) and OPOON
units initiated Operation CEDAR FALLS by conducting movement to the vicinity of
BEN CAT and PHU LOI by road convoy, helilift and Air Force Cargo aircraft. The
Brigade positioned its forces for the coordinated attack (3 battalion) on D + I,
The Brigade's Task Force DEANE became OPCON of the 1st Infantry Division at 0800
h ours,

The Brigade Headquarters elements began a motor march from PHU LOI
to Position RED (See overlay, D= Day), using HIGHWAY 13, closing at 0915 hours0
The 1/503d Infantry remained in its blocking position assumed during Operation
NIAGARA FALLSo

The 2/503d Infantry and 4/503d Infantry departed BIEN HOA at 1000
hours and were flown by Air Force Aircraft to PHU LOI, closing at 1138 hours. At
1300 hours, the 2/503d Infantry and 4/503d Infantry began a helilift to Position
BLUE (See Overlay). The 2/503d Infantry closed at 1333 hours0  At 1700 hours the
Recon Platoon of the 2d Battalion engaged 2 VC at XT 848282, wounding one before
they fled south, The troops of the Recon Platoon followed the blood trail, dis-
covering 2 more VC in the process, The VC fired 8 - 10 rounds of semi-autematic
fire, fired 1 rifle grenade and threw I hand grenade. The Recon Platoon returned
fire 'ith unknown results, There were negative friendly casualties0

At 1,10 hours, the 4/503d Infantry closed at the assembly area at
Position BLUE. At the same time, the 3/319th Artillery BIB" and 6C' Batteries ar-

rived at Position WHITE from PHU LOI The E/17th Cavalry had the responsibility
of securing Position WHITE. Alpha Batteryp 3/319th Artillery was stationed at the
Brigade CP Area, Position RED, They arrived at the CP at 1210 hours,
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The 35th Ranger Battalion (ARVN) remained at their blocking position
held during Operation NIAGARA.FALLSC The 1/4th Cavalry of the let Infantry Divi-
sion assumed a screenig mission along HIGHWAY 13 at 0800 hours, They made nega-
tive contact until 1330 hours when they killed I VC (BC) at XT 856226-1

e, D + 1 (9 January 1967)

Chanoges in Task Force Organization. toP_4_DDDDDDOPCON to
21Lgth ACR

Operational Summap. The 173d Airborne Brigade's TF DEANE attacked
suspected VC, formation and installation areas in the IRON TRIANGLE and the THANH
DIEN FOREST RESERVE. At 0800, hours, the 11th ACR (=) attacked west from BEN CAT
and secured the bridge located at XT 738328, The Regiment then pushed further
west siezing Objectives 1 (at G912 hours), 1-A (at 0950 hours) and Objective 2
(at 11.05 hours)0  The Regiment also provided security for elements of the 1st
Engineer Battalion (of the 1st Infantry Division) who were clearing the road west
from BEN CAT to Objective 2, and Engineer elements clearing the area of Objective
1 and LZ 6 (See Overlay , D + 1),.

At 0804 hors,, C pany D/16th Armor, reinforced with one rifle C -

pany frvm 4/503d Infantry screened the area northwest of BEN CAT from XT 708333 to
XT 685244,

The 2/503d Infantry initiated a heliborne assault into LZ 4 fr
Position BLUE beginning at 1055 hours (XT 670365 ). The assault was completed at
1115 hours and the 2/503d Infantry linked up with the 1st Division elements to the
north approximately 1/2-hour later,

At 1215 hour,+ the 4/53d Infantry () departed Position BLUE by heli-
copter and at 1235 hours, they assaulted LZ 6 (XT 680250), One hour and ten minutes
later, the 4th Battalion and the Zd Battalion linked together .and at 1430 hours,
D/l6th Armor (+) became under the Operational Control of the 4th Battalion0 The
2/503d Infantry' and 4/503d Infantry established blocking positions in their re-
sp ective LZ'e and conducted limited search and destroy operations in their zones 0
At 2105 hours, elements of C/2/5Q3d Infantry engaged 5 VC moving east at XT 662367
Two more VC were engaged in the same area shortly thereafter 0 The action resulted
in 2 V.C KIA (BC) and 2 Chicom Carbines captured, There were no Friendly casualties,
(see overlay D + I)o

-The 1/503d Infantry and 35th Ranger Battalion (ARVN) with elements of
the A/4th Cavalry remained in their blocking positions, held since the termination
of Operation NIAGARA FALLS. There were no significant contacts during the day,

f, + 21 XlOJanuML1967)

Cha =es in Task Force Organization: tCav wentOPCON to 11th ACR _
_A/2dAny went OPCON to

Qrational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) under the
Operational Control of the 1st Infantry Division continued its sweep of the area
north of the IRON TRIANGLE, west of BEN CAT, The 1/503d Infantry maintained their
blocking position and conducted Search and Destroy operations in the area, The
1/4th Cavalry was relieved of its screening mission along HIGHWAY 13, south of
BEN CAT at 1540 hours by the 4/7th ARVN Regiment (working in conjunction with II
FFORCEV), and the 2/8th ARVN Regiment. The 1/4th Cavalry then motor marched to
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A search of the tunnel revealed 3 rooms, 5 feet by 8 feet with wooden floors0  In
addition, 45 tons of paddy rice,. 3.4 tons of salt, 16 rifle grenades, 22 60mk
mortar rounds and 2,300 feet of electrical wire were found within0 At 1415 hours,
an element of C/4/503d Infantry with Company D/16th Armor made contact with an
estimated VC squad0  The VC fired 150 - 200 rounds of semi-automatic and automatic
fire0 The engagement was characterized by the troopers as being extremely heatedo
owing not only to the enemy fire, but also the large numbers of anti-personnel
and .anti-tank mines encountered, The action resulted in 14 US WIA with unknown VC
Casualties (XT 737259 , Location-6),

The 2/11th ACR and 3/11th ACR conducted search and destroy operations
in-the southern nortion of the IRON TRIANGLE. Throughout the day's activities,
they discovered and destroyed 17 tunnels, one trench system and 18 bunkers, In
addition, 500 pounds of polished ricewas found and evacuated,

The 173d Engineer Company "Tunnel Rat" teams explored a total of
1,300 meters of tunnel within the AO, A total of 2,500 meters of tunnel were de-
stroyed leaving an untold number of VC trapped within,

k. D+ 7 (15 January1967)

Changes in Task Organization: No Changes

Qperational Summary: TF DEANE continued Operation CEDAR FALLS on-
ducting methodical search and destroy operations within the IRON TRIANGLE AO
Moving behind a massive TAC Air preparation consisting of 14 sorties dropping a
total of 19,000 pounds of High Explosives, the 1/503d Infantry located and ex-
tracted a medical cache at XT 672281 containing 300 tablets of Penicillin, 10
bottles of powdered Penicillin, one bottle of alchohol, 20 bottles of latercain
and 5 bottles of sterile water. At 1210 hours, elements of the 1/503d Infantry
killed 3 VC (BC) at 672281 (Location 7) and captured one (1) US carbine; ammu-
nition, documents and several maps, They also located 1 grenade 10 bunkers, 3
sampans, 3 huts, 1 tunnel, 1 AT mine and 10 -pound bomb during the day's acti-
vitie s-

The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry moved south through the central por-
tion of the IRON TRIANGLE, Boebytraps at XT 693263 and XT 688266 wounded 4 men on
the days overations, The Battalion located and destroyed 11 huts and 4 bunkers0At 1210 hours, Bravo Company engaged 2 VC who were busy emplacing a mine in the
road at XT 712247 (Location 9). The men fired at the enem~y resulting in 1 VO
KIAt (BC) and I US M-2 carbine being captured,

During their search of the eastern portion of the Triangle, the 4/503d
Infantry ( ) came across a triangular shaped base camp, 100 meters on each side.
35 bunkers were located on the perimeter and an additional 20 were found within
the encamnment, ALL of the bun .ers were interconnected with trenches0  Wan coals
In the eooking fires incdicated rec ent habitation by an estimated VO Platoon0

The iLth ACR (-) with Company D//7503d Infantry under their Opera=
tionsit %ntrL searched the southern area of the IRON TRIANGLE, At 1149 houra,
an s lement of D/4/503d Infantry engaged 3 VC at XT 736217 (Location 10o) One of
the VC was killled and the remaining 2 escaped into a tunnel after firing anproeix
matel y 10 rounds, One (1) sub-machinegun, 2 carbines and one (1) DH-O claymore
mine was captured Friendly casualties were: I US KIA and i US WIA, At 1310
hours.., an APC fr.m E Troop/2/llth ACR struck a mine at XT 736248 (Location lL) rem-
sulting in 6 US WIA. At 1530 hours, seven (7) personnel from M/3/11th ACR werewa-unded n action and 2 APCIs were damged by two (2) ccmmand detonated mines at
XT 733231 (Location 12)A
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E Troop/17th Cavalry was fired on by Viet Cong snipers at XT 695218
(Location 13) resulting in 2 US WIA, 40 minutes later, at XT 695218, a VC wearing
black pajamas was killed, at XT 095219. In addition, 6 bunkers, 6 punji pits, 1
hut, 6 sampans and 3.75 tons of rice were destroyed.

1. D + 8 (16 January 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization: D/4/503d Infantry released OPCON
of U1th ACR (-)returning d47 j InfOperational Summary:

Task Force DEANE continued Operation CEDAR FALLS conductang search
and destroy operations within the IRON TRIANGLE with 1/503d Infantry (=in the
western sector, 2/503d Infantry. in the center and 4/503d Infantry in the east,
The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment. (-) was operating in the southern tip of the
Triangle.

The 1st Battalion 503d .Infantry in the western sector of the Tri-
angle conducted search and destroy operations to the south, Company C and Company
B were located on east and the west side of HIGHWAY 14 respectively0 At 0843 hours,
at XT 683255, Bravo Co pany made Contact with 2 VC who immediately fled to the west0Shortly thereafter,. B/l/503d Infantry captured one VC at XT 685255, The VC was
subsequently evacuated, At XT 681278, the 1st Battalion's Recon Platoon located
and destroyed a tunnel complex, 4 huts, an 8 foot sampan dock and a bunker0  At
1015 hours, Bravo Company received 5 - 7 rounds of automatic weapons fire at XT
6852550 Three (3) Viet-Cong were'captured after a brief exchange of fire, with
2 _ 3 VC escaping to the south, Five minutes later, Company C located two (2)machinegun mounts, one bunker and 4-CBU's employed as boobytraps. AUl was de-
stroyed with the exception of the machinegun mounts which were evacuated. Bravo
Company sustained 5 casualties at 1335 hours as a direct result of an activated
boobytrap at XT 685255. Four of these casualties required litters for evacuation0Shortly before this occurred, Charlie Company had discovered an, extensive tunel
complex, showing signs of having been used as a .hospital0 One company of the 1st
Battalion was employed in the security of the Brigade OP at Position REDo

The campanies of the 2d Battalion 503d Infantry continued to conduct
search and destroy missions, sweeping to the southeast. Company B encountered one
(1) VC at XT 698262, shortly after 1100 hours, Company B suffered one KIA and 1
WIA as a result of the contact, with the VC escaping to the northeast0  The Dust-
off helicopter received semi-automatic ground fire during the evacuation, resul-
ting in one of the medical personnel being wounded0 Company C killed one (1) VC
at 1200 hours while operating in the area XT 702246. The VC was found in a tun-
nel0 The 2d Battalion's Recon Platoon operating in conjunction with elements of
E/17th Cavalry, captured one (1) VC at XT 692237, The POW was extracted to the S2
for questioning, At 1330 hours, Charlie Company returned to the tunnel where it
had nreviously killed one VC, At this time, a second VC was killed in the same
vicinity, During the night, the Recon Platoon established ambush patrols aroundthe Brigade TOC (vicinity 696307). At 2100 hours, they ambushed and killed one(I) VC, capturing one Canadian pistol,

At 0715 hours, Airstrikes commenced on targets XT 735260, XT 740260p
XT 736255 and XT 740254 in preparation for the 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry's search
and destroy mission. Company A and Company B operated in the area XT 720285 to
XT 734265, C/4/503d Infantry with Company D/16th Armor (-) OPCON screened the AO
in the vicinity of Objective 5° At 1055 hours, Bravo Company located what appeared
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to be a claymore mine factory at XT 723272, Search of the factory revealed large
quantities of metal and canisters for WP rounds0 An hour and a half later* Bravo
Company located a tunnel with several rooms capable of-standing ino The room con-
tained 500 pounds of rice and a rusted .38 caliber pistol. At 1245 hours, Company
D reported one (1) WIA and called for a Dustoff, The casualty, SGT Mario Ramire.,
died enroute to the hospital, 45 minutes later, Bravo Company made contact with an
estimated reinforced platoon at XT 725268, Artillery was called in on the position
and contact was broken 15 minutes later, The results of this action are as follows
5 VC KIA, 10 VC WIA (possibly 15.). US casualties were: two (2) US KIA (SP4 Arthur
Wilkie and PFC Frank Smith) and eleven (11) US WIA, nine of whom were evacuated by
helicopter, At 1435 hours, an element of D/16th Armor hit a mine at XT 734265 re-
sulting in six (6) WIAo

The Uth ACR (-), operating in the southern portion of the IRON TRI-
ANGLE, located and marked for destruction one tunnel at XT 740218o They also de-
stroyed one (1) DH-lO claymore mine at the same location. At 1245 hours, an APO
struck a mine at XT 725262 resulting in one (1) US WIA. Two hours later, M/3/11th
received approximately 20 rounds of semi-automatic fire from a tunnel at XT 740-
221. Two (2) US personnel pursued the enemy into the tunnel resulting in the death
of one and the injury of the other, In contacts that took place at 1530 -and 1605
hours, the Ulth ACR ( ) killed 2 VC (BC) and 1 possibly in addition to capturing 1
US carbine, one (1) .45 caliber pistol and one (1) Russian automatic weapon,

, D +-9 (17 Januar 1961)

Chanoges in Task Force Organization: 2ilth ACE returned to lith ACR -

&A1734Abn. Dde Ib9qp) OPOON,
211th ACEwas released from 3d
Bde. let Inf. Div
D/4/50 d nm attahed to 11th ACE

Oprational Sumar: Task Force DEAN continued Operati on CEDAR FALLS
conducting search and destroy-operations within the IRON TRIANGLE0 The 1/5034 In-
fantry (working in conjunction with E/l7th Cay) conducted operations in the wes-
tern Triangle near the SAIGON RIVER. The 24 Battalion, 5034 infantry and the 4th
Battalion (a.) with D/l6th Armor (OPCON) operated in the center, and east respec-
tively. The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment (-.) with Company D/4/503d Infantry at-
tached were in the southern sector of the AO,

The 1/503d Infantry secured the Brigade CP and Fire Support Base at
Position RED with Alpha Company, The remainder of the Battalion conducted search
and destroy operations within the AO, At XT 695245 (Location i) one (i) VC ex-
changed fire with let Battalion elements, wounding 2 paratroopers.* At 1910 hours,
B/l/503d Infantry engaged 3 Viet Cong at XT 688247 resulting in one (I) VC KIA (BC)
and an additional VC KIA (possible), Th7 de4a VP war a po shrtN44

trousers and a bush hat, There wg Q 1P (1) 1 K n $W.A gQ a
contact,

E9 Troop, 17th QvlrOns 40he ie on t honIg lli
2 of the enemy (BC) and a.uring the th l 4 at XT 67144; 4-AN AA.0 4§
patrol, the Cavalry trooperp engaged 6 VO at XT 67220 ,L 0,tts 4 , Th,
resulted in 2 VC killed and 2 weapon--aptured. The conta c4t took pipoat RQO4
hours,
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The 2d Battalion, .503d Infantry located. a tunnel complex at XT 708=o
242 containing two (2) Chiccm Carbines and one (I) US .Carbine 0  At 1120 hours,
Bravo Company engaged two (2) Viet Cong_... ato.XT.713253 (Location..16) killing one of
the enemy. A trench 1,800 meters in length was later located running from XT 688=
247 to 695241.,

Elements of the 4/503d Infantry received 1 WIA from a sniper at XT
725267, Later that day, the Battalion discovered a large weapons cache at XT 727-
269, The cache contained 2 Russian Rifles, one (1) 60n mortar, two (2) M60. machine-
guns, two (2) US M-I rifles, 24 Chicom rifles, two (2) US Browning Automatic rifles,
2 French machineguns, and three (3) .45 caliber sub-machineguns,

At 0900 hours9 the 3/11th ACR reported killing one (1) VC when he
detonated a friendly boobytrap at XT 740221. The trap was set by elements of M
Troop, 3/lth ACRo At 1030 hours, an M48-A3 tank of K Troop/3/lith ACR lost four
(4) road wheels as a result of having struck a pressure type land mine at XT 739=,
216, Other Regimental units made no significant contact during the day,

n. D + 10 (18 JanuaryW6Z)

Changes in Task Force Organization: 1/4th Cav was released from 3d Bde,
1st Inf Div OPCON & became OPCON
to TF DEANE

Operational Summary: TF DEANE continued to conduct a detailed search
and destroy operation within the AO of Operation CEDAR FALLS. The 1/503d Infantry
with E Troop., 17th Cavalry was given the responsibility of maintaining security
of Position WHITE. At 1725 hours, B/1/503d Infantry engaged 2 VC at XT 693245 (Lo-
cation 1). One (1) VC was killed (BC) and one (1) AK=47 rifle was captured, The
VO wore a light green uniform and a pistol belto At 1938 hours, Bravo Company again
made contact with 2 Viet Cong at XT 693244 (Location 1), resulting in I VC KIA (BC)
and an additional VC possibly kilied, The dead VC wore a light blue uniform and
was armed with a bolt action rifle0 In the early morning hours, elements of E/l7th
Cavalry were probed by an unknown number of Viet Cong at XT 716227, The Cavalry
Troop opened fire on the enemy resulting in 4 VC KIA. (BC),

The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry continued its search in their as-
signed AO, progressing toward the eastern area of the IRON TRIANGLE0 At 1145
hours, C/2/503d infantry discovered an old o45 caliber pistol (US) at XT 726258
(Location 3 ), During the search of the area, three (3) paratroopers were wounded by

an enemy boobytrap,

The 4/503d Infantry continued to search in their AO during the day,
however, their first contact was at 0330 hours in the morning. Battalion elements
received several rounds of small arms fire at XT 736268 (Location 4). Artillery was
called in on the enemy. Following the artillery barrage, patrols were sent forth
to acquire an estimate of damage done by Artillery, It was reported that two (2)
VC were killed and one (1) wI rifle and one (1) homemade shotgun were captured0
Activities during the day consisted primarily of the discovery/destruction of nume-
rous tunnel complexes, Exploration of two of these tunnels revealed a sizeable
weapons cache, One tunnel yielded one (1) Browning Automatic Rifle, one (1) flare
pistol, one (1) 60m mortar bipod and base plate, eight (8) Chicom rifles, one
(1) Ml rifle and several rounds of assorted ammunition, This tunnel was located
at XT 724267. Another tunnel/cache at XT 727269 contained two (2) US Carbines,
three (3) X1 rifles, four (4) Thompson machineguns, one (J) Browning Automatic
Rifle, 4l bolt action weapons and one (i) M3 subvmachinegun,
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The 11th ACR F-) continued operations in the southern portion of the
IRON TRIANGLE and secured the engineer work parties to the north0  At 1330 hours
they were released of the security responsibility by 1/4th Cavalry. The 1/4th
Cavalry became OPCON of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) at this time4

o. D + 11 (19 January 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization: No Change

Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne BrigadeOs Task Force DEANE
continued operations throughout the IRON TRIANGLE. The 1st Battalion's Company
A continued to secure Position RED while the rest of the Battalion conducted
screening operations in the western portion of the IRON TRIANGLE. The 1/503d
Infantry met with little contacto however, 21 plastic type antiapersonnel mines
were destroyed at XT 688243. At 1005 hours, a Chieu Hoi returnee pointed out

a 100 meter trench to elements of the 1/503d Infantry at XT 694249, The trench
and connecting tunnel with room were destroyed by Bravo Company Throughout the
morning, B/l/503d Infantry located several caches of rice totalling approximately
10 to 12 tons, At 1300 hours, four (4) VC (3 of whom were carrying Chieu Hoi
passes) were captured by the Ccmmo Platoon south of the Brigade CP, That after-
noon, the Battalion CP was displaced by foot to XT 703244 and closed at 1605 hours0

The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry searched the central portion of the
IRON TRIANGLE progressing eastward, At 1530 hours, 4 VC were detained by elements
of the 2d Battalion, one of whom died of a heart attack5 The capture of these
VC occurred at XT 733252. The Recon Platoon set ambushes that night at two sites,
XT 743258 and XT 744256, On two separate occasions, each ambush killed one VO,however, no weapons were capturd,

The 4th Battalion with Company D/l6th Armor (OPOON) cbnducted a sweep
in the eastern portion of the Triangle, At 0950 hours, B/4/503d Infantry engaged
3 Viet Cong in a tunnel at XT 724261, One of the enemy was killed, however, the
other two managed to escapeso The Battalion located and extracted one (1) Thompson
subemachinegun, one (1) US carbine and one CL) Nauser rifle from a tunnel at XT 726-
203,

1/3/11th ACR, while conducting search and destroy operations in the
southern sector of the IRON TRIANGLE, killed two (2) VC in a tunnel which was con-

structed of reinforced concrete at XT 725225,

The 1/4th Cavalry continued to secure the northern portion of the
Brigade's Area of Operation, At 0725 hours, a damaged APC, being towed, struck
a pressure type mine at XT 696343 and burned, resulting in the total loss of the
vehicle and 3 US WIA, At 0855 hours, an Aero Scout team found 1 VC (BC) at XT
671356, In the process of confirming the KIA, the team made contact with 3 VC
The action resulted in one of the hostiles being killed (BC)0 At 1345 hours, B/
1/4th Cavalry contacted a Viet Cong Squad at XT 643328. The enemy returned semi-
automatic and automatic fire on the friendly troops Two VC were killed and two
were wounded as a result of this action, The VC wore light green shirts and black
trousers. One Chicom carbine was capturedo

E TrooD 17th Cavalry conducted Aero Rif e Platoon Operations in the
southwestern uortion of the IRON TRIANGLE. At 2130 houro, they killed 3 VC at XT
679239 in addition to capturing I US carbine and i Russian carbine.
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SUBJECT: Combat Onerations After Action Report (Oration NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

p. D + 12 (20 Janua

Changes in Task Force Organization .H2lth ACR became OPCON t/5Q3d In!

Operational Sumary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) continued-
Operation CEDAR FALLS within the IRON TRIANGLE0 The ist Battalion, 503d Infantryx,
having completed sweeping the west flank, moved to the southern portion of the A01
Alpha Company was relieved of the Brigade base security/reaction force mission and
joined the Battalion at their CP location at 1025 hours0 The heavy mortar platoon
however, remained at Position RED0  At 0930 hours, A/l/503d Infantry located and
destroyed a 200spound bomb at XT 711244, Charlie Cempany, at XT 703244, located
18 - 20 tons of rice. The majority of this rice was destroyed in place, however,
.15,800 pounds were evacuated0  Throughout the day, the paratroopers of the 1stBattalion made numerous discoveries of rice, bunkers9 bicycles, tunnels and medical
supplies. At 2040 hours, Company A killed one (1) VC at XT 709228o

At 0815 hours, Companies A and B/2/503d Infantry conducted a helir
borne assault employing eight (8) helicopters to an LZ vicinity IT 699270, Comr
pany C remained at the Battalion CP (XT 735248). After completing the lift, Comm,
panies A and B/2/503d Infantry conducted local saturation in the vicinity of the
CP. Company A encountered three (3) VC at 1350 hours, killing one (XT 698272),
Shortly after 1800 hours, the two companies were helilifted to the Battalion CP,
closing at 1845 hours.

The 4th Battalion (-) with D/16th Armor and H/2/11th ACR OPCON moved
northwest to seize Objective MIKE (XT 700273), The attack was preceded by TAC
Air and Artillery preparations, The Battalion and attached units made no signiew
ficant contact during the day,

The i/4th Cavalry (1st Infantry Division) (-) attacked south from
their AO to Objective TO4 (IT 695277)0° The position was reported secure at 0909
hours, Due to the absence of significant contact, the 1st Squadron returned to
its AO in .the northern sector of the IRON TRIANGLE and continued to conduct search
and destroy op erations in addition to providing security for Ebngineer work parties
in the area, At 0805 hours, B/l/4th Cavalry encountered 19 Chieu Hoi Ralliers at
IT 679285 (Location 2). The ex VC were prompted to rally by recent air strikes
and artillery fire, coupled with hunger and generally poor living conditions, At
0953 hours, A/1/4th Cavalry killed one (i) VC at 683313 (Location 3 ),

The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment (o=) continued to conduct search and

destroy operations in the southern portion of the IRON TRIANGLEO K/3/llth ACR as-
sumed responsibility for the security of the Brigade CP and Fire Support Base at
Position RED,

Troop E/17th Cavalry continued their primary mission of securing Posi=
tion WHITE in addition to conducting Aero Rifle Platoon operations, At 0039 hours,
elements of the Cavalry Troop killed 2 VC in a sampan at XT 689223 (Location 4),
Eleven minutes laterp they contacted and killed a second VC in the same vicinity0
The troopers accounted for two (2) more enemy KIA before daybreak,

cq, D + 13 (. 21January1967)1

Changes in Task Force Organization: No Changes
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Ope2ational Summary" TF DEANE continued Operation CEDAR FALLS con-
ducting intensive search and destroy operations within the IRON TRIANGLE0  The 1st
Battalion, 503d Infantry continued to conduct operations in the southwest portion
of the AO between the SAIGON RIVER and HIGHWAY 14 employing road patrols and pla-
toon sized Eagle Flights. The Battalion also initiated heliborne assaults on small
LZ+v used as short range patrol bases, At 2118 hours, A/1/503d Infantry engaged
15 Viet Cong at XT 686242 (Location 1). The VC returned the fire before fleeing
southwest0  The action resulted in one (1) US KIA with unknown enemy casualties0

The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry continued its operations in the. east/
central portion of the IRON TRIANGLE, west of the THI TINH RIVER. At 2010 hours,
A/2/503d Infantry sootted 3 VC at XT 742253 (Location 2). The enemy fired 10
12 rounds of semi-automatic fire0  The VC subsequently fled and the pursuit was
taken un by elements of Alpha Company0  One (1) US paratrooper was killed in the
process, The Dustoff ship that was summoned to the scene also received fire du-
ring its departure,

The 4/503d Infantry with Company D/16th Armor and H/2/lJLth ACR OPCON
continued search and destroy operations through the heart of the IRON TRIANGLE,
linking u with 2/503d Infantry 6 kilometers south of BEN CAT, At 1130 hours, C/
4/503d Infantry contacted 3 - 5 VC at XT 702267 (Location 3),, Two of the hostiles
dropoed when fired upon. One body was observed being dragged away; The other VC
was confirmed KIA (BC), At 1300 hours, k/4/503d Infantry contacted two enemy per-
sonnel at XT 683257 (Location 4), The VC managed to escape after wounding one (i)
US trooper.

The 11th ACR (a) conducted operations in the southern portion of the
IRON TRIANGLE at the confluence of the THI TINH and SAIGON RIVERS. At 1245 hours,L/3/llth ACR detained 3 Viet Cong who stated that they were influenced into sur-
render0o They added that the Psy War speaker mission flown on the 20th of Januar
near XT 723238 (Location 5) convinced them to rally0 F Troop, 2/Ulth ACE killed
two (2) VC on two separate occasions on this day at 1300 hours and at 1600 hours,
AUl four hostiles killed were clad in black pajamas.

The 1/4th Cavalry patrolled the rubber plantation and jungle area
west of BEN CAT, thereby blocking the northern escape path of those enemy elements
trapped within the IRON TRIANGLE. In addition, the 1/4th Cavalry provided secu-
rity for the Engineer work parties operating in the northern sector of the AO,.
Between 1150 and 1200 hours, C/1/4th Cavalry captured 19 detainees in the vicinity

of XT 731312 and XT 735315,

E Troop, 17th Cavalry conducted platoon sized Aero Rifle Operations
along the weat bank of the SONG THI TINH being free of intraTask Force boundaries,

Of s8ecial interest were the Psychological Operations conducted in the
Area of Onerations, As a result of the leaflet drop on 21 January., six (6) Viet
Cong rallied, The circumstances behind this are as follows: on the 19th of Janu-
ary, two VC raLlied to the GVN cause, On the following day,. they were photographed
together and gave the names of six of their friends among the VC ranks, The two
mon 0 who hastoened to be brothers, composed a message aimed directly to their six
frien&,5 On the Same day, the leaflets were dropped. Shortly thereafter, the
sL Vit Cong ra1.Liec,' following the good advise of their comrades, In addition,
a woman refugee was permitted at her own request to broadcast a message to her hus-
band and brother, Three hours after her plea, both men turned themselves in under
the Chieu Hoi Program, See TAB G for leafiet mentioned above and photographs of
Psy 0,30
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r., D + 14 ( 22 Januay 1967)

Chaes in Task Force Organization: 2/503d Inf became OPCON to

Oprational Summa The 173d Airborne Brigades TF DEANE continued
Operation CEDAR FALLS within the IRON TRIANGLEo The 1st Battalion9 503d Infantry
began, moving north along the west flank of the Triangle, Search and destroy ope=
,ratidns were conducted with the three rifle copanies deployed abreast of one ano=
then0  Company A was on the west flank9 Company C on the east flank and Cmpany B
was located in the center0  At 0913 hours, at XT 714258, Charlie Company located
and destroyed a smal tunnel containing explosivee and detonating devices, Later
that day, Alpha Company located and destroyed a 5OO=pound bomb at XT 689245,1 Dw
ring the day, the Battalion discovered 26 tons of riceo, a large quantity of galva=
niied metal and miscellaneous weapons and fire arms0  Four (4) Viet Cong bodies
were also discovered by elements of 1/503d Infantry during the days sweep, Conm
tact results for the day's operation were negative0

Co encing at 0700 hours9 The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry became
under the Operational Control of the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment (=)o There
were no contacts made with elements of the 2/503d Infantry however, several cm
pany sized base camps were located during the day's sweep, None of these enCamp=
mente s howed indications of recent use0  The Cavalry Troops served primarily as
blocking forces for the Infantry maneuvers0

The 4th Battalion9 503d Infantry was concerned primarily with the
destruction of tunnels within their Area of Operation0  At 1130 hours, Companies
C and B began blowing tunnels0  At 1615 hours. Company A reported that two men
had entered a tunnel after it was exnloded to acquire an estimate, of damage0 The
men then became overcbme by gasg One of the troopers was unable to escape0 At
1633 hour PFC Ronald L0 Pendergist was recovered, from 'the undergrownd trap0 He
died enroute to the. hospital 0  It should be mentioned here .that the infantryen
who enter these tunnels are strictly volunteers0  .

The 1i/4th Cavalry continued to secure engineer work parties opera=
ting west of PN CAT and south along HIGWAY l4o In addition9 they continued to

block the VC escape rout at the northern sector of the IRON TRIANGLEo At 1545
houra, B/L/4th Cavalry fired on 30 VC at XT 6663V4 (Location 1)o Nine (9) of the
h"ostiles were captured, 6 of whom were evacuated to the 172d Military Intelligence
Detachment., the other three needing medical attention0

a ID + 15_.(23 January 1967

ChaSes in Task Force Organization: Recon Pit 181d OPCON until 1800
hrs to 1/4th Cay
H 2 Itth ACR re'-tlased OPOON403
Inf

Orerationat. Summa : The 173d Airborne .Brigade (Separate) Continued
Uaratlcon CEDAR FALLS within the IRON TRIANGLs, The lest Batt a;ion conducted se&rch

and devtriy ocrati.ns n the went flank of th®s Tle 7iangle astride INTPRPROVINCIAL
HIGHWiAY 14 At i2 hours, Chariie Ca ny b oated nd dstroye. a 200 meter tu
neL at XT 685275, The Battation CP began dasotacement at 1430 hours, closing at
XT 677278 at I..I5" hours without incident0o
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The' 4th Battalion,..503d Infantry released H/2/llth ACR frm Opera=
tional control at 0700 hours. The. .Battalion. then swept north to the east of the
Triangle,, At 0940 hours9 Company A located in a tunnel (vicinity XT 729270) one
(L) sniper rifle, .three (3) pistols9 one (1) Chicom carbine, ten (10) French bolt
action rifles, six (6) cans of tar-and fourteen (14) rolls of roofing tin. The
Battalion made no significant contact during the day and were primarily concerned
with the evacuation and destruction of rice caches.

The 11th ACR (-)with 2/503d.Infantry OPCON continued mechanized and
foot onerations in the southern tip of the IRON TRIANGLE. They explored tunnels9
conducted patrolling along lines of canmunication and secured the Engineer work
parties who were clearing the area0

The 1/4th Cavalry .with elements of E/17th Cavalry patrolled the nor=
thern nortion of the IRON TRIANGLE meeting with no significant contact with the
enemy. These units were situated west of BEN CAT blocking escape routes and secu-
ring Engineer work parties in the area,

to D + 16 (24 January 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization: IBA102d Inf became OPCON to
EthCav

Onerational Summary: The 173d Airborne's Task Force DEANE continued
to conduct Search and Destroy Operations in the IRON TRIANGLE and began to redeploy
its forces to Base Camp in preparation for the termination of Operation NIAGARA/
CEDAR FALLS. The 1st Battalion, 503d Infantry continued operations on the west
flank of the IRON TRIANGLE proceeding northward0  At 1057 hours at XT 670274 theRecon Piatoon of l/503d Infantry located and destroyed 3 tons of paddy ricee.
Shortly thereafter, they discovered a dead VC at XT 667302 The unit continued
its movement and at XT 671271 they located and destroyed 25 additional tons of
paddy rice and four (4) huts, Bravo Company was released from the Operational
Control of the 1/4th Cavalry and returned to the Battalion CP at 1730 hours 0

The 4th Battalion with D/l6th Armor (OPCON) continued to conduct search
and destroy onerations to the north from XT 714289 to XT 72O32O° The Battalion CP
and D/4/503d Infantry moved by track vehicle with D/l6th Armor beginning at 0805
hours. At 1243 hours, Company D/l6th Armor and two (2) platoons of D/4/503d In
fantry were released from Brigade OPOON,

The 11th ACR (-) and 2/503d Infantry departed the Area of Operation
at 0930 hours, clearing the IRON TRIANGLE at 1229 hours0  The elements then pro=
ceded to their respective base camps at XUAN LOC and BIEN HOAo

The 1/4th Cavalry continued its screening mission along the northern
-nertia nthU thi, IRON TRIANGLE with B/I/503d Infantry OPCON, At 1300 hours, B/li
50d Infantry -.nd .a1/4th Cavalry contacted an estimated Viet Cong Siuad at XT 669-
3Z-' ftout.n ., The skirrm.ish resulted in 8 VC KIA (BC) and 3 eneny WIA who were

.-turita,. Tl.r.l (2) .38 catiber pitols were con.ftated At 1410 hours, as a di1
"r(l. mtu hiP a@ titn. three (3) additionaL.- Viet Cnng were captured at XT
604

a U 4 7 (t>Januay16

Qnhn . in ja FrceOranization: Serials emnloyed durin rede.
pioyment of B ds follows:
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SERIAL #1 SERIAL #2 SERIAL_

LTC HEALY - Cmdr MAJ WINDSOR - Cmdr LTC NORDIN ,-Cmdr

1/5C3d Inf D/16th Armor E/17th Cay
4/503d Inf HHC(-) B & C Btry
HQ & A Btry/3/319th Arty 1 Pit Engr 3/319th Arty

BSOC

The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) terminated Operation NIAGARA/
CEDAR FALLS at 0700 hours when it was released from the Operational Control of-
the 1st Infantry Division0 The Brigade returned to Base Camp in three Serials9
clearing the CEDAR FALLS AO at 0945 hours0  The final elements of the Brigade
closed at BIEN HOA at 1327 hours, The movement was executed without incident0

150 ,Revolutionary Develoment

a. Civic Action Activities:

(I) Construction of Refugee Center (100 meters x 150 meters at lo=
cation XT 733323, BEN CAT)o

(a) A double concertina wire protective barrier was erected
around the perimeter,

(b) Erected four (4) ea tents, GP large0

(c) Constructed two (2) ea latrines, sllt trench, 8 hole

(2) Constructed a Boy Scout Den/Schoolrocm, 16' x 241 using logs,
111 planking and corrugated metal roof,

(3) Constructed 1 ea Soccer Field, 100 meters x 40 meters0

(4) Constructed 3 ea Volley Ball courts0

(5) Installed 368 of 24" corrugated metal culvert under access: ,-road
leading to church vicinity XT 740329, BEN CAT,

(6) Distributed to BEN CAT District Advisor the following:

(a) 450' of chicken wire0

('6) 4A' - 50' miscellaneous corrugated metal culvert 0o

(7) The above items were accomplished by the 173d Engineer Company 0

b~o Brigade S' Atixities:

(iii) During Operation CEDAR FALL, the S$5 Section centered its actP

vitles in the BEN CAT DISTRICT9 BINH DUONG PROVINCE° The f all-iwn r ~as
various8DAtit--vdDENT

(a) MEUCAB and DENTCAP
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Combat Operations After- Action Report (Operation
25, February 1967

NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

LOCATION

X4 RACH NAI
AN DIEN
AN DIEN
AN DIEN
MUONG CIAO
CHU MUI
MUONG CIAO
X4 XOAI
BEN CAT
BEN CAT
MY THANH
BEN CAT
BEN CAT
HUONG DAY
LO THANH
CHU MUI
AN DIEN
AN DIEN

COORDINATES

XT 777185
XT 727318
XT 727318
XT 727318
XT 730340
XT 745335
XT 730340
XT 755320
XT 741330
XT 741330
XT 765304
XT 745328
XT 740329
XT 750325
XT 734334
XT 745336
XT 733329
XT 727318
TOTAL o o o 0 0 0 0 a0

(b) Psychological Operations:

j, Speaker and Leaflet Missions:

MISSION THEME

"Control of Refugees/MEDCAP
"Control of Refugees/MEDCAP
"Control of Refugees/MEDCAP
"Control of Refugees/MEDCAP
"Control of Refugees/MEDCAP
"Control of Refugees/MEDCAP
"MEDCAP Instructions"
"Calendars 1967"
"Chieu Hoi/Safe Conduct"
"MEDCAP Instructions"
"Calendar 1967"
"MEDCAP Instructions I
"Calendar 1967"
"MEDCAP"
"Chieu Hoi/Safe Conduct"
"Chieu Hoi Special"
"Why You Should Rally"
"Chieu Hoi/Rally Now"
"Chieu Hoi/Safe Conduct"
"Rally Instructions"
"173d Good Guy"
"173d Power"

Instructions"
Instructions"
Instructions"
Instructions"
Instructiows"
Instructions"

TIME/AMOUNT

5 Hrs
8 Hrs
5 Hrs
7 Hrs
5 Hrs
7 Hrs
1 Hrs

210
95,9000

j Hr
210
1 Hr

210
1 Mrs

150,9000
1* Hrs

2 Hrs
5j Hrs

79,000
lHr

100_9000
1 Hr

Leaflets Dropped
Air Sneaker Hours
Air Missions Flown
Ground Speaker Hours
Handotts (Calendars)

4,25 Hrs
5

51,75 Hrs
630
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SUBJECT:

DATE

6
9
10
11
12
12
13
13
16
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
23

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

MEDCAP

67
22

157
154
84
15
55
50

143
198
117

56
52
67
82
28
62

19496

DENTCAP

18
6
65
34
20
5

15
25
38
44
31
33
18
12
21
18
16
12

430

DATE

9 Jan
10 Jan
11 Jan
12 Jan
13 Jan
14 Jan
16 Jan
16 Jan
17 Jan
17 Jan
17 Jan
18 Jan
18 Jan
19 Jan
20 Jan
20 Jan
20 Jan
20 Jan
21 Jan
21 Jan
22 Jan
22 Jan

67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

Speaker
Speaker
Speaker
Speaker
Speaker
Speaker
Speaker
Handouts
Leaflet
Speaker
Handouts
Speaker
Handouts
Speaker
Leaflet
Speaker
Speaker
Speaker
Leaflet
Speaker
Leaflet
Speaker

TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL

rm
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A
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SUBJECT:, Combat Operations After Action Report (Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)

2o Most noticeable Psychological Operations occurred on
19 January, when two Vietnamese brothers were united in the Chieu Hoi Compound,
In an effort to get other VC to rally, they wrote a message on a leaflet that also
had their picture on it and the names of six of: the members of their militia squad.
This leaflet was printed that night and dropped the next morning0 That day, the 6
members listed on the leaflet turned themselves in as ralliers, See TAB H for
leaflet,

2• In addition, 18 VC arrived at the Chieu Hoi Center with
serial numbered Safe Conduct Passes that were dropped by the 173d Airborne Brigade's
Psy Ops Team during this operation0

4. The following distributions were made during Operation
CEDAR FALLS:

Rice (100 lb Bags) 00 0 0000 0 0 2081 bags

Bubble Bath0 0 0 0120 boxes

Cooking Oil * o o , , , * 0 o * o * 18 cans

Keen Drink 0o0000 00a 0 00 0 8 O! bottles

Milk, Dry 0 0 0 * 0 0 o 0 0 36 boxes

Bulgar Wheat (100 lb Bags) 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 6bags

C-Rations (Surplus) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 large boxes

Amo Boxes (Empty) 000000000000 o o 235 boxes

jo Imprest Fund PuIrchases in the amount of 69030 $VN were
made to support Civic Action projects during Operation CEDAR FALLS0

6. A refugee collection point was operated by. the Brigade
35 Section at BEN CAT, BINH DIJONG PROVINCE. Refugees from the IRON TRIANGLE were
processed through this point to enable them to consolidate their personal belon-
gings, livestock and travel to the main refugee collection point at PHU CONG in
family groups. 2,740 refugees were processed by the Brigade $5o

7, During the final days of Operation CEDAR FALLS, the
refugee collection point at BEN CAT was converted into an athletic field contai-
ning a soccer field, a volleyball court and a Boy Scout Hut0  This was named 'Sky
Soldier Field" and the facility built there was dedicated for the use of the chil-
dren of the BEN CAT District,

8. On Saturday, 21 Januaryz, a Rice Passing Festival was
held at the BEN CAT District Headquarters 0  During this event, captured VC rice was
distributed to 1,128 families in the BEN CAT area,

9 .Ammunition boxes from the 3/319th Artillery Battalion
were taken daily to the 3 permanent refugee housing areas than encompass the vil-
lage of BEN CAT. These boxes were used by the Vietnamese families for floors in
their homes and for firewood,

c, Summary: Civil Affairs activities in Operation CEDAR FALLS were the
most productive of any operation conducted by the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)
to date.
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16, Logistics/Administratjve Activities:

a. General: To support Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS a Brigade Supply.Office forward element was established at PHU LOI for Operation NIAGARA FALLS, and
at Position RED (REN CAT) for CEDAR FALLS along with a Brigade Supply Operations
Center (BSOC),

b. Supply and Transportation: Resupply of the Brigade was accomplished
daily by road convoy from BIEN HOAo This was supplemented by drawing, from the 1st
Logistical Command stocks of Class V and Class III from LIA KHE, Thirty (30) 2-
ton. trucks of the 48th Transportation Group moved elements of the Brigade to posi-
tions at PHU LOI from the AO of Operation CANARY/DUCK. Sixty (60) more 2-ton
trucks were employed to move the remainder of the maneuver elements to PHU LOI for
airlift into an assembly area, A total of 90 2-ton trucks from the 48th Group were
used to extract the maneuver elements from the operational area at the termination
of the operation. A total of 1,322.2 short tons of supplies were handled duringthe operation. Of this amount, 74 short tons were used for Operation NIAGARA FALLS
and 1,248.2 short tons for Operation CEDAR FALLS* A breakdown by Class of Supply
for each operation follows:

NIAGARA FALLS

Class I * .,, , , * 193 ST

Class II & IV 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 o o o5 ST

Class III 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a2 ST

Class V 0 a 0 a00 0 . & 54 , .0ST

TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74oOST

CEDAR FALLS
Bien Hoa

Class I 1 0 0 0 a 0 6 a a 0 0 0 0 0 260o07 ST

Class II &IV o ao 0 0o 00A Is 5275ST
Class III , o , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 574o69 ST

Class V * 0 o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16,o7 ST

-TOTAL , , , •, 0 0 0 , 1, I052o30 ST

CEDAR FALLS
Lai Khe

Class IIl , 0 , . 8.1ST

C&as 0 0 0 0 0 a e ? 0 0 0 0o o o c oc L T

TOTAL * a -* 0 I s 195c9 ST

A total of 739 UH-ID and 5, C&-47 resupply sorties were flown from the BSOC to for-
ward elements of the Brigade,
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c. Maintenance: A maintenance contact.team consisting of two officersand twenty enlisted men from Company, 'D" (Maintenance), 173d" Support Battalion waslocated forward at Position RED and provided, direct support maintenance to Brigadeelements, aBack up support and resupply of repair parts was accomplished daily by
road convoy. A breakdown of support provided follows:

SECTION JOBS RECEIVED JOBS CCOMPLETED JOBS UNCOMPLETED

Mechanical Maintenance 37 37 0
Armament 141 140 1
Signal 92 92 0Engineer 9 9 0Service & Evacuation 17 17 0

A noticeable improvement in :organizational maintenance was observed,

d, Medical: Company "B" (Medical)., 173d Support Battalion, providedmedical support employing four officers and thirty-five enlisted men, offering
full surgical, medical and dental support, The clearing station served as theprimary evacuation facility for casualties0 Dustoff coverage was provided through
the 1st Division Clearing Station. Daily routine evacuation was accomplished via3/4-ton ambulance by road convoy and LOC helicopters returning to BIEN HOA for thenight. A total of 382 patients were treated0  Casualty and patient breakdown fol-lows (KIA, WIA and Non-Battle Injuries will'be covered in Operation Results).

FUO a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a 31
Dermatological a a a a 4
ENT a a a a a a a a a a a & a a a a a O a aa14

Eye a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 0 a a a a a a 4
Gastro intestinal •o oaaa orooa o 23

G e n i t o u r i n a r y a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a 0 a a 7 7
Neuro Psychiatric, a a a. a a 0 a a a a a a a a a a 0
Other Medical o a a a a a a a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
Dental a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 0 0 0 a 48
Viet Cong Medical a a@800 000

5, Communications:

(i) The Brigade CP moved directly from Operation CANARY/DUCK astrideROUTE 15 to PHU LOI on 4 January 1967, The Brigade then passed from OPCON II FFORCEV
(Hurricane) to the 1st Infantry Division (Danger)0  UHF communications were estab-lished from the Brigade CP at PHU LOI to DANGER FORWARD at LAI KE, The Brigade atthis time entered the 1st Division voice secure FM Radio Net, This Net was used
to pass classified traffic throughout Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS8 Heaviest usagewas mostly in the early evening when plans for the next day's operations were be-
ing coordinated0 This was the first time the Brigade made'use of the FM Voice Se-
cure Radio Equipment and the enployment of this equipment continued on a day to
day basis, On 8. January 1967, the CP moved from PHU LOI to a location due east ofBEN CAT for the commencement of Operation CEDAR FALLS. VHF was quickly established
to the 1st Infantry Division Forward at LAI KHE, Although operational camunicam
tions as planned were adequate between the 1st Infantry Division and the 173dAirborne Brigade (Separate), some problems developed in circuit routing for tele-phone communication between BRIGADE FORWARD and BRIGADE REAR. Circuits from PARACHUTE
to BIEN HOA ARMY switchboard were routed from BEN CAT to LAI KHE to HURRICANE. The
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leg from LIA KHE to PHU LOI was over an Army (USARV) system and problems developed
in coordination and reation -times. Several days later9 the circuits were placed
on a 1st Division system from LAI KHE to PHU LOI and this improved circuit stabi-
lity and quality considerably0

(2) 'Cammunications within the Brigade were primarily by FM voice
radio0  Those units within or on the perimeter were fed into PARACHUTE switch-
board by wire. Arrangements had been made to provide 4-channel VHF system to the
11th ACR which had been placed OPCON to the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) on
Operation CEDAR FALLS. The 11th ACR (-) placed its main tacticalCP at BEN CAT
with the Brigade CP. The plan was to displace from there if necessary , With
this in mind, the 4-channel VHF system (AN/MRC-112) was established with the BEN
CAT perimeter, It -should be noted that it took 2 days to get this 100 yard shot
working due to problems in frequency interference0  During this0 wire line was em-
ployed between the two CP's,. Once established, the AN'MRC'12 system proved to be
quite stable and was utilized between the 173d Brigade CP and the 11th ACR (-) for-
the duration of the operation0

(3) It was during this operation that the concept of commanding fram
the air was fully employed. Upon direction of the CG, action was initiated to pro-
vide five command and Control (C & C) helicopters at any one time0  Upon examina-
tion of the Brigade resources, it was determined that five FM Radios, one UHF radio,
one AN/ASC-6 modified to provide 2 FM radios each0 All the above consoles are de-
signed to provide inter-communications between the commander and the pilot0  In
line with this program, arrangements were made to install an external FM radio an-
tenna. on each of the six (6) OH-13 helicopters in Casper Platoon. This would
facilitate the enabling of passengers to board the aircraft with their own AN/PRC-
25 and connect it to the installed antenna,, by using a vehicle-type headset and
H-138 handset. This. system proved quite workable.

f. Public Information Office:

(1) On 8 January 1967, the PIO commenced operation of a Field Press
Center at the 173d Airborne Brigade CP at Position RED, vicinity of BEN CAT. The
center assisted 9 newsmen on the first day of Operation CEDAR FALLS. These men
were:

Mr. John Linzel, Associated Press

Mr, Bruce Morton, and two man crew, CBS

Mr, George Page, NBC

r Jim Eury, NBC

Mr. Hans Peshke, NBC

Mr. Jim Ccmparo, United Press International

Mr. Ron Gallager, a free lance writer/photographer

(2) The reporters covered various aspects of-the Operation such as
the operations of the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment ( ), refugee evacuation, and
tunnel exploration, -General Deane was interviewed by Newsmen Page, Eury and Peshke,
Other news corresDondents who covered the Brigade's operation were:
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Miss Henny Schante, representing Dutch media

Mr9 Gerald Forken, Stars and Stripes

Mr. Phil Stit, Starrand-Stripes
Mr0 Carl Purneli, representing Pennsylvania Papers

Mr. John Sach, Esquire Magazine

Mr. Everett Manning, Newsweek Magazine

Mr. Leon Daniels, and his crew,. United Press International

SFC William Lebus, Armed Forces Radio and Television

17. Special Equipment/Techniques:

The unique and revolutionary characteristics of Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR
FALLS as a multi-force operation led to the use of many pieces of special equip-

ment in addition to the new techiques employed by Infantry and Support elements

within the Brigade. The following techniques/equipment are considered to be the
most significant.

a. Aero Cavalry Operations (Sky CavalryConcept)h In later September
1966, the E Troop, 17th Cavalry Commander and the Aviation Officer of the Brigade
flew to the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) for a first hand evaluation of the

limits and capabilities of employing airmobile tactics0  They returned highly en-

thusiastic that such a mission could greatly improve the combat flexibility of the
Brigade.

The aero rifle platoon concept was adopted in October 1966 with the ap-

proval and support of the Commanding General, Extensive classes and training were
given to each platoon of the Troop E/l7th Cavalry. Senior NCOe s from each of the
Cay's platoon were sent to AN KHE for first hand experience on the employment of
Aero Scout techniques.

In order to initiate this concept, several principal guidelines were es-
tablished, The personnel comprising the Aero Rifle squad and observers for the

Aero Scouts, along with the platoon headquarters element come from the resources of
the Cavalry Troop. Personnel were available within the Recon Platoon of E/17th Ca-
valry to form 3 - 12 man squads in addition to the platoon Headquarters element,
usually consisting of three men,

In addition, the Aero Scout section was reorganized utilizing enlisted
scout observers from the Troop who had already undergone extensive training in
these techniques, The concept was first employed on Operation ATTLEBORO, as a re-

action force for a Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol team0 The mission was suc-

cessful, however, not until Operation CANARY/DUCK was the Aero Cavalry concept
proven. During Oeration NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS, this concept was used extensively
by almost all Infantry elements within the Cavalry Troop.

The techniques employed are as follows. The Aero Scout Section (employ-
ing 0&-13's) fly over a predesignated area in pairs (lead and chase ships) looking
for trails, canals, or recently used campsites and enemy activity0  After the scouts
have made a significant discovery, a call is sent back to the stand by Aero Rifle
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platoon and they ,are issued forth to .a..suitable landing position near the location
by armed helicopter. The area is suppressed before the landing is initiated so
that friendly troops do not run head on into hostile elements0 For further ana-
lysis of this technique, see Small Unit Actions (E/17th Cav - Operation CEDAR FALLS).

b. Tunnel Rat Teams: The Tunnel Rat Team consists of six to ten men
incuding one OIC or NCOIC, The individual in charge has the responsibility of
drawing the sketch of the underground complex from the information relayed from the
team within. The lead elements of the Tunnel Rat Team is armed with a .22 caliber
pistol equipped with a silencer9 a TA-I telephone or skull mike, a flashlight,
compass and probe, An azimuth is taken, paces are counted off and the information
is relayed to administrative elements, above,

The major problem encountered during tunnel exploration is one of com-
munications. The skull mike apparatus (consisting of a transmitter strapped to the
back of the skull) often becomes inoperative after a short period of time neces-

sitating repair. In addition, WD-1 wire had to be employed in lieu of light weight
Canadian Assault Wire, which had become scarce0 The heavier wire added a conside-
rable amount of weight and bulk to the Tunnel Rat Team0

c, Mine Detecting Operations: The mine detector (Aural Indicating) was

the primary piece of equipment employed in this type of operation, This detector
will pick up any metallic object within its area of sensitivity. It can detect ob-
jects as small as one strand of commo wire up to four feet below the surface of the
ground. However, this capability also proves to be a deterrant to mine detecting
operations since the machine will pick up tin foil, empty shell cases, nails or any
other thing containing metal as well as mines0

d, River Patrols: River Patrols employed during Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR
FALLS consisted of 15 menA two of them being Engineers, with the remainder being
infantrymen. The craft utilized were 15-man pneumatic assault boats0  One of the
Engineers on board was a motor operator while the second was in charge of holding

the boat to the shore during loading and unloading and also casting the boat off
shore, The actual patrol was assigned the task of checking all Vietnamese .river
traffic, The boats were additionafly employed in the ferrying of supplies to out-

posts along the river,

e, Floating Mine Barrier Techniques: Floating mine barriers proved to
be the answer to the problem of tidal effect on inland waterways0 Cables are
stretched across the river and are allowed to sag below the water level 0 The

bridging timbers are then attached to these cables so that they floato When the

river is under tidal influence, the floating barrier rises and falls with the tide0
Barriers often had to be constructed on both sides of the bridge since the tide

often causes the waterway to flow in both directions,

f. Efficiency of AN/PRC-25: The AN/PRC radio with long antenna was em-

ployed on a command and liaison helicopter as a radio relay for the Battalion ope-

rations. It proved to be an extremely effective link between the CP and the front

line companies.,

g, Infra-Red: APC's with their organic Infraewred periscopes provided

augmentation to the use of Starlight Scopes on night perimeter defense,

h. Bulldozers: Bulldozers furnished by the 1st Infantry Division Engi-

neers were of great assistance in providing new avenues of approach to areas where

the Viet Cong had heavily mined existing approaches, They were also of invaluable

assistance in preparing defensive positions when they cleared LZ and fields of fire

for Infantry elements,
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io Employment of the Armor Vehicle Launched BriEL : An Armor Vehicle

Launched Bridge was employed to span a section of bridge that had collapsed at

BEN CAT, making it possible to recomence road movement, and hence9 normal ope-

rations, with minimum delay.

j, Weapons Used at River Blockin Positions: Twin 40 anti-aircraft

weapons were used in blocking positions along the THI TINH and SAIGON RIVERS du-

ring the operation, Quad ,50 caliber machineguns were also used in similar posi=

tions and were mounted on Engineer Boats to block the river exits utilized by the

enemy.

k, The following is a chronological sequence of the employment of Special

Tunnel Clearing Equipment (89500 c.fom0 BUFFALO TURBINE) on Operation CEDAR FALLSO

(1) 14 January 1967: Elements of Company M. 3/11th ACR had earlier
located a tunnel entrance.within their operational area, the first tunnel confirmed
by a Brigade element. The Turbine was helilifted by UH-lD helicopter from the Bri-

gade CP at Position RED with the operator crew of the 51st Chemical Detachment
(Airborne) to vicinity XT 746230, The machine was mounted inside an APC of Mike
Company and was utilized to ventilate the tunnel shaft for the 173d Engineer Corn=

panygs "Tunnel Rat" search party. Several tunnel entrances were discovered by the

party and the APC was displaced several times following their progress from entrance

to entrance, The turbine and crew remained overnight with Company M.
(2) 15 January 1947: The turbine was displaced from the base arearf

M/3/lith ACR by helicopter to support an Engineer Platoon of the 173d Engineer
Company searching a tunnel in the 1/503d Infantry area of operation0 The UH-1

sling loaded turbine was set down into the bed of an Engineer Dump Truck and wasmoved by truck to tunnel entrance vicinity XT 68327l Tunnel smoke tracing ope-

rations were begun at 1100 hours and continued until 1430 hours0 145, 30-pound
smoke pots were used as a smoke source and were introduced into the tunnel en-

trance with air from the turbine forcing the smoke down the shaft0 A recon patrol

of E/l7th Cavalry was airborne in a helicopter for aerial observation of emitted

smoke while engineer elements on the ground moved to and marked the smoke exits0
A total of eight (8) additional surface openings were located during the operation

both north and south of the original location0 The Engineer platoon returned the

following day arid collapsed the tunnel openings, The evening of the 15th, the
turbine and crew returned to the Brigade CP with the Engineer Platoon' s dump trucks

(3) 16 Janua 196 The turbine and crew returned to the 1/503d
Infantry area (XT 683271) still mounted on the dump truck and was further trans-
ported by road to the Squadron CP of 2/11th ACR vicinity XT 726248o Movement was
delayed due to mine clearing operations on ROUTE 14 between the 1/503d Infantry
and the 2/U1th ACR. The machine was scheduled for work at a tunnel opening vici-
nity XT 736250 but did not arrive in time to be placed in operation and remained
overnight at the Sciuadron CP,

(4) 17 Januar 1967: During the preavious afternoon (16 January) a
tunnel search narty of Comwany M/5/iith ACR sustaining I KIA and I WIA from VC
automati, c weanons fire while proceeding dowm a tunnel shaft vicinity XT 740221.o On
the morning & 17 J.nuary0 the turbine and crew wasd is laced by vehicle from 2/11th
ACR to th 3/, Lth ACR area and loaded onto an APC attached to Company M of the
3d Snuadron0  The tuirbine was, utilized for smoke tracing at the above opening0
Eight additional tunnel openings were identified by -smoke emissions from XT 740-=
21'8 XT 7/4,0221 = ST 738222-. XT 737221, An Engineer Platoon from the 173d En-
gineer Company collapsed al onenings with demolition charges and detonated CSml
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into the shafts connecting the entrances0,. A Recon Patrol of E/17th Cavalry again
spotted from the air, smoke emission, however, no VC were observed to exit during
smoke onerations, The crew and turbine remained with Company M overnight.

(5) 18 January 1967.: The turbine was moved by vehicle from 3/11thACR to 2/11th ACR and conducted smoke tracing operations from 1400 hours to 1445
hours0 They continued to pump fresh air from 1530 to 1700 hours for an engineer
tunnel search party from the 173d Engineer Company0  At 1800 hours, the turbine
and crew were displaced by UH-I sling load to 4/503d infantry's CP area and were
mounted on an APC of D/16th Armor (OPCON 4/503d Inf) in preparation for support
of Company A/4/503d. Infantry. Elements of Company A while on security saw a
movement and located a trap door covering a tunnel opening at the vicinity of
±T 728265, Members of the 3d Platoon entered the tunnel and encountered VC a
short distance from the tunnel opening, PFC Pendergist, SGT Spencer, SP4
Sprague and PFC Walden were repeatedly opposed by VC for the remainder of the
afternoon and although they engaged the VC with M-79s, 038 ,and .45 caliber pi-
stols, the VC continued to contest the tunnel, In the late afternoon, burning
type CS grenades were thrown into the shaft of the tunnel to flush the VCo
The 4/503d Infantry troopers continued to hear VC activity and could hear sounds
believed to have been respiration of individuals wearing VC expedient ".gas masks",

(6) 19 January 1967: On the morning of 19 January, the turbine wasmoved to the tunnel entrance by APC and conducted smoke flushing operations from
1050 hours to 1145 hours, At 1130 hours, 7 VC (3 males, 4 females) exited a
tunnel opening at vicinity XT 721259 in Bravo Company, 2/503d Infantry's AO and
were immediately apprehended0  All 7 VC were suffering effects of smoke inhala-
tion and experienced difficulty in breathing, Two of the females subsequently
expired from unknown causes, The turbine continued operation from 1145 to 1245
hours flushing the smoke with fresh air, At 1300 hours, a tunnel search team ofA/i/503d Infantry entered the opening 0 Smoke was not encountered, however, a
concentration of CS gas (from the previous day' s attempt to flush out VC) effused
from the walls of the tunnel whenever the turbine was shut down0 The concentra-
tion was sufficient to require search personnel to remain masked° From 1300 hours
to ...1530 hours, the .search team negotiated the tunnel, identified 5 separate shafts,
capturing 3 individual weapons, .and exited the tunnel in the B/2/503d Infantry's
area. They were informed by members of that unit of the capture of 7 VO.o At no
time was VC opposition encountered0 In addition, several tunnel entrances were
identified by spotting smoke 300 meters north of the original entrance0

(7) 20 January 167: The turbine remained in the 4/503d Infantryarea, An element of Company B escorted the equipment to the location of theprevious day's operation and smoke operations were again resumed . HC smoke was
continuously pumped into the tunnel from 1130 - 1430 hours, expending a totalof 12 30-lb smoke pots with the turbine running at maximum capacity0 Smoke was
observed at locations much more distand and in greater volume than the previous
day, largely as a result of greatly extended operating time. This is attributed
to the fact that an extensive network will require a long period of sustained ope-ration to displace a sufficient volume of air to fill the network and build pres-sure sufficient to force the -moke out exits in volume sufficient to be observed
from the air. During the two days of operation, a total of 15 VC harboring in,-side the tunnel were captured while exiting or apprehended by search parties under-
ground, all being taken by Company B/2/503d Infantry. Most VCC were attributed tosmoke flushing operations in the 4/503d Infantry area and all at Least partially
sO,
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(8) 20 January - 22 January 1967: The BUFFALO TURBINE and crew re-mained with 4/503d Infantry and was utilized to provide fresh air for search par-ties from Company B, On 22 January, the equipment was helilifted back to the
Brigade CP at Position RED. See TAB F for drawings of VC tunnel complexes,

18. Results of Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS:

a. oFriendly Losses

Casualties sustained by the 173d Airborne Brigade and OPCON Units,
11th ACR (-), 1/4th Cay of the 1st Infantry Division:

173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) Casualties:

1st 2d
Bn Bn

4th 3/319th
]Bn Artz

KIA 3 3 8

WIA 27 23 48

MIA 0 0 0

NBD 1 1 0 0

0

1

0

0

E/17th• D/16th
Cav Armor

0

8

0

0

0

7

0

0

173d

0

1

0

0

39th Inf
SD

0

1

0

0

HHC 335th TOTAL
(-)AML

o 0 14

2 0 118

0 0 0
0 0 0

NBI 2  1 0 2 4 0 0 3 0 1 1 12

*Two (2) WIA accounted for above died later in the hospital as a result of wounds
received in action. These men were, SP4 Collins of E/17th Cavalry and SP4 Lonnie
Floyd of C/4/503d Infantry,

1NBD - Non-Battle Dead

2NBI Non-Battle Injured

Of the 118 WIA received by the Brigade during the Operation,
duty, 103 had minor injuries and 6 had serious injuries,

21 were returned to

EQuiMent Lost and/or Damaged m None

11th Armored fln'lrv Rponllmow-+
AUZ644~rilt %PnZEuL.C144

KIA . . o 0 0

WIA o , , 5 0 0

0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a . 8

a 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 57

MIA 0

Non-Battle Dead

Non-Battle Injured

Eouinment Damaged -

APCs , * o

0t 00 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 30
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11th ACR (-)

a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Tanks * * * * 0 e e o o 0 a o o ° o a a a 4
Wheeled Vehicles o 000 00909o 4
Eauipeent Destroyed - Uth ACR (-,

APO'Is a a a a o a a a a a * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Tank . . 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 9 1
1/4th Cavalry (-) Casualties:

KIA *,0 .o. * o *0 2

WIA * * • a * a a a a 0 0 * a a a a 0 a a a o 35

MIA 9 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Non-Battle Dead 0 9 0 0 0 0 00 0 4  o 0

Non-BattleInjured 0&000o o o °o o0oa 0

Eauipment Destroyed- 1/4th Cavalry 6-)

Tank Recovery Vehicle .. o.. 0 0 0 9o 0 0  I

Tanks *601*9* 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 9 0 01

APC*s O a . a * a a a a 0 o 0 3
1442 o a . 0 9 o 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 1

b, Enemy Losses: Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS = TF DEANE.

Personnel Losses Inflicted by Elements of the 173d Abn Bde (Sep)

KIA (BC) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0185

KIA (poss) , * * * * * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

D e t a i n e e s 0 * * * a 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 6

R a l l i e r s a a a ° a a a o * S * a * o 0 0 0 o 0 7 2

9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 9 a a a 65
Personnel Losses Inflicted by Elements of 1th ACR (=)

KIA (BC) 0, 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * *, 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 26

KA(pose) 0 , * * 13

-1967
[LS)

Detainees 00d)0 105 0 (-11474

V CC 0 0, 0 0, . a 9, a 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0, 0 0 0 8

Ralliers .0 0 * 12
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Personnel Losses Inflicted by

KIA . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 "0

VCC o a o a a * 0 o a a

Detainees * * * . . a o . .

Ralliers 0 0 0 9 9 o 9 0

Weapons Captured by Elements

60=mMortars * * * * * 00

3.5" Rocket Launcher , * o

B-40 Rocket Launcher * * 0

M60 Machineguns 0 9 o

Browning Automatic Rifles .

French Machineguns o * . .

Thompson SMG

.45 Caliber SMG, s ,

Russian AW o. oo

Russian Carbines

Russian Rifles 00000 oo

S KS Rifle * , * * 0 9 0 0

Chiccm SMG o0 9oo,

Chicom Bolt Action Rifles

Chicom Rifles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9

Chiccm Carbines 0 * 0 * * * 0

Mossin Nagart Rifles * 0 o

AK-47 Rifles o a ,°ao0.0
US M-I Rifles 0 . 0° *o.

US 14-1 Carbines, * * * * * 9

US M4-2 Grease Gun. * * *

US M4-3 SMG * o 9 0 0 0 0 0

US Springfield Rifles * o *

Elements of 114 Cavalry

0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0

0

r th,

1 0

0 N

O a

* 0

0 0

o o

0 9

0 0

0 0

* 0

0 9

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

o 173d

o o o 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

O 9 0

0 0 0-

9 0 0 N

0

0

bn

0

0

0

o 4

0 4

0 9

0 0

0

O

P

P

0 0 0 09&010 9096

0 0

Bde

0 0

0 0

O 0

p @

oe

45

o o 65

o o 26

* 38

( Sop

0 0 2

*• 2

*o 2

1
*o 2

o~ 8

,. 2

pg 7

00 5

SI

O 17

'0 3

p 1

1

.6

o14

04

93

25 February ' 1967
NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS)
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1917 Eddystone Rifle * 1

US .45 Caliber Pistols .. . .* o *,,,., 6

GermanMauser Riflesl.s,,o. ,,, 2

French Mas Rifles , * • c. c eeee eec., 3

British Infield Rifles o , * * * . e a c e c 1

Bolt Action Rifles 12

Carbines (ink type) .0* a . 0 a a * 2

Rifles (unk type) 0o ,e *c * , * * 2

Shotguns e 3

,38 CaliberPistols 0o0 0*o ,ao 0 oc .o 2

P38 Pistol , , * , . , , . , .. . . . . . e a 1

Browning Automatic Pistol . . 1

Homemade Pistols s",3

Homemade cal,. 45 Pistol •aaecece co o 1

Pistols (Unk Type)ype)., ,, ,, 0  4

Weapons Parts:

Rifle Barrels . . , a * , . . • o o a o . 2

Rifle Stock .' " i

Mortar AimingjStakes. . . . ,,, o..*.

Magazines a e e 5 5 a o a e a e c a a a 0 , a 5
Grenade Launchers , •. ,,.••, , .. •.. 24

Ma6O Barrels o . . .a a . a o a o a a a a c 2

AA GunMount. * a a .o, ° a . ., a a a a 1

6Qam Bipod &Base Plate . .o. o. ,o. o i

Sub-Machinegun Maga zines .o , . 0  .,, 2

,Caliber MG Barre! ooo° esoaa ccec , i

Bayonet aaaa 0 0 0 a0d)0
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Ammunition:

175mm Rounds

155mm Rounds . s

4 4 e 4 4 * * * 9 * * C 9 0 9 0 0

4 0 4 4

105mm Rounds , * . . ° .

SlrammRounds .. .

60muRounds , o o

40bmnRounds ,.o.,,,

Illuminating Mortar Rounds

3,511 Rocket Launcher Rounds

B-4O Rounds

RP6-2 Rounds e . . * . , ,

57mm Rounds .... *,,

20rm Round * . . . .* .

10am Round .,,*,* ,

M-79 Rounds * * * . 4

7,92 Rounds

7.62Rounds ,,**,*,

5.56mm Rounds , . * . .

Crimped Cartridges . . . .

Assorted SA Bounds o o o

.50 cal Rounds . * o

#.45 cal Rounds . .

.30 cal Rounds o * . . .

arenades ,

Chiccm Grenades . , . .

lomemade Grenades , * .*

[a26 Grenades o*4..

(

(

* 4

* 0.

4 4

* S

P0@

I 9

* 4

o

* 4

* 
e

Rifle Grenades

47

UZI 4 4 0

S0 4

4

e

4

S

0

4

4

4

C

C

4

9

p j

P 4

C

a

4

4

9

a

4

S

9

4

I 4

4

4

4

0

9

4

* C

* S

* S

o 4

o 4

* 4

* 0

* 4

* 0

* C

P 4

1 0

p 4

4 N

* 4

* C

dP

* 4

* a

* 5

* 4

* C

* S

* 9

* 9

* 9

p 9

@

4

4 4

0 @

* N

* C

0 4

4

9

p

e

9

4

4

0

4 4

4

0

4

0

C

0

4

* C

* 4

* 0

* S

* a

* 4

* 4

0 4

* 0

P 4

* 0

* 0

* 0

o 0

18

9

9

0

2

dF 2
o o 38

. 0

01

.4•1

•3
.1

41

.9

1300

500

385

5030

100

700

6030

282

264

127

0 0 0 0 a 0 (9. 6 io
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WP Grenades..

Grenade Casings *

Grenade Fuses

Mines:

Pressure Type Mines

Plastic AP Mines

AP Mines , o , 6

AT Mines , . . o

DH-jOClaymore Mines

Other Claymore Mines

VC Claymore Mines *

Homemade Mines * *

Mines (Unk Type)

Demolitions:

500 pound Bombs

250 pound Bombs *

USAF.-Rockets .

CBU Bombs , . *

Plastic: Bombs.,

Shaped Charge *

Blasting Caps.,

Detonating Cord *

TTr ., * . .

Carbide , * * c oo

Chicom Explosives ,

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

4p

0t

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

S

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

a

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

0*

B

*

*

0

.9

0

0

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

.9

a

.9

.9

& & S 0 0 0 0

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9.

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

0

.9

.9

0

.9

S

0

.9

0

.9

.9

*

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

2

300

240

2

21

68

45
1

10

4

1

5

o o a a a 3

* 9 .9 .9 . 9

* o o9 . * 76

* o a o. 42

* 27,5 pounds

* a 24 feet

* 9 7 pounds

55 gallons

* 300 pounds

Detonator *

Transportation:

0 .9 0 0 0 .9 0 9 I
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Boats 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 6
Canoe * * * 4 o ° 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 * o 0 1
Motor Bikes . 0 0 # 0 o 0 o o & 0

Bicycles 0 0 0 0 o

Sampans 0 0 0 0 0

* 0 . a 2

S0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e * 4 78

* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78

Installations:

Foxholes o * * 0ao#@ 0 0 0 a m 0 0 0 0 * . 00

Tunnels . o 0 0 0 # 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 & 0

Bunkers . * 9 0 0 0

Huts 0 0 4 0 0 o
* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Base Camps * 0 * * * * * * 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bmbshelters * 0 * * 0 . 0 * * *

Pun ji Pits . * * * 0 o 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

217

193

313

147

17

13

90

Food:

Rice 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 . o 1,307,5 tons

Salt & * o 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,8 tons
Documents 0 o * 20,000 estimated

Miscellaneous: 200 pieces of galvanized metal, 25 gauze bandages,
12 bottles of serum, 10 hypodermic needles, assorted medical supplies, medical
kit, i lighter, i carbon lamp, 2 gold rings, 1 fuse, 3 typewriters, 10 pounds of
typing paper, I French map, assorted clothing, 55 gallons of heavy oil, 85 gallons
of gasoline, 5 gallons of tar, 2 trip flares, 32 washpans, 144 eight inch bolts,
2 cameras, 13 rucksacks, 12 pistol belts, 20 pair VN jungle boots, 1 oil skin map,
2 mosquito nets, i diary, I drafting set, 1 sewing machine, 1 300-gallon fuel tank,
6 rolls of barbed wire, 1 lantern, I US bunkbed, 759 - 4.5 volt batteries, i flare
pistol, 20 flashlights, i reloading press, 100 pneumatic pillows, i bottle of
kerosine, 950 pounds of nitrogen fertilizer, 8,050 feet electrical wire, 7 outboard
motors, 1 ammo pouch, 300 pounds of cement, i entrenching tool, 4 pack harnesses.

19. Commander's Analysis and Lessons Learned:

a. Commander's Analysis

Operation NIAGARA FALLS:

Although no major contact was made with enemy elements, it was belie-
ved that the Viet Cong are using trails throughout the AO and the waterways-to in-
filtrate small numbers of personnel and to transport food. Friendly operations in
the AO have also assisted in reducing the effectiveness of the Local VC infra-
structure and disclosed areas of operations which can be denied the enemy by a
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program of patrols and artillery harassing and interdiction. It is recommended
that throughout the AO from time to time, forces be introduced to harass the VC
and to preclude movement of troops and supplies through the. area.

Operation CEDAR FALLS:

Judged by all standards, Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR-FALLS was a major
success. The mission of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) and OPCON units
was search and destroy. -This was exactly what was done with a degree of thorough-
ness heretofore not achieved. The keys to this accomplishment were the saturation
of the IRON TRIANGLE which US and Vietnamese Forces executed effectively owing to
large amount of time made available to these combat units, The presence of highly
specialized support troops and equipment provided assistance essential to the ccm-
bat battalions in accomplishing their mission0 This technical assistance included
the emnloyment of bulldozers (many of them with Rome plows), CS turbines, demo=

lition teams, tunnel exploration teams, mechanized flame throwers, tank=dozers and
acetylene.

Coupled with the river patrols, the Aero Cavalry, the anti-aircraft
artillery, the blocking forces, and the air and artillery strikes, the Infantry
and Armor on the ground applied tremendous pressure on VC hiding in the IRON TRI-
ANGLE Area. The 185 VC who fell during the days of Operation NIAGARA/CEDAR FALLS
give mute testimony to the effectiveness of this pressure. The shock of relent-
less attack and continuing military defeat resulted in the rapid deterioration, of
VC morale. Psychological Operations were employed to exploit every tactical and
psychological advantage with a highly effective program of speaker missions, leaf-
let drops, and the delivery of personal messages urging surrender. Both hard core
and Local Force VC were persuaded to come out of hiding and either surrender to
US Forces or rally to the Government of Viet Nam, Seventy-two (72) POd~s and
sixty-five (65) Chien Hoi Ralliers taken is as significant an achievement as the
VC body count.o A growing trend of dissatisfaction with VC practices and VC life
in general was evident in the statements of the Ralliers, A wealth of pertinent
intelligence information was derived from the interrogation of these VC and much
of it was exploited by units on the ground,

The IRON TRIANGLE had provided the VC with more than a military base
area where he could hide, train, store supplies and equipment and stage attacks on
Allied. Forces and installations0 The area was also a VC political entity, inde-
pendent of any government of Vietnam, where the enemy had complete control of the
lives of the civilian populaceo The VO grip on this area had to be broken before

any further military operation in the area could be considered successful,

To this end, an ambitious program of evacuating all of the Vietnamese

people, their livestock and possessions from the area was undertaken in conjunc-
tion with the Search and Destroy operations. In coordination with the 1st Infantry
Division, 2,740 refugees were moved with all they owned by river assault group

boats, helicopters and by road march to a Refugee Village at PHU CONG which the
173d Engineer Company in coordination with the Brigade S5 helped to construct,
The refugees were screened by the 172d Military Intelligence Detachment to insure
that no VC had infiltrated among the civilians0

The Viet Cong contributed to this program by providing 19302 tons of

captured rice0  When the rice was uncovered by the combat units in the field, it
was evacuated (polished rice only) for the use of the refugees, Unpolished (Paddy)
rice, however, was destroyed in place to prevent its use by the VC, This was a time
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consuming process but through the use of APCs and helicopters, the refugees

were supplied with large quantities of the grain0 It is ironic that the rice

was probably grown by the refugees in the first place0

The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) inflicted a serious defeat on

the Viet Cong in the IRON TRIANGLE0 Their hold on this political and economic base

has been greatly weakened if not broken0  They have lost any semblance of security
that this former sanctuary may have once offered0 Over 300 VC will never fight

again. However, the VC are still in the area, and the defeat remains less than to-

taloe

The stage has been set for the future0  VC "sanctuaries" will cone
tinue to be the target of ever increasing detailed seal, search and destroy ope-
rations in the CEDAR FALLS mold0  Thus9 the concept of operations as employed is

perhaps the most significant feature in terms of the overall security of VIET NAM.

The continued use of this type operation will reduce the power of the Viet Cong to

the point where the government of this country can again assume the responsibility
for its own security,

b. Lessons Learned:

Item: LZ Assaults

Discussion: During the massive heliborne troop movements of 9 Janu-
ary involving two (2) Battalions of the 503d Infantry (173d Abn Bde (Sep)), and
major elements of the 1st Infantry Division, problems were caused by LZ's being
in too close oroximity, Pilots became disoriented in addition to the artillery
preparation mission some LZ~s and landing on other LZ9s already occupied by US
Forces. The assault echelons came in so fast that the first troop on the ground
could not maneuver before the next elements were on top of them.

Observation:o During massive assaults, LZ's should be no closer than

500 meters apart. All preparation should finish prior to any landing on LW's,
to insure the safety of the Infantry elements and aircraft employed in the assault.

Item: Coordination of Units

Discussion: During all operations, coordination between units is man-
datory. This should be accomplished at a predesignated, easily recognizeable point.

Smoke grenades, flare and aerial directions can aid in the location of the coordi-

nation point. Fire must be controlled as well as the movement of troops near the
AO boundaries separating units0 Rapid link up of units after a heliborne assault

is essential and should be made prior to moving out to a final position. When
moving into a blocking position, gaps should be covered, especially near coordi-

nation points, This may preclude the use of unit perimeters and a "Combat Outpost
Line" system can be employed with proper coordination for flank and rear security.
The distance covered will be less than "Book" frontages because of terrain limi-
tations and the lack of barriers,

Item: Unit Boundary Coordination

Discussion: In order to completely cover the territory involved in

this operation, all units were given smaller than usual AO
0s, Units were at first

unable to maneuver or patrol accustomed sized AO0 s and would run into adjacent
unit's areas, There also arose the problem of "hot pursuit" when VC were disco-

vered in the Brigade AO and attempted to escape into the 25th Division AO along the
SAIGON RIVER,
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Observation: To properly sweep an AO clean, it must be a small
area0  Units must intensively patrol their.own area instead of sending patrols on
long range but less intensive clearing,mission.s0  Units must also take the time
to closely coordinate fire and maneuver plans to preclude accidental engagements
with friendly troops,

Item: Battalion CP Locations

Discussion: The AO of each Battalion on this operation was small
enough so that companies could be effectively controlled from a stationary CP0
The Battalion CP could be coo-located with another unit thereby freeing all its
combat elements of security requirements thus increasing the actual strength of
the unit°.

Observation: Battalion Command Posts should be located where they
will have organic security as long as control is maintained.

Item: Route Reconnaissance

Discussion: A route reconnaissance should be conducted by Military
Police and Engineers at least 3 - 5 days in advance of the Brigade Road march9 and
again 1 day prior, if possible, When rouas, were properly reconned, no last minute
route changes developed, whereas, when a route reconnaissance wasn't made, time and
again routes were found to be inadequate for certain vehicles and had to be changed
at the last minute.

Observation: A route reconnaissance conducted in advance of deploy-
ment tends to cut down on delays which are often encounterd along Highways 0 oItalso aids in insuring the safety of vehicles, equipment and personnel who are
often subjected to sabotage while enroute0

Item:o Attached Units

Discussion: When having units attached, it is necessary to have
the particular unit attached at least 2 - 3 days in advance of the particular ope-
ration0 This allows ample time for the unit being attached to familiarize them-
selves with another unit's method of operation, SOils and particularities that
they may not be familiar with in their own Unit 0 This period of time, when pro-
erly used, is well worth it and both units function better together 0

Observation: Ideally, attached units should be attached in sufficient
time to enable them to go on route reconnaissance with the unit to which they will
be attached° This gives them a better picture of what they have in store and ideas
of their own may be incorporated so that both units will be able to cope with any
problems that may arise,

Item First Aid

Diss iendn Esisting Dustoff proceduret rravide timely medical eva-
cuation a).oLowing (runibat casualties to receive hosoitalization with minimum delay,
Once t~ontiwre evacuatedg the3ir treatment and care wasecx rceLent, In many
tnrtaitry the inittal treatment of casualties is performed by Inf&nti.2en who,
on more oere n than ones Iave t) lives of" their woundedcomacies, During
Omxration CEDAR FALLS, platoon medics again became wuoed with casualties for
a short pnsrid of tiMe 0  Also, Medics were them.eJLves wounded or killed0  In ad-

s quad 'ized elrments often operated al one wi thout medics on their patrols0
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Observation: Training in First Aid provided to all. individuals
proved valuable on at least one occasion when medical aid had to-administered
to combat casualties without help of a medical corpsman0

Item: VC Boobytraps

Discussion: VC Boobytraps in the AO were designed to impede friendly
attacks into enemy bases, They were of the "no-delay" explosive type placed on
the perifery of the bases so as to give early warning as weli as inflict casualties0The VC did not appear as concerned over boobytrapping foot avenues of approach as
they did in impeding vehicular traffic, These approaches were trapped with com=
mand detonated mines and boobytrapped artillery shells. The enemy also boobytrap-
ped areas which they did not use with CBU's and grenades, Some of these areas
were marked with a skull and crossbone warning sign0

Observation.: Personnel are warned to be always on the alert for
VC boobytraps and claymore mines when travelling on or off main routes, These
demolitions accounted for the major portion of friendly casualties, When moving
into an area of suspected mining and boobytraps, maximum use should be made of
TAC Air, Artillery and recon by fire, Also, when possible, the roads and trails
should be avoided, and new trails cut, Culverts and tunnels beneath a roadway
are nrime locations for large AT mines, and in this respect, a bunker or foxhole
next to a roadway should be investigated as an access to a mined tunnel beneath
the road0  On one occasion, a sheet of tin foil was found buried at a depth of
peveral inches, probably to confuse the mine sweeping team0  At a greater depth
in the same location, an AT mine was found.

item:. nterrogation Methods
Discussion: .NGUYEN VAN TWIET was captured by the 2/503d Infantry on19 January 1967 at XT 732259, Interrogation was initially aimed at gaining his

confidence and realigning his allegiance to the GVN, He was persuaded that he
must helb to win his country away from communist domination0 He was led to re -
veal information by initially questioning concerning the activities of other,
PCM~s and then information concerning Viet Cong Units, Once he started to talk,
questions of tactical significance were answered along with information regar-
ding his life and backround until he. had completely revealed his association and

activity with the VCO, His information concerning rice caches was proven to be
lO0% reliable0  He stated that the VC were afraid to surrender because of re-
prisals by the VC and because they were told that the allies would not accept any
surrender of VC, He also gave information concerning the OB of the PHU LOI Bat=
talion and activities of the C-61 Company.

Observation: The questioning of VCC and Chieu Hoi Ralliers is per=
haps the most effective means of acquiring information directly relating to enemy
activity. The willingness of captives to reveal this information can be obtained
only when they are confident of the good intentions of Allied' Forces0

Item: VC Population Control

Discussion: Prior to -"Operation CEDAR FALLS the VC had complete con-
trol. ovenr the people of the IRON TRIANGLE Area, Friendly forces encountered people
who were completely indifferent towards the Republic of VIET NAM and they .supported
the VC as directed,
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Observation: Once the VC were forced to flee the area, the popu-
lation was left unguarded and was relocated by friendly agencies0 However, the
people are still under the influence of the VC Infrastructure0,

Item: VC Tunnel Clearing Operations - Destruction and Exploration

' Discussion: The CEDAR FALLS experience illustrates that patience is
a primary weapon against VC hiding in tunnels0 It is necessary to remain in a
heavily fortified VC Area for an extended period of time to force the enemy to
come out of their tunnels as their food is depleted and morale deteriorates0 To
cover these areas, a series of mechanized patrols should be used to apprehend the
enemy when it becomes necessary for him to go in search of food etc0

Observation: Operations in VC tunnel areas should be prolonged over
a period of 2 to 4 weeks to increase the likelihood of surrender of a hungry de-
moralized enemy,

Discussion:o There were several instances during Operation CEDAR
FALLS when Engineer Company elements were sent to destroy tunnels that had been
explored by the Infantry, The infantry in most cases kept no record or map of
the tunnels they had explored , Before the Engineers could destroy the tunnel,
the complex had to be re-explored0  Much valuable time was lost due to this re=
exploration0

Observation: When extensive tunnel systems are found, Engineer
"Tunnel Rat" teams should be called to explore, map and destroy the system0

Discussion: One unit was in the process of destroying a tunnel they
had explored when a serious incident occurred. Immiediately after a charge was
set off, a man was sent back into the tunnel to check out the damage, He was
immediately overcome by toxic fumes from the explosive and a rescue team had to
be sent after him, There was a demolition expert in the area that could have pre-.
vented this had he not been sent on another mission0

Observation: No one should be allowed to handle "explosives except
trained demOlition men and they should determine when the tunnel is safe f'or
exploration0o

Discussion: On several occasions, tunnel exploration was carried on
by units in the Brigade without the use of any type of c muication0 To state an

example, two individuals were found coming out of a tunnel by an element of the
Engineer Company, After questioning them, it was discovered that they did not
know where they were or where their unit was located0 There were other cases where
two exploration teams were in a tunnel at the same time with neither team knowing
of the others presence0, Luckily, there was no one shot by mistake in the tunnels0

Observation: It is recommended that no one be allowed to enter a
tunnel more than 50 meters without proper cmo, tunnel exploration equipment and
knowledge of tunnel exploration techniques,

Item: Disrupting Enemy Use of Base Areas

Discussion: Brigade Operations in the CAU DINH JUNGLE and the IRON
TRIANGLE disclosed that friendly activities in enemy base areas can be efficient
in disrupting the VC plan of action, This was accomplished by intermittent inter-
diction by artillery tire and air strikes, The use of LRRP9s can measure the
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effectiveness of these fires, direct fire and air strikes9 and make US presence
felt without necessitating the introduction of a large force0

Observation: LRRP's should be introduced periodically into recently
"cleared" areas to survey the effectiveness of H & I fires and to report on VC
activities resulting from previous US presence0

Item: Coordination of Ground Troops and Bulldozers

Discussion: On occasion, bulldozers, which can cut through jungle
much faster than Infantry elements, found themselves 300 meters to the front of
the troops assigned to clear and secure their work area0

Observation: Either the bulldozers need to wait for their Infantry
security, or the Infantry should be mounted on APC's to keep up with the Bull-
dozers,

Item: Night Vision Devices

Discussion: Starlight Scopes and Infra-Red equipment organic to the
Armor Company's APC's proved to be extremely effective on perimeter defense during
hours of darkness0  Infra=red equipment, however, was limited by the need to "crank"
APC's to charge the batteries essential to the night vision device0

Item: Additional Training for Scout Dogs

Discussion: Recent Operations have indicated certain weaknesses in
the training of Scout Dogs which'must be overcome to increase effectiveness0

Observation: The foliowing are several weaknesses that should be

overcame:

a, Dogs must be trained to work in spite of the noises of ar=
tillery and airstrikes,

b, Dogs have to be able to work behind a point man when terrain
is such that the SD team cannot maneuver at the point 0

c, Dogs must be trained to further reduce the noises they occa-
sionally make. Noisey dogs hamper operations.

d, Dogs and handlers must be prepared to be able to work on ex,-

tended operations with resupply of dog rations and equipment for short periods,

e,, Handlers must have complete control of their animals,

Item: Dustoff Support

Discussion: During Operation CEDAR FALLS the Brigade experienced occa-
sional delays by not having a Dustoff helicopter attached to the Brigade on a standby
basis, This also caused some discrepancies in request procedures0

Observation: The Brigade should have its own Dustoff heliambulance du-
ring the day while on combat operations0
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Item: Generator Maintenance

Discussion: General-maintenance of generators suffered due to two
oversights: They were placed too deeply in the ground causing improper ventila-
tion and making access for maintenance difficult0 In addition, units were not
prepared to perform 1st and 2d Echelon maintenance, owing to a lack of prepara-
tion while in base camp,,

Observation: Generator positions should allow 2 feet of clearance
on all sides for ventilation and servicing0  Unit must be prepared to maintain
their generators to prevent breakdowns0

Item: Evacuation of Armored Personnel Carriers

Discussion: APC s, in many instances, were disabled by VC.mines,
This requires evacuation for repair which is, to say the least, a time consuming
affair, In one case, the Armor Company-was delayed 24 hours from seizing their
objective due to the evacuation of disabled vehicles,

Observation: APC's can be rapidly stripped of equipment and totally
destroyed on the spot-if the tactical situation prohibits a lengthy evacuation
process. This destruction can be executed with thermite grenades, demolitions etc.
Therefore it is adviseable to dispose of a vehicle that is already destroyed,
rather than taking time to evacuate it0

Item: Aero Cavalry Concept

Discussion: E Troop, 17th Cavalry deployed its forces as Infantry-
mounted in helicopters (see Special Equiiment/TeChniques and Small Unit Actions,E/l7th Cay)0 When a target was exposed, the Aero Rifle Platoons landed and at-
tacked the VC objective0 Certain requirements became apparent and procedures
were developed as follows :

Observations:

1, Aircraft must be under the control of the Cavalry Troop Comman-
der for the duration of the operationS0  ,

2, The following aircraft must be alocated for effective opera-
tions: i

Two (2) OH=13 Helicopters (Aero Scouts)
Two (2) UHeIB Helicopters (Light Fire Team Ships)
Six (6) UH-ID Helicopters (Aero Rifle Platoon Ships)
One. (I) UH-lIB or OH=13 Helicopter (Command and Control Ship)

3, The Aero Rifle Platoon must be on constant Airborne Alert

4, Occasionally remove all aircraft from the AO to dupe the VC into
a false sense of safety0

5. Organize ground elements into 6 man helicopter loads0

6. Ground elements must be equipped for fast movement and carry no
excess equipment such as helmets or flack jackets9

The following is a list of equipment proven to be essential:
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a. Ropes for canal and river crossin

b. Steel Probe Rods

c. Marking Panels

d. Smoke Grenades

8. ,Operations must continue into the hours of darkness employi.ng
the Stay Behind Patrols and Ambush Patrols of the Cavalry Troop.

9. Troop helicopter landing should never be accomplished without

proper preparation of the LZ by gunships,

Item: Aerial Observers

Discussion: Continuous air observer coverage of maneuver elements re-
quires the altern tin use of two aircraft.

Observation: This requirement may be satisfied by either two Ol.1E
fixed wing aircraft or one Ol-E and one QH-13. The later combination is preferred
if the fixed wing aircraft are not able to land near the fire support base, Cc
plete and detailed briefing of observers prior to artillery prepartions or major
changes in operational plans greatly facilitate accomplishment of the mission and
reduce the possibility of errors incurred by incomplete understanding of the
mission by the observer°

Item: Operational Control/Artillery

Discussion: Control of more than five .firing batteries exceeds the
personnel and equipuent resources of a direct support artillery battalion, If more
than five batteries (Organic, Attached or under OPOON) are placed in support of
the Brigade Operations it is also necessary that a suitable headqu±arters be provided
to,, control the additional firin elements,

Observation: The span of Operational Control which can effectively
be exercised by a dirct support artillery battalion headquarters is limted to
five. firing batteries.

FOR THECCWANDER

E. 8. ROBERSON

Asst AG
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TABS

MAPS - AREA OF OPERATION

NIAGARA/EDAR FALLS

5 January - 25 Januw 1967
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AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Briefing Given by Brigadier General S, L A., Marshall

From 27 January to 1 February 1967, the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) was
honored by the visit of Brigadier General S. L. A. Marshall (Retired), one of the
world's most highly respected War Historians. The General's international repu-
tation is the product of over twenty-five years of work and experience in compi-
ling, editing and analysing enourmous amounts of information directly relating to
the role of the individual in war, thereby discovering the practical lessons
learned in addition to preserving an accurate account of what actually took place
during combat, The General has written numerous books c~ncerning the fighting
that took place in the Pacific and European Theaters during World War II, and the
Korean Conflict. The purpose of his visit to BIEN HOA was to acquire information
directly related to the War of the 60's, the War in VIETNAM,

In conjunction with this task, General Marshall invited selected personnel from
the Historical. Detachments of the 173d Airborne Brigade. (Separate), the 11th Arnm
mored Cavalry Regiment, the 9th Infantry Division and the 1st Aviation Brigade to
witness his combat interviews at the 173d Airborne Brigade, As a result of this)
these personnel gained valuable, first hand knowledge on the procedures and tech-"
niques of conducting combat interviews0

The interview commenced on the 29th of January at "E" Troop, 17th United States

Cavalry. The General was primarily concerned with the small unit patroling con-
ducted by the Cavalry troopers during Operation CEDAR FALLS. Before the men were
admitted to the interview site, General Marshall gave a briefing/orientation to
the Historical personnel gathered., an account of which follow.Z

The General's first remark was that History is not a dead science, especially
during times of war, He related how during the Second World War in the Pacific,
information such as "Lessons Learned" was sent forward immediately to the commanw-
ders so that necessary changes in SOP could be effected, thereby increasing the
efficiency of the unit,

S In addition, the General .explained that' a step by step methodical interview
of several participants in an action is the only way to draw a true. picture of
what actually happened, In many instances, there will be .discrepancies during an
account, This is why it is necessary that all personnel be placed on the same
plane so that the true picture may be brought to light0 Often the cmmander in
the rear has little knowledge of what is occurring at the front, and in this res-
pect, the PFC on the line is as qualified to give testimony as his superior,
This very important factor is almost always overlooked,

In addition to the Historical value of such an interview, the troops enjoy
hashing out the operation, interjecting incidents overlooked into the narrative
thread. This also affords the opportunity for them to actually identify with their
Nation' s History.

Each individual must be treated as such, Therefore he must be completely
identified, The information General Marshall requires is as follows:

a, Full Name of Individual and Rank

b, Age

c, Hometown

d,, Amount of Education

e, Job during specific action, e, g, Team Leader, M=79 grenadier, etc.

F."
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AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Briefing Given by Brigadier General S, L. A. Marshall

Logistics of the operation must also be included to determine the efficiency of
special equipment, the effect of weapons, subscribed and personal ammunition loads
etc. This information can seldom be obtained from higher headquarters.

General Marshall also advised having a coffee break, This helps to promote

a relaxed atmosphere, conducive to a lively interview. The General has also found
that there are invariably two or three individuals who either have a greater degree
of awareness of the situation or just a plain old good memory who will provide in-

telligent, detailed information. These individuals are valuable in clarifying
points of conjecture,

General Marshall concluded his briefing by stating that a greater number of
Lessons Learned are obtained by taking a cross-section of a unit, in addition to
the recommendations provided by the commanders.

For the next three days, General Marshall interviewed nearly 100 officers and

enlisted men from the E/17th Cavalry and the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry. The
first combat interview of this Brigade was simultaneously written by the 24th Mili-
tary History Detachment and appears in this report,

General Marshall departed BIEN HOA on 1 February 1967 and returned to SAIGON,
terminating six months of research in .VIETNAM. He was highly pleased with the res-
ponse shown to him by the men interviewed during his stay.

SMALL UNIT ACTIONS

The information below was obtained through combat interviews conducted at IE/
17th Cavalry and the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry. This report was constructed in
coordination with the visit of Brigadier General So Lo A. Marshall, 27 January - I
February 1967, The material relates to isolated small unit patrol activities and
ambush techniques used specifically in Operation CEDAR FALLS0

E TROOP, 17TH CAVALRY

Initially, E Troop, 17th Cavalry was given the mission of securing Position
WHITE in support of artillery elements in the AO of Operation Cedar Falls, E/17

Cav arrived at Position WHITE on 8 January (approximately 8 kilometers southeast

of BEN CAT), and remained there througjout the Operation,

On 11 January 1967, the Troop Commander, Major Bryan Sutton, received a war-

ning order from higher headquarters to conduct air-cavalry activities in the wes-
tern portion of the AO. This area is primarily rice paddies, crisscrossed with
canals and bounded on the west by the SAIGON RIVER.

Major Sutton employed two (2) OH-13 Aero Scout helicopters, code named "Hot

Stuff" to conduct visual reconnaissance missions in the northwest portion of the
AO, The "Hot Stuff" choppers flew at tree top level, relaying intelligent infor-

mation to the Troop CP. An augmented rifle squad was kept in the air at all times
possible, serving as a quick reaction force to the "Hot Stuff" reconnaissance
aircraft,

2
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AVBE-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Small Unit Actions -E/17th Cavalry

On the ground, two squads were generally employed consisting of 9 and 12 men,
two RTO's and a lieutenant. The subscribed ammunition load for riflemen was Ul
magazines, however, some men carried as many as 25 full magazines. In addition,
riflemen were armed with four (4) fragmentary grenades and one (1) smoke grenade
per man. M-60 machine gunners carried 800 rounds of 7,62mm ammunition, Each
squad was equipped with either 3 claymore mines or a demolition kit.

Aside from the ammunition loads carried by members of the Troop, several other
items were employed. Identification tags and sandbags were utilized in the idernti-
fication and separation of all enemy documents confiscated during the Operation0
The men also carried snap links and ropes to facilitate the crossing of the numerous
canals encountered,

During Operation CANARY/DUCK, the Cavalry conducted controlled experiments on
the use of camouflaged soft caps in relation to the previously used steel helmet,
It was discovered that soft caps enable the men to move much faster and are less
fatiguing than steel pots. In addition, hearing capabilities are increased, In
the jungle, sound is most often the sole means of detecting enemy movement0  Conse-
quently, soft caps have become SOP during the hours of darkness and were utilized
during this Operation.

On the morning of 12 January 1967, two Aero Scout helicopters were dispatched
to reconnoiter the area around the tributaries and rice paddies adjacent to the
SONG SAIGON. The procedure employed by "Hot Stuff" is as follows:

a. OH-13 helicopters are employed in pairs, designated as Lead and Chase Air-
craft.o

b. OH-13's fly at tree-top level at all times at a speed of 20 knots, appro-
ximately 200 meters apart.

c, If the lead ship is fired upon, the chase helicopter has the foliowing
three missions:

(1) Deliver suppressive fire

(2) is sue red smoke grenades for subsequent Infantry elements

(3) Plot the coordinates of the fire and relay this information to the
Troop Commander or person responsible for initiating air assaults'.

At 0757 hours, "Hot Stuff" Aero Scouts received ground fire at XT 687248o
Major Sutton issued two squads of the 1st Platoon to 678264 UT Horace L. Rektorik,
a native of Corpus Christi, Texas was in command of the Platoon (-)o After being
helilifted to the area, Lieutenant Rektorik placed one squad on each side of the
tributary from which fire was previously received. The terrain in this area was
extremely difficult and the gnarled roots and vegatation along the tributary bank
were such that a sampan could be completely obscured with no difficulty, Huts
were constructed directly over the water, being supported by stilts0

Almost immediately after movement was initiated by the two squads, Sergeant
Carl Hobson, of Manhattan Beach, California, observed two men approximately 30
meters to his front moving out on a tree limb over the water0  Before effective
fire could be placed, they dove into the tributary, These individuals were assaul-
ted with grenade fire, with negative results, They had apparently heard the move-
ment and made good their escape,
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The two men had come from a straw hut with a tin roof adjacent to the water"s
edge. Search of the dwelling revealed a ..small quantity of 7,62mm ammunition, black
pajamas and assorted rifle slings. LT Rektorik directed the destruction of the hut
and continued patrolling along the tributary.

At 0847 hours at XT 678282, a sampan on the opposite side of the tributary
was discovered and subsequently destroyed. Further search revealed a 55-gallon
drum of CS previously sited by an OH-13 helicopter and another sampan.

Thorough screening of the canal area was continued, with the Cavalry troopers
keeping a sharp eye for anything out of the ordinary. The search at this time was
directed to a paddy area, then sweeping back to the canal. During the sweep, PVT
John A. Fischer noticed what at first appeared to be a bundle wrapped in a poncho.
Suddenly, two black heads popped out from behind the bundle, The 20 year old RTO
informed LT Rektorik of his sighting of the 2 VC who were now approximately 5 me-
ters from the bundle heading towards the woodline, The Lieutenant directed fire
on the VC. The men fired some 20 rounds and threw grenades. When the firing had
ceased, they advanced and confirmed the death of one Viet Cong. The bundle pre-
viously used for concealment contained a rucksack with miscellaneous documents
which were forwarded to the Brigade 32 Section.

Stephen Miller, a Specialist 4th Class from Sonora, California, and a member
of E/17th Cavalry's Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol found numerous pot holes in
the banks of rice paddies and dikes throughout the AO. In many instances, these
pot holes lead to subterranean tunnel complexes. It was believed that'the second
VC escaped in this manner. These potholes are destroyed by grenades whenever en-
countered, Later in the operation, SP4 Velmon D. Phillips, another member of the
LRRP, heard noises in the same area, however no movement could be detected and no
VC were sited, He susnected that the noises were in fact coming from a subter-
ranean labyrinthe below the rice paddies. Tunnel entrances were almost invariably
found near huts, and in rice paddy dikes throughout the IRON TRIANGLE,

Lieutenant Rektorik' s platoon was extracted from their area of operation and

flown to Position WHITE shortly after this last contact4

The second Platoon was conducting oatrolling operations simultaneously in
another AO, The Troop Commander, Major Sutton, decided earlier to place the pla-
toon in an area where Falcon gun ships had previously received fire. The area was
prepared by a bombing strike conducted by Air Force F-IO0 jet fighters,

iLT Juris Jaunitis, a 26 year old graduate of the University of Nebraska was
the commander of the 24 man strong 2d Platoon, His unit became airborne at 1028
hours and was dropped approximately 100 - 200 meters southwest of the F-l0 strike
zone, The terrain in this area was characterized by dense bamboo, All dwellings
were built underground and connected to one another and the surface by a vast net-

work of tunnels. Patrolling in this area was difficult since the men were forced
to remain within 6 to 8 feet of one another owing to the thickness of the vegatation0
If the troopers became seoarated by more than ten feet, they lost visual contact
with one another. The bamboo shoots grew in thick bunches approximately 10" in
diameter. Screening of the area revealed numerous underground dwellings or hootches,
however, only about half of these showed signs of recent u.e, There were no hoot-
ches whatsoever built above the ground.

Several documents were uncovered, yet only a few had any military or strategic
value, A large roll of overlay paper was the only significant find indicative of
VC activity,
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Major Sutton, who was then at Position WHITE, was anxious for the 2d Platoon
to speed up their movement. LT Jaunitis reported back to the Troop Commander that
this was imnossible, since the tunnels to be searched were numerous and the bamboo
vegatation was so thick that movement was brought to a near standstill.

With this information, Major Sutton became concerned that the 2d Platoon might
encounter an enemy force too large to handle effectively. Also, the rear security
of this screening operation was inadequate. He therefore directed the men to a
clearing, 100 feet to their front and at 1510 hours, the 2d Platoon was extracted.

At 1430 hours, the 1st Platoon, E/17th Cavalry was helilifted to the vicinity
of grid coordinates XT 677234, The area of concern was a tributary near the SAIGON
RIVER. A "Hot Stuff" OH-13 Observation Helicopter previously spotted a woman and
a hut near this area, Upon landing, the two fire teams, "A" and "B" moved approxi-
mately 150 - 200 meters conducting patrolling activities on both banks of the tti-
butary. Staff Sergeant Charles E, Park, "B" fire team leader, directed his unit
to cross the water, Shortly thereafter, CPL Emanuel Andrews, a native of Cinnci-

natti, Ohio had visual contact with one VC attempting to escape through the waters
of the tributary, which was less than 30 meters wide at this point. At this time,
SGT Thomas W. Mirick also observed the Viet Cong and followed him to a bunker ",type
shelter. A "Hot Stuff" recon chopper flew over the bunker and pointed to it indi-

cating that there were VC inside. SGT Mirick climbed to the top of the shelter,
however he observed nothing. The M-79 man, SP4 Fullhart was soon on the scene,
having already drawn his .45 caliber pistol. He observed two arms in the darkness
and motioned to SGT Mirick above. The two men called for the Viet Cong to come
out ("Lai De") and upon the introduction of the muzzle of a 12 guage shotgun, two
men scurried out with their hands up.

The two GI's motioned to the prisoners that they were about to destroy the
fortification with grenades. With this, one of the prisoners shouted in the direc-
tion of the bunker and almost immediately, a third prisoner jumped from his place
of concealment and surrendered,

The first prisoner to come out was apparently suffering from some type of
skin disease for his skin was scaly and sickly. The second prisoner was relatively
healthy and the third, a boy of about 16 years, had a fresh wound in his hip.
Through an interpretor, it was learned that the wound was inflicted by an OH-13
helicopter machinegun, It was further determined that the man, along with apprcoxit
mately 15 others was caught in a B-52 strike, killing half of the estimated party.

SOT Park directed two men to guard the prisoners while he and three other men

searched the west side of the tributary, 5P4 John Rutchik, one of the men accom-
panying SOT Park and CPL Andrews spotted a VC with both feet already in the water
attempting to escape. Effective 14-16 fire was placed before the VO had a chance
to escape. As they advanced to confirm the KIA, 5P4 Rutchik observed another VC
on a bunker located in the middle part of the tributary. Andrews and Rutchik re-
ceived permission to check out the site from SOT Park, When at close enough range,
the men threw fragmentary grenades into the bunker,

One VC was immediately catapulted out into the open3 The two men confirmed
the KIA and then CPL Andrews entered the bunker alone? thinking perhaps more VC
bodies were within, Inside, he could vaguely distinguish the figure of a man on
the floor, When he touched the man's arm, he spring to his feet to defend himself.
The two men struggled for only a short time before Andrews succeeded in pushing the,
VC's head out of the door, SP4 Rutchik took aim and fired his weapon and "blew
his brains out". After this incident, Andrews and Rutchik discovered a third VC
body, resulting from the grenades thrown earlier,
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Shortly thereafter, another bunker was. sighted in a rice paddy0  Recon by
M-79 fire was employed with negative results., The subsequent extraction of the 1st
Platoon marked the end of the day's activities,

On the following day, 13 January, all three platoons were employed in search
and destroy operations east of the SAIGON RIVER. At 0842 hours, the 2d Platoon was
dropped on a canal from which fire had previously been received, 1LT Jaunitis
directed his two reinforced squads to patrol the banks of the canal, utilizing a
squad on each bank, At 0850 hours, a camouflaged rice cache was located and des-
troyed, The platoon moved and estimated 200 meters down stream.when a hootch
built over the canal was discovered, The point man, PFC William J. Lewis observed
movement in the vicinity of the hut, At this time, the order was given to throw
grenades at the structure, Inside, unknown to the men of the 2d Platoon, were 2
women and 3 children, Luckily, the grenades only paused minor injuries and LT
Jaunittis immediately requested a Dustoff helicopter. Nothing else was found within
the hut.

In the meantime, CPL Van Hook, a 22 year old squad leader, observed red smoke
on the opposite side of the canal, He and his squad proceded to ford the stream
and discovered the location of another hootch, CPL Van Hook set up a fire support
base and prepared to issue an assault, Suddenly, a VC was observed making an attempt
to hide within the dwelling, however, he soon realized the futility of this maneu-
ver and willingly surrendered4

The squad with their prisoner recrossed the waist deep stream and continued
movement along the bank, resulting in the discovery of two additional crude water-
side dwellings and an outboard powered sampan, The river craft contained fire
wood and some 500 eggs, Shortly after the destruction of the hootches and sam-
pans, the prisoner was evacuated and the squad continued to patrol the bank of the
stream,

At 1103 hours, a UH-IB helicopter reported seeing several VO in black pajamas
in the vicinity of XT 698224, LT Rektorik with the let squad .of his platoon were
airborne at this time and were directed by the Troop Ccxnmander to initiate search
and destroy operations in this area, This platoon landed shortly thereafter 0  Upon
landing, the squad was immediately separated into two fire teams, one on each side
of a small tributary of the SONG SAIGON. The Headquarters element, consisting of

two RTO's, a Medic and LT Rektorik, spotted a bunker at the junction of the tribu-
tary and a small stream, The Lieutenant summoned anyone who might be within to
come out, Receiving no response, the four men entered the bunker9 finding a wounded
VC. He had been wounded in the back and appeared to be totally paralyzed.

At this time, SP4 Selbon of the Headquarters element commenced firing at a
hootch 75 meters to his front, Selbon had spotted a VC attempting to seek refuge
within the hut, Lieutenant Rektorik with the first squad following moved in the
direction of the siting, When at close range, the VC bolted from the hootch heading
towards the heavily foliated area covering the bank. The subsequent open fire
produced negative results however, further search of the area wa6 successful, LT
Rektorik found him hiding i.n the underbrush and then shot himM Search of the VC's
personal :.tems revealed several documents and small arms ammunitions '

Subseq uently, the building was destroyed and the squad continued screening
to the south, At this tiine, an over zeaious VC, who had apparently just witnessed
the orevious incident, stepped into the ouen gladly surrendering,

6
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The 3d Platoon, which had remained at Position WHITE until now, was lifted
to XT 706212 on the SONG SAIGON. The Platoon was divided into three elements,

two moving north along the canal and a third squad approximately 700 meters north

serving as a blocking force.

The platoon had not moved far before noises were heard by the point man, SP4

Harry J. Holmes, The alerted squad proceded forward with &aution since the foliage

along the canal was well suited for enemy concealment, A VC then darted out of the

underbrush, surrendering4  The troopers advanced to check out the VC's place of con-

cealment. From the brush, another VC sped away before contact could be made, how,-

ever, 1 Chicom P-34 machinegun, miscellaneous documents and equipment were found

wrapped in a poncho,

The captured VC commenced to call his comrades into the open and surrender.
One did come out., however, another VC chose to run,, His choice proved.to be fatal

as he was-killed by SP4 Donald Brown, the RTO for the fire team on the opposite
side of the canal,

At this time, a curious incident occurred, Floating nonchalantly down the

canal came a rather large clump of matted grass, The men of the 3d Platoon ob-

served this for quite some distance, It passed right between'the two fire teams0
SP4 Donald Underwood noticed something suspicious and fired M-79's into the mass0
As one would expect, a dead Viet Cong floated up from beneath the brush,

SFC Allen, the 3d Platoon leader, suspecting more VC were either hiding or

attempting to escape, intensified the saturation of this immediate area. The search

revealed a crude bunker containing several maps0 Further along the woodline, SP4

Richard Albertson discovered a hootch with a sizeable quantity of rice a few me-ters 'away. The rear security element of Albertson's team entered the hootch dis-

covering a .45 caliber pistol, pistol belt and one magazine,

After the hootch and rice were destroyed, the fire team pushed on towards
the adjacent rice paddies0 They had moved approximately 100 meters when a hut

with attached bunker was found very near a dike, Subsequent search of the dwelling

revealed nothing, however, a catwalk crossing the canal was spotted0 The fire

team set up security and three men, SP4 McDonald, PFC Gardner and PFC Chester volun-

teered to check out the catwalk.

They crossed the canal cautiously and found 3 trails issuing from the water

crossing. As SP4 McDonald probed one of the trails9 he spotted a sniper's nest

6 feet above the water, The site showed signs of recent use, for a bol of rice

was found which had been prepared approximately 2 days previous to the platoon's

entry. Just a few feet further down the trail, an American made 12 guage shotgun

was resting in the fork of a tree, SP4 McDonald, fearing the weapon may be booby-

trapped, proceded with extreme caution, After thorough examination, McDonald found

that the weapon was placed there only through the negligence of some VC and was

not boobytrapped in any way. The three men then regrouped with the rear security

element on the other side of the canal, Upon their return , it was discovered

that the immediate area just screened was highly boobytrapped indicating that these

trails were heavily used by the Viet Congo

SGT Albert English was at this time in charge of the 2d Squad of the 3d Pla-

.toon, He was given the mission of searching the wooded area adjacent to the rice

paddies0  The two point men of the squad, SP4 James A,, Thompson and PFC Gary De

Sarno being the first to enter the area., sited a camouflaged hootch, unobservable
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from the air, As the point men approached the .hootch from the left side, they
observed wires running along the length of the roof and terminating a few meters
from the bamboo and straw structure. The men pulled back and informed their
squad leader. SFC English then threw a hand grenade resulting in an initial and
secondary explosion, confirming their suspicion that the hut was boobytrappedo
The explosion blew off the roof of the hut completely off and formed a- hole five
feet in. diameter in the floor.

Investigation of the gutted hootch revealed that it was apparently a squad
sized CP or supply station. A container, housing several documents and booby-
trapped with a fragmentary grenade was found .and disarmed, Buried in the mud be-
hind the hut, several claymore mines and assorted hand grenades were also found,

At 1128 hours, two UH-ID helicopters were flying an extraction mission from
XT 700226 to 716212, One of the two helicopters noticed a sampan in the canal
below. The airship veered sharply to make a pass at the sampan, however the ship
flared out too sharply and crashed on its side, Luckily, injuries were restricted
to minor. cuts and bruises. The crew quickly stripped the ship of its guns ant
they were soon evacuated,

At 1315 hours, one "Hot Stuff" and one "Falcon" gunship sited 3 VC at XT 710-
322. The Falcon ship fired on the VC killing two of the enemy, The third VC waved
his hands desparately, indicating his desire to surrender0 He was picked up shortly
thereafter by a Ccmmand and Control helicopter, The two VC KIA were armed with
.45 caliber pistols at the time of their death, The prisoner was subsequently
escorted to Military Intelligence and shortly after his interrogation was comple-
ted, he managed to steal a weapon and shot his ARVN guard. He then bolted from
his place of captivity only to be shot and killed by a trooper of the 11th Armored
Cavalry Regiment.

In the meantime, elements of the ist Platoon were given the task of securing
the previously wrecked helicopter, This was accomplished successfully and the
aircraft was evacuated by CH-47 at 1350 hours , Five minutes later, the 1st Platoon
was also picked up and returned to Position WHITE.

A "Hot Stuff" reconnaissance helicopter reported seeing enemy movement at T
708228. SGT Samuel Haynes of Sanford, North Carolina and SGT McLaurea deployed to
this area with a twelve man squad and dropped approximately 100 meters from a canal.
The men proceded south on the east side of the canal. After having gone 150 meters,
movement was detected in the grass. A camouflaged VC was crawling through the
rice paddy, however, he was out of range of small arms fire, When the squad had
finally maneuvered to a position where fire could be effectively placed, the depth
Sof the rice paddy offered the VC adequate cover, The squad's RTO radioed to a near-
by. gunship which subsequently suppressed the area, The squad advanced finding
documents, and the VC' s weapon, however, no body was found,

The squad's point man, PFC Ronny D, Wagner then crossed the canal, having ob-
served a hootch on the other side, Two transistor=type radios were found in the
hut, but aside from this, nothing of value was discovered, so the search of the
canal was continued, The sharp vision of the Point Man paid off again as he

' spotted a head pop out momentarily from the water of the canal. He fired one round

at the submerged man, plunged into the water and dragged out his captive0  The
squad had an interpretor with them who interrogated the frightened POW, He was
asked if there were other VC in the area and replied that his comrades had all
fled to the west, A gunship was immediately called into the area in question,
The POW's information was quite true as the gunships from the 335th Aviation Com-
pany soon spotted and killed 3 VC, The KIA were later verified by a C & C ship,
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It was now approximately 1400 hours and the squad departed from the area where
the VC was captured, They moved south and then west, once again crossing the wood-
line searching out any remaining VC, PFC Wagner proved himself once more to be
an excellent point man, 75 meters to his front, he observed the movement of three
VC approaching a hootch near the woodline. Wagner allerted the squad and fire was
directed on the enemy targets, The squad advanced forward to find 3 VC KIA. Sub-
sequent search of the huts revealed several North Vietnamese flags indicating the
allegiance of the inhabitants,

The 335th Aviation Company, who provided helicopter support for the E/17th
Cavalry, was suffering from a shortage of aircraft and it was imperative that all
ships be free by 1600 hours, With this in mind, the Cav made preparations for the
extraction of all elements, The squads began to convene on the predetermined points
of extraction.

On the opposite side of the canal, Squad Leader SGT Carnes was located on a
dike, scanning a rice paddy to see if the area was safe for extraction. He thought
he detected movement to his front. The RTO, PFC Warren Archibald, provided secu-
rity by jumping into the canal so that he could observe activity to the front and
cover the advancement of SGT Carnes. The NCO fired in the direction of the move-
ment and then proceded to check out the results: one dead camouflaged VC. The
squad was almost immediately extracted after this incident and returned to Position
WHITE.

The final incident of the day occurred when elements led by SGT Welch and SGT
Allen encountered several dwellings and sampans along the canal on which their ope-
rations were centered, The area was subsequently searched and both sampans and huts
were destroyed, SGT Allen's team then crossed the canal since several more hootches
were spotted there, One VC was killed when he attempted to escape this area by the
fire team crossing the canal.

Shortly after the team arrived on the opposite side, SP4 Holmes, the point man
for the team, heard movement as he approached one dwelling4  He hesitated out-side, then entered emptying one full magazine inside the hootch, As it turned out,
two VC were hiding within and were killed by Specialist Holmes' assault,

In another hootch, 20 meters away, noises were again heard, The people inside
were summoned to come out by SGT Allen, This they did, all eight of them consis-
ting of an old woman, a ten year old girl and six men, The VC suspects were all
evacuated with the fire team shortly thereafter, terminating the days activities,

At 0752 hours, 14 January, OH-JL3 Aero Scouts once again went airborne to re-
con an area where a tributary bridge was sited on the previous • day's activities
OCT 715228). At 0801 hours, the 2d Platoon under the command of ILT Jaunitis was
dropped at XT 719221. The third squad acted as a blocking force northwest of the
bridge. The first and second squads were placed on the west and east side of the
tributary respectively,

SOT Carnes, squad leader of the 2d Squad first observed red smoke 15 meters
from the noint they were dropped, The red smoke was placed by OH-13' s denoting
that "Charlie" had been sited in the area, The squad was 30 meters from the

woodline when they received 4 5 rounds of small arms fire, They returned appro-
ximately 15 rounds, however, caution in firing was observed since the Ist squad
was operating on the west side of the tributary, As the second squad moved towards
the woodline, SGT Wright observed one VC hiding in the water holding on to one of
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the gnarled roots along the bank, When at a 5 meter range, Wright fired his M-16
at the enemy. As he and SGT Carnes advanced to confirm the KIA, they found another
dead VC hanging in a tree, The VC, who was shot in the face, was armed with a
Russian 7,62mm carbine, Also in his possession was a plastic bag containing clo-
thing, ammunition and an inner tube for floating in.the water. A crude bunker was
found near the scene, Strangely enough,, no one could accept credit for the second
KIA, since he was apparently struck by a wild round during the landing skirmish.

On the west side of the stream, lLT Jaunitis and the 1st squad received seve-
ral rounds of small arms fire resulting in the first casualty of, the Cavalry Troop
since the beginning of Operation CEDAR FALLS. Twenty year old SP4 Patrick L,
Sirmuir was wounded in action while moving along a dike shortly after landing, He
observed the fire coming from the woodline and quickly got down into firing posi-
tion, however, he then noticed a strange sensation in his leg. He looked down to
discover that a bullet was lodged below his kneecap. A Dustoff ship was immedi-
ately summoned and Sirmuir was evacuated only 10 minutes after -sustaining the wound,

The 1st squad continued movement after the Dustoff was accomplished, As they
searched along the woodline, the last man in the column, PFC Larry E, Smith of
Parsons, Kansas, spotted an arm and a leg wrapped around a tree trunk. The con-
trast of the light skin against the murky water caught his eye for the undergrowth
was thick along the water's edge, He fired 5 rounds at the semi-submerged figure.
SGT Carnes, who was on the east side of the tributary, confirmed the KIA,

As the 1st and 2d Squads moved further north towards the bridge and location
of the 3d Squad, a corpse was found floating in the stream, PFC Archibald, being
a strong swimmer, volunteered to check out the body, He fought his way through
the muddy stream and tangled underbrush until he reached the opposite bank where
the body was l odged. Archibald determined, as best he could, that this 1/C had
been killed recently, probably by an 011-13 helicopter, The danger involved in this
type of mission is great, since the waterways in this region are clogged with
treacherous vines and roots, in addition to the strong tidal effect on the tribu-
taries.

The two squads pushed on opposite sides of the tributary, destroying several
sampans, huts and uncovering a 10,O0 pound, well camouflaged rice cache, The
men found that the destruction of such large quantitibes of rice is highly time
consuming,

After several hours of search, the men approached the bridged, It was evident
that it was not a temporary structure as is often the case, The bridge was thirty
feet long and solidly constructed with logs 12" in diameter, Major Sutton made
the decision at this time not to destroy the structure and directed that the bridge
remain in- tact since it presented an excellent ambush site for futur.n night patrols,
(See Night Ambush, 16 - 17 January 1967, page 14 to 15 )@

The 3d Squad blocking force, which was until now situated 100 meters north of
the bridge, rejoined the 1st and 2d squads preparing for subsequent extraction, In
order to accomplish this, several of the troopers had to cross the river. Two non-
swimmers accidently dropned their weapons in the process, The M1-46's would be a fine
urize for the VC, therefore, Sergeants Carnes and Wright dove into the murky water
at no small risk to their own safety, A moment or two later9 the two men returned
to the surface having successfully retrieved the two weapons.
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The 3d Platoon, E/17th Cavalry. was operating not far from the 2d Platoon,
The 1st Squad was on the northeast bank of a stream and the 3d squad (led by SFC
Allen) served as a blocking force approximately 1,00 meters fram the 1st squad0
The 2d squad was on the opposite side of the stream, thereby employing the same
tactic of two squads moving parallel towards their 3d Squad blocking force0

As the 2d Squad moved north, SGT James Russel broke his unit into two fire
teams, P4 George Carrillo, the pointman on the left side of the canal, moved
along the dike and spotted almost directly in front of him, the hand and arm of a
VC concealed in a pot hole, Carrillo opened fire, however, his weapon malfunctioned
after a few rounds were expended, The wounded VC jumped out and surrendered before
the point man could clear his weapon0

Shortly thereafter, Carrillo's weapon redeemed itself. The point man along
with PFC Radburn had just completed the search of a nearby hut when Carrillo spot-
ted the head of a VC in a canal some 200 meters away0  He fired several rounds at
the-minute target, SGT Edward Armstrong reported back that the VCwas hit several
times in the head, The M-16 once again had proven to be a highly effective weapon,

After confirming this KIA, SGT Armstrong checked out another hootch in the
same vicinity, discovering 3,000 pounds of bagged paddy rice, The rice was subse-
quently destroyed by cutting the bags and throwing it into the canal, making later
retrievement impossible.

At this time, Major Sutton directed the platoon to back track the area just
screened since it is a characteristic of the Viet Cong to return to an area imee-
diately after American troops and helicopters depart0

This proved to be a wise tactic, for as soon as they returned to the area, two
VO were spotted with their heads above the water by point man 5P4 Holmes 0 A call
was made .for the men to surrender, yet they refused and attempted to reach a clump
of brUsh on the bank of the stream. Holmes fired and the VC ducked underneath the.
water, He then threw a grenade to interupt their escape. PFC Earl Westmark joined
Homes in the search for the "Charlies", Holmes, who was now a few feet off shore,
searched the bank of the stream for the enemy, only to have one of them swim direc-
tly between his legs, the VO having having apparently lost his sense of direction,
The surprised Holmes fired at the figure at point blank range with obvious results,
PFC Weetmark discovered the second body shortly thereafter,

A search of the immediate area was continued for. approximately 30 minutes,
Westmark and Holmes found a PK-4 submmachinegun, pistol belt. and various personal
items belonging to the two men previously killed , The equipment was located in the
hollow of a tree on the water's edge .  It was believed that the VC were trying to
reach, this point at the time fire was placed upon them,

At this time, SGT Welch received an intelligence report from "Hot Stuff" that
a sampan-was traveling in their direction, The "B" fire team was dispatched to
check the movement of the river craft, however, on the way they discovered 2 per-
sonnel hiding along the water's edge. SP/ Aibertson, the team leader first heard
movement in the area, The team immediately set up a rear security and advanced
around the bend in the stream, ISGT Roy Haynes then heard a noise in the brush,
He observed a small, opening in the undergrowth heading toward the canal which he
followed to the water's edge, His vision was still obstructed so he waded appro-
ximately 7 - 8 feet into the stream, The vegatation was so thick that SGT Haynes
could not see the team leader who was only a few meters away at this time, Sud-
denly, he spotted a VC in the water nearby0  Haynes placed several rounds on the
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enemy target. Then, as he moved through the water to confirm the KIA, he spotted
a second VC, 10 meters away. Again SGT Haynes placed effective fire bringing his
total to two VC.

The sampan previously reported was located not far from the scene of the pre-
vious action. SP4 Holmes made use of the craft in crossing the stream for although
the stream was narrow at this point, the water was still quite deep. Holmes encoun-
tered some difficulty in the execution of this maneuver since the sampan was 180
long and the stream was only 15' wide. During the process, he heard the sounds of
a man running on the far side of the stream, Holmes did not fire however, since
the Cay's Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol was operating on that side of the stream.
It was later learned that the LRRP collected the KIA,

The squad regrouped shortly thereafter and the unit was extracted at 1355 hours,
owing to the shortage of helicopters,

The 1st Platoon had no actual close contact with the enemy on this day, how-
ever, the search and destroy operations were not without significance, Three squads
of the platoon were lifted from Position WHITE to a canal (vicinity XT 676234) at
0940 hours'. Upon arrival in the AO, lLT Rektorik directed 2 squads along the canal
banks, one on each side moving parallel. A third squad was working nearby and soon
discovered a hut containing a sizeable amount of M-1 ammunition. The Platoon en-
countered several hootches with large quantities of rice, all of which were destroyed.

They had moved approximately 600 meters north when they began to receive spo-
ratic small arms fire. The source, however, could not be determined, Therefore,
lLT Rektorik was anxious to move out of the area since there were friendly troops
operating nearby. In fact, he felt that the fire might have come from the friendly
forces engaging in a fire fight. The Lieutenant decided to establish a blocking
force and continue movement.

At 1008 hours, the elements on the southeast side of the canal discovered a
camouflaged storage cache containing 69 - 100 pound bags of rice, 1-26 hand gre-
nades and a hootch, all of which was destroyed in place. At 1047 hours, 151-100
pound bags Of fertilizer were discovered.

Throughout the day, the 1st Platoon continued to uncover VC storage caches
yielding 75 14-1 rounds, 4 sticks of TNT, 800 more pounds of rice, I Chicom rifle
and 1 Chicom grenade.

Shortly after noon, the 1st Platoon started receiving fire from 600 - 700 me-
ters across a rice paddy, LT Rektorik called in a Falcon gun ship who suppressed
the area so that extraction could be initiated, By 1330 hours, the platoon had
returned by helicopter to Position WHITE.

LONG RANGE RECONNAISSANCE PATROL - E/JL7TH CAVALRY

The Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (LRRP) of E/17th Cavalry consists of 61
crack paratroopers whose mission is to scout 15 to 20 kilometers forward of the
CP, thereby obtaining and relaying intelligent information concerning terrain,
enemy strength etc. to the comanders. Nearly all LRRP's are made up of graduates
of either MACV School, Ranger School or Recondo School and are highly skilled in
the techniques of jungle survival and guerrilla warfare,
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The Patrol is commanded, by CPT Allan B6 Phillips., a graduate of West Point
Military Academy and a native of North Berwick, Maine, The men, while on patrol
wear camouflaged fatigues and soft hats, They are armed with M-16's and M-3
grease guns equipped with home-made silencers0  They also carry a blood expansion
unit as all the men have had 1st Aid experience and training0

The Patrols themselves are made up of 6 man teams consisting of 1 patrol
leader, an assistant patrol leader, 1 RTO, I senior scout and 2 additional scouts,
They rely almost solely on helicopters for deployment since they are usually placed
in areas of unknown VC strength. These small well rounded patrolling/reconnaissance
units perform an invaluable service to the Cavalry Troop and the Brigade as a whole
in supplying information necessary for the introduction of larger infantry elements,

During the first part of Operation CEDAR FALLS9 the LRRP remained airborne

almost constantly, making bomb strike assessments0  On the 12th and 13th they were
involved in tunnel search missions. CPT Phillips asked for and was subsequently
granted permission to rejoin the Cavalry Troop. They conducted operations with
the Cav on the 14th of January, this time, however9 their mission was the same as
the other platoons.

At 1029 hours, the LRRP was dropped at XT 680321 with the mission of searching
along the canal heading northeast, One element of the LRRP moved in from the north.-
west and commenced patrolling along the canal bank, They soon ran across three
elderly men (50 - 60 years of age). The-men displayed their ID cards and bowed
respectfully. SP4 Edmond D, Smith had them evacuated immediately and movement was
continued down the canal. The 11th ACR was working on the opposite side at thistime.

Along the way, SP4 Smith's element observed a Vietnamese off to their left
working in a rice naddy. They called _out to the man just as he dove into the rice
paddy. The moment fire was placed on him, a secondary explosion occurred, It
anpeared as though the VC were about to toss the grenade into the midst of the
patrol, however, his attempt was aborted, The scouts entered the rice field to
confirm the ETA, The water in the paddy was chest deep in some places and made
navigation extremely difficult. The search was then directed to the woodline,
Shortly thereafter, the patrol linked up with another LRRP element at XT 693238 which
reported negative contact, however, they did discover one VC body, who had apparently
been killed a day or two earlier,

At 1041 hours, a twelve man patrol at XT 721222 found an extremely large cache
of polished rice while moving north along a canal0 After the destruction was com-
pleted, they moved 400 meters toward the SOIG SAIGON. "Hot Stuff" had reported
seeing a 55 gallon drum in this area, The drum was easily found, along with a
hootch built on stilts over the canal, a rice cache, a 30' sampan with an inboard
diesel engine and 3 smaller sampans, It took 30 minutes to destroy the 225 - 100
pound bags of paddy rice and the 40 100 pound bags of polished rice,

At 1256 hours, the patrol became airborne to coordinates XT 715213, A "Hot
Stuff" report perpetrated this movement, yet nothing was discovered in the imme-
diate area, The patrol then crossed two canals and at XT 712212 they discovered
15 samnans, an outboard. motor and a half dozen hootches, all of which were de-
stroyed, The oatrols were all extracted by 1507 hours completing the day's acti-
vities.
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On 15 January, the LRRP worked with the Chemical Detachments in tunnel search
and destruction. The following day, Major Sutton received the order to conduct
both day time search and destroy operations in addition to night time ambush pa-
trols. On the nights of the 16th and 17th of January, the Caves LRRP set ambush
patrols near the bridge encountered two days previously by the 2d Platoon (XT 715-
228),

NIGHT AMBUSH- 1.6 JANUARY 1967

At 1438 hours, a twelve man patrol led by SGT Michael J, Howard infiltrated
the area (XT 715228) where a heavily used footbridge was located0  The ambush was
set up in such a manner that both the trail and the canal could be covered thoroughly0The patrol was armed with claymore mines, M-60 machineguns, M-16 rifles and hand
grenades. The ambush site itself stretched over a one hundred meter area (see
Annex 1 for ambush positions).

By 1500 hours-, the ambush was ready. The men therefore lay motionless, ob-
serving strict silence while waiting for nightfall 0 At 1919 hours, a VC was seen
approaching the bridge from the northwest, All was still until the man walked
into the killing zone and the squad opened up, killing the VC instantly,

At 2015 hours, another VC approached the ambush using the same route as his
unfortunate predecessor, however, owing to the darkness9 he was undetected until he
was in the center of the killing zone, Several rounds rang out at the VC but with
negative effect. He then brandished a fragmentary grenade, but before he could
through it, another, burst of fire rang out. The VC dropped out of sight moaning
in pain. His pain ceased when his own grenade exploded beneath him,

Between the first and second encounter, several lights were observed flashing
on and off, apparently some sort of signal, This second VC was more' than likly, a.
scout sent to check out :the situation at the bridge, implying that perhaps a larger
force was anxious to use the crossing.

It was not long after the second VC was killed than noises were heard followed
by heavy enemy fire, seemingly from all directions, An estimated 15 VC were in-
volved in the fire fight, They had seemingly infiltrated through the same route
across the bridge.

At this time, SP4 Collins, on the southern side of the canal, was hit by enemy
fire. All patrol members were virtually pinned down to their positions and thebrush was too thick to move without being detected 0o Grenades were thrown to hamper
the enemy fire temporarily so that 5P4 Phillips and SP4 Moye could regroup in order
to reach the wounded man, As their ammunition was beginning to run seriously low,
the fire died down and communication was made to the elements onx the north side of
the canal informing them of the casualty, SGT Howard crossed the canal to give
assistance to the two men as fire ceased altogether on the other side0

When he reached Phillips and Moye, he gave them a pocket-type flashlight to
aid the wounded .Collins, He then radioed back to SGT Bolen that two men were
needed for security while First Aid was being administere&. 5SP4 Taylor and SP4
Curtis immediately crossed the canal,

Initially, Phillips detected only one small wound in SP4 Collin's cheek, yet
he appeared to be in shock, The wounded man was lifted onto the. dike where Phillips
performed mouth to mouth resuscitation until the Dustoff ship arrived 10 minutes
later. A. trip flare was employed to guide the evacuation ship into the area0 SGT
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Howard and Specialists Curtis and Phillips carried the wounded man across the rice
paddy to the waiting helicopter. The chest high mud, the darkness and wet made the
task near impossible yet they managed to maneuver to the ship and the wounded man
was evacuated.

The men then returned to their positions where all was quiet until 2237 hours
when 2 VC wandered directly in front of SP4 McDonald's M-60 machinegun. Detecting
something wrong, the two VC stopped and exchanged a few words before McDonald fired
but the-weapon jammed. SGT Howard, a few meters away, immediately fired his M-16
however; it too ealfunctioned due to the mud acquired during the evacuation of SP4
Collins. Seeing this, SGT Bolen opened up with his M-16 killing one VC instantly.
The second VC was wounded and tried to escape over the dike, down the canal. SGT
Bolen left his position and pursued the enemy to the brush at .the water's edge and
completed the job. The VC were armed with one carbine and one Chicom sub-machine-
gun., After this, there were no more contacts, however movement was heard until
around. 040 hours. Five hours later, the platoon was extracted without incident.

SP4 Collins died in the hospital 7 days later. The bullet he received pierced
his cheek and lodged in his brain. The 19 year old native of Houston, Texas had
spent the last 19 months in Vietnam.

NIGHT AMBUSH- 17 JANUARY 1967

A 12-man ambush patrol led by SGT Harold Kaiama of Honolulu, Hawaii, infiltra-
ted to XT 717227 at 1848 hours on 17 January. SGT Kaiama positioned his unit north
of a bridge on the west side of the canal, This was essentially the same site
employed in the previous night's ambush, however, on the night of the sixteenth,
the ambush was located south and west of the bridge, with a security element across
the canal to the south.

On the ambush of the 17th of January, there was a misunderstanding between SOT
Kaisma and assistant team leader SSO Vigo. ° Sergeant Vigo was under the misconcep-
tion that he, along with SF4 Smith (1M-16) and 5P4 Wilkinson (M4-16). were to be posi-
tioned south of the bridge. Once the-ambush was set, no corrective action could
be taken since strict silence measures had to be observed, Claymore mines were
employed to the southwest and north of their position owig to the lack of rear
security (see Annex 2).

All was still until 2030 hours when SP4 Smith on the left flank security
spotted 7 VC, 20 to 30 meters from the bridge. When the VC reached the bank, SGT
Vigo and SP4 Smith .opened fire on the unsuspecting enemy. The VC were unable to
determine the direction of fire and in the confusion, one VC was killed and a
second was wounded, falling from the dike out of sight.

Later that night, SGT Kaiama, utilizing a .starlight scope, spotted 2 VC ap-
proximately 10 meters fram SF4 Miller's light machinegun position. He radioed
the information to the gunner, who immediately opened fire, The results were
undetermined at-this time due to the darkness, however, two VC KIA were found while
'searching the area the next morning-.

The last incident occurred between 1920 and 2000 hours when SGT Kaiama again
suotted an undetermined number of people to his front with the starlight scope.
SP4 Rosson and SP4 Dapello fired 6 volleys of M-79's toward the people, the sigh-
ting being provided by SGT Kaiama. In the morning, 4 VC dead were found in the
area of fire.
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The ambush patrol met with no opposition throughout the night. One M-79 orpossibly a 60ram mortar round was received at one time, however, it produced nega-tive results. The ambush patrol was highly successful, having a total of 5 VCKIA (BC) and an estimated 2 more KIA with friendly forces sustaining no casual-ties, The patrol was extracted from this position at 1000 hours, 18 January.

RESULTS OF OPERATION CEDAR FALLS - E/l7th CAVALRY

12 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Count
VC Captured . . . . .
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed
Sampans Destroyed .
Weapons Captured .
Ammo Captured (sin anms)
Rice Destroyed . . .

14 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Cout
VC Captured ... ...
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed
Sampans Destroyed . . .
WeaDons Captured . . .
Ammo Captured. . . . .
Rice Destroyed . . . .
Sampan Outboard motors
Rucksacks Captured
Grenades Captured . .

TNT Captured , * . . .
Fertilizer Destroyed .
Documents . .0.*

16 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Count
VC Captured . . . . . .
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed'
Sampans Destroyed . . .
Sampan Motors Captured
Rucksacks Captured . .
Rice Destroyed . . . .
Medical Supplies Captured

13 January 1967

.o . 6

* . . 2

53 rnds
1500 lbs

VC Killed by Body Count.
VC Captured . , . . .
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed
Weapons Captured . . .
Ammo Captured (sm anms)
Rice'Destroyed . . . .

Claymores Captured o
Grenades Captured * .
Rucksacks Captured .
Medical Supplies Captured
Weapons Captured . . .

15 January 1967

*. . 12

* . o . 22
* . . . , 2

* 150 rnds
1.5 tons

* 0 0 * 4

* . . . 2
* . 15 lbs* 1150 lbs

.. Many

VC Killed by Body Count
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed
Sampans Destroyed ,00
Sampan Motors Captured
Rice Destroyed .
Rucksacks Captured . o
Claymores Captured .0
Gasoline Destroyed o .

17 January 1967

a

a

a

a

0

a

S

.. 2
.3

6
a.2

5 tons
5 lbs

VC Killed by Body Count
VC Captured * 0 * * o .
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed
Sampans Destroyed * . .
Weapons Captured * . *

Sampan Motors Captured
Rice Destroyed . . .
Medical Supplies Captured
Rucksacks Captured . .
TNT Captured . . o
Base Camp (Sqd Size) .

16

e~IMIImI~

* . * 1 7
* 0 0 33
* . . 1

* 0 0 5
150 rnds
* 900 lbs

* S * 7
* . 5 lbs

*1

6

S

a

0

a

S

90 1
o ,16

1

.1
7t tons

, 5 8
50 gal

. S15

* 25
* $ 5

12
2
5
3
5
1

lbs
lbs

2
lbs
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18 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Count . *. o 0
VC KIA by, Arty Called by E/17th o
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed . . o .
Sampans Destroyed . . . . . * .
Weapons Captured 0 * * * * * .
Ammo Captured (sin ms) . . . 25

o.8
.5
.2
.6
.2
rnds.

19 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Count
VC Captured . . . .
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed
Weapons Captured .
Rice Destroyed . . .

20 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Count
Sampans Destroyed . . o
Weapons Captured . . . .

Amiio Captured (sin arms) o
Grenades Captured . . . .

0 A

200
A 0

.9
°.1

2
rnds
. 2

21 January 1967

VC Killed by Body Count o
Huts/Bunkers Destroyed *

Sampans Destroyed0 . 0 * o
Weapons Captured . .
Claymores Captured * . .

TNT Captured .0 a .0 o
Documents . . * * * *is#

* o 24
°.06

15 lbs
. Many

TOTAIS

VC KIA: E/17th Cavalry"& Supporting Aircraft

Aero Scouts . * . a .

Gun Ships, . . . . . . .

* • • 0 0 0 0 A 0 A 0 0 0 0 5

* 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

Ground Elements * * * * * * * *...0. 0 o 0 • o

TOTAL . . . 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 a & 73

Enemy Captured .

Suspects Detained

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 * * * * * * * . * O 25

. . . * @ * * * * * * * 0 O 0 0 * 13

Weapons Captured . . . . * . . . * . . .

Sampans Destroyed,. * * . *.... .. ... 22

Huts Destroyed . . . . . * . . . . * * o e * * o 38

Rice Destroyed ........... *132 tons (approx)

Documents . . . . . • 0 0 0 0 0 A • 0 40 lbs (approx)

Sampani.Engines 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 A A A 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 A
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AVB-SC 25 February 1967
SUBJECT: Small Unit Actions - 2/503d Inf antry

"C" CCMPANY, 2D BATTALION., 503D INFANTRY

On 8 January 1967, the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry was deployed from Camp
Zinn at the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) base camp at BIEN HOA to a staging
area at PHU LOI. From this point, the Battalion was lifted to the forward assem-

bly area at Point BLUE (XT 828829) employing 30 helicopters. They remained there
until 0930 hours on 9 January 1967. The troops were given a general orientation
as to their mission prior to their departing BIEN HOA.

On 9 January, the Battalion landed at two LZ's (XT 6737 & XT 6736) and the
separate companies were arranged as shown in Annex 3. The Companies were given
the mission of patrolling, forming blocking positions and setting up night am-

bushes,

Logistically, Company "C" was armed as follows: each rifleman was armed with
an M-16 rifle with 400 rounds of ammunition as a basic load, 2 smoke grenades and
2 fragmentary grenades, There were two M,-60 machineguns per platoon, each gunner
carrying a total of 1,500 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition9  In addition, each squad had
2 M-79's with 45 rounds per grenadier and generally 2 claymore mines, depending
upon the mission. The company as a whole was equipped with three (3)81m mortars -C
with 30 rounds per mortar, Each individual carried' three C-Ration meals while on
onerations.

At 1115 hours, 9 January, Cmpany C landed at the LZ and immediately estab-
lished a blocking position. Captain Thomas P. Carney, Company Commander, moved
to the right flank to make coordination with the CO of B/1/16th Infantry which was

operating to the north, After this was completed, the 3 platoons established de-

fense positions along an ox cart road west of the SONG THI TIEN. The AO was pri-

marily jungle with the exception of an area which had been defoliated within thelast year. B/l/l6th Infantry, located 200 meters to the north of the coordination
point, had established a defense perimeter, whereas C/2/503d Infantry was on a line
defense. CPT Carney and OPT Wilson (B/l/1L6th Infantry CO) decided that ambush pa-
trols would be placed on the overgrown trail in the western portion of the 2d
Battalion AO. See Annex 3,

Shortly after the 3 platoons had established a defense perimeter, patrols
were sent out to search the imnediate area for signs of the VO and likely ambush
sites, The 3d Platoon soon discovered a hut with a: small tunnel/bomb shelter
attaChed. The hootch had been inhabited very recently, for freshly cooked rice

was found. Further search of the area revealed a hole containing 12 bicycles and a
concrete platform with 200 pounds of polished rice. Everything was destroyed, with
the exception 7of the bicycles which now provide transportation to the men of "Charlie"
Company while in base camp,

The weapons platoon, consisting of 33 men, screened the rear of the Company
CP finding nothing save one small hootch, After it was destroyed, the platoon

moved further east towards the THI TINH River, running' into an unfordable stream.
They then returned to the company base area,

In addition, each of the 3 platoons sent out squad sized patrols to recon-
noiter the front of the perimeter since there was a 100 meter gap between platoons,
The Companies also employed three man observation posts during the hours of dark-
ness ,

SGT Nathaniel King, of Hartford, Connecticut, was in charge of the patrol from

the Ist Platoon, When they returned to the CP, SGT King reported finding 2 fox-
holes showing no signs of-recent use. He also reported finding a footpath running
parallel to the overgrown trail in the western oortion of the AO. Although the trail
displayed no signs of recent use, the small foot path to the right was heavily tra-
veied, probably because it could not be observed from the air, SGT King'.s patrol

~i
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followed the path back to the CP where he relayed this information,

All patrols returned to the CP by 1630 hours. A-Rations and a .50 caliber
machinegun were brought in at this time and the company settled down to warm chow,
At 1500 hours, ILT Phillip Hayden was told to conduct a night ambush 300 meters
south of the Company's position. SGT Julius Brown was to be in charge of the pa-
trol,

At Approximately 1940 hours, an outpost located between the 2d and 3d platoon
positions made enemy contact. SGT Frank Bothwell, SP4 Walter Johnson and PFC Joseph
Russo were the three men at the post. They moved into position shortly after night-

fall, situating themselves 3 meters from one another in a triangular position, there-

by facilitating easy communication in addition to 360observation. The terrain was.
flat, consisting of elephant grass and bamboo.

The men lay quietly in the prone position, until they detected movement 50
meters to their front right flank, seemingly approaching the OP. Their vision was

obstructed by the elephant grass and being in the prone position, they could not

move without being detected. SGT Bothwell could not get to his M,-16 since he was

in a position that any movement whatsoever could be fatal, He therefore prepared
to throw a fragmentary grenade in the direction of the approaching VC,

SP4 Johnson was in such psitirtobsbrve the VC, however he knew that he
must cone to a sitting position to fire, thereby exposing himself. The SOP for

the outpost was not to fire unless absolutely necessary. As the enemy came closer,
Johnson realized that there could be no time more necessary than now,

He darted up into a sitting position and fired approximately 5 rounds beforehis weapon jammed. As he applied immediate .action, a grenade exploded and Johnson

took a fragment in the neck, At this time, SOT Bothwell let loose with his grenade,

which he had been holding with the pin out for 3 seconds, hoping the grenade would

explode upon impact, Unfortunately, the grenade went off while in flight, raining

fragments back to the OP. PFC Russo caught a fragment in the hand and was unable
to fire his 14-79, Bothwell radioed back to the OP informing them of the casualties,
then sprayed the area with M4-16 fire and made a rapid retreat aiding Johnson and

Russo,

Upon returning to the CP, the two wounded men were evacuated at the advise of

the Company Medic, The wound in Johnson's neck, although not serious, was very close

to the juglar vein, The Dustoff ship arrived and picked up the men 25 minutes later.

By this time, the ambush patrol was in position. CPT Carney had received

reports from A/2/503d Infantry and B/1/16th Infantry that movement was detected near

their Company CP's, With this in mind, he warned SGT Brown's ambush to keep on the

alert for infiltrating Viet Cong.

The ambush .,atrol had left the CP at 1900 hours and moved south along the foot

path. They passed their ambush site and backtracked tc it, thereby confusing any

enemy elements that might be following their trail, The site was chosen because of

the cover available and the indications that the path was frequently traveled at

this point. There were nine men on the patrol, 6 armed with 14-16's, 2 armed with

M4-79's and one (I) M-60 machinegun (see Annex 3), The patrol maintained radio si-

lence, however, a predesignated break squelch system was employed as follows: 1

break - negative contact, 2 breaks - involved in action, 3 breaks - enemy casualties,
4 breaks - friendly casualties, 5 breaks - numerous VC in the area,

2
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At 1945 hours, the patrol heard fire issuing from SGT Bothwell's OP pre-
viously mentioned. Another warning was issued shortly thereafter. The patrol,
on full alert, lay in anticipation of enemy movement.

At 2045 hours, several sounds of movement were heart to the northeast of
the ambush site. PFC Gary Gaura became anxious when hearing the movement and
crawled to SGT Brown's position a few meters away to ask him what should be done.
SGT Brown told him to do nothing and be still. When Baura crawled back to his
position, he coughed, and the enemy movement, which was now only 15 meters away,
halted sharply. The VC remained motionless for approximately 10 minutes, and then
moved on around the patrol's killing zone. PFC Baura counted 15 silhouettes. They
crossed the trail, avoiding the ambush, yet they still remained in the immediate

area.

At 2230 hours, the column of men moved further to the west, out of range
and sight, 15 minutes later, machinegun fire was heard; apparently B/1/16th In-
fantry elements had encountered the VC, At 2300 hours, a straggler wandered di-
rectly into the ambush site, Again someone coughed, alerting the VC This time
however, there was no chance for escapee PFC Michatl Fanmer, an M-16 man on the
southeast portion of the ambush observed the silhouette and cut loose with 5
rounds, wounding the VC, He lay on the ground moaning and shrieking in pain.

At this time, another Viet Cong straggler wandered into the ambush, He took
one look at his wounded comrade and decided he wanted no part of him. As he
turned to leave, the wounded man cried out once again, The other VC decided to be
a good samaritan and turned about (almost tripping over an M,-60 machinegun) retur-
ning to the wounded man, He then sprayed the area with AK-47 fire, having a nega-
tive effect on the patrol,.

The VC then leaned over his wounded comrade and lit a candle which brilliantly
illuminated both men, Immediately after this was done, PFC Michael Hill cut loose
with his 14-60, however, the machinegun malfunctioned, Simultaneously, PFC Martin
C. Norman bore down on the two VC with his M4-16. The candle went out and all was
quiet.

Silence was maintained until the morning when the two KIA were confinmed,
Two AK-47 weapons were found with the bodies, and among their personal items was

found a document containing the crypto for the Military Region 4 Headquarters.
This document proved, to be extremely important and directly led to the capture of
a high official in the MR-4, The second VC was obviously a courier whose job was
to transport important documents.

At 0630 hours, the ambush patrol moved out of the area and proceded by foot
to the Company CP. The documents captured from the Viet Cong courier turned out to
be one of the most significant finds of the Operation,

NIGHT AMBUSH - 1ST PLATOON- B/2/503D INFANTRY- 15 JANUARY. 1967

ILT Donald B. Feedham, the 1st Platoon Leader received a mission from the
Comnany Commander, CPT Ken Kapla', to establish 2 ambush sites along HIGHWAY 14
on the night of 15 January 1967. After due consideration was made to likely am-
bush sites, Lieutenant Feedham decided to place the two ambushes at XT 706251 and
XT 712248. He then divided his 31 man platoon into two groups of 16 and 15 men.
The ambushes will be covered separately and will be denoted as SITE I and SITE Ii.

3
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SITE I

Staff Sergeant J, Marlow was the NCO in charge of the first ambush which

went into position 500 - 600 meters from the Battalion CP along HIGHWAY 14. There

were four fighting positions in the patrol (See Annex 4).

The first position was located furthest north and was equipped with an M-60
machinegun. SGT Mark Peterson was in charge of this team which consited of him-

self, PFC Melvin Tomlin (Machinegunner) and PFC Raymond S. Cassidy. There was also
a radio at this point.

The second position was located 30 - 40 meters southeast of the first posi-

tion and consisted of 4 men, 3 or them being armed with M-16's and 1 man armed

with an M-79. SP4 Bly was in charge of this position,

The third position consisted of 5 men, located approximately 40 meters south-

east of the second position, SGT Marlow was in charge of this group and was armed

with an M-16 rifle. The RTO for the patrol, PFC Fred Scerola was also at this
point in addition to SGT Clarence Blackshear (M-16), PFC Tommy Amos (M-16 and Star-

light Scope) and the M-79 grenadier, SP4 Thomas Hatcher. The 4th Position was lo-

cated 40 meters southeast of the 3d position, very near the junction of HIGHWAY 14

and a small heavily traveled footpath.

The patrol was in position by 1920 hours, observing strict silence, Each

fighting position remained on full alert throught the night. On several occa-

sions, the men thought they heard voices, however, it was hard to distinguish

whether or not it was in fact voices or the wind, which was blowing at 20 to 30
knots, There was no actual contact until early the next morning.

At 0630 hours, SGT Routt, at Position 4, spotted 3 VO at the trail/road junc-

tion, beginning to cross the Highway. It was still quite dark at this time and vi-

sibility was poor, so rather than fire immediately at the indestinct figures, SGT

Routt blew his claymore mine which was located at the base of the trail, Then, the

entire patrol fired at the VO employing every weapon available. As it turned out,

the VO were not detected earlier since the trip flare placed across the trail

failed to function.

As it was now becoming light, the patrol members took up the pursuit of the

VC, following the trail on the east side of HIGHWAY 14, The search disclosed one

Chicom B-40, 3,5" rocket launcher and 2 hand grenades, The VC were not found,

however, a significant blood trail was observed from the point of fire to 150 meters

down the path where it vanished in a field of high grass. The patrol had by now

ventured into a dense area, therefore it was decided to return to the Battalion

CP rather than continue the pursuit.

The patrol met with only this one contact owing to the fact the H & I fires

were landing within 200 meters of the site throughout the night, keeping enemy

elements out of the area.

SITE II

Ambush Site II was located approximately 1400 meters south of Site I along

HIGHWAY 14, directly north of the junction of the Highway and a small road running

at a right angle (See Annex 4). Around 1900 hours, while enroute to the ambush

site, the patrol noticed several people darting across the highway, Later they

4
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found an anti-tank mine which they disarmed on the spot, Shortly thereafter,, a
hole was discovered off to the side of the Highway where someone had made prepa-
rations for another AT mine0  All indications wire that the hole had been aban-
doned only-minutes earlier, for the earth was freshly dug and an entrenching tool
was left behind0

The patrol passed their predetermined ambush site, and then backtracked to,
the nosition as is often done to waylay-the enemy into an ambush killing .zone0
They established 4 fighting positions and one Administrative position to the rear
where Lieutenant Feedham, the Platoon Sergeant, Harold B. Rwell, a medic, Sp4
Ernest Hoover and PFC John Hayward, the RTO were located, A second radio was
located at Position 1.

Between 2115 and 2130 hours, SP4 Leamon Perry and SP4. Joseph Carusso at Posi-
tion I observed 2 VC heading in their direction. When inside the killing zone,
Specialist Perry gave the word to open fire, Three minutes after the fire had
ceased, a party of three volunteers, consisting of SGT Thompson, SP4 Carusso and
PVT Williams advanced to check out the results,

They found no bodies on the Highway where they expected, so they elected to
search the clearing on the other side of the road. The three men had covered
approximatetILy 50 meters when from out of the brush, one of the VC jumped out to
assault. All three troopers opened fire at almost point blank range, killing the
enemy instantly.

The VCI's body was dragged onto the road where it could serve as a decoy for
any others who might happen by. The three men then continued the search of the
area where the VC were originally fired upon, discovering 8 bundles of personal
items and several documents, They altec found a .45 caliber pistol and an 143 type
sub..mac~hinegun...

There were no further contacts during the night, however, on one occassion,
3 or 4 hand grenades were received, The Lire was returned with apparent negative
results and no friendly casualties,

In the morning, the ambush patrols from both SITE I and SITE II linked up
and conducted a search of the area. They discovered numerous bundles of personal
items indicative that a great number of either .Viet Cong or Refugees were moving
through this area beforee the introduction of the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry.

Al-
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Chieu Hoi Aids Paratroopers

A "Chieu Hoi" Returnee who volunteered to help the paratroopers encourage VC

to take advantage of the amnesty broadcast his appeal during Operation CEDAR FALLS.

He and his brother, both former VC, reunited under the amnest program, voluntarily

aided the Americans and were directly or indirectly responsible for the return of

35 Viet Cong to the Government cause during the Operations in the IRON TRIANGLE.
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The Long Grey Line

Four former Viet Cong walk through the thick jungle just minutes after they

emerged from a tunnel and turned themselves over to the American Paratroojers of the

173d Airborne Brigade (Separate), The three women and one man surrendered under the

Government of South Vietnam's amnesty program of "Chieu Hoi" or "Open Arms",
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"Chieu oi"

A former Viet Cong turned "Chieu Hoi" takes advantage of an offer of clean clothes,

soap and water from paratroopers of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate), The Viet-

namese man emerged from a tunnel and turned himself in to the Americans under the

South Vietnamese Government's amnesty program of "Open Arms", lie then volunteered

to lead the paratroopers to a supply cache hidden deep withiat a tunnel complex in the

IRON TRIANGLE during Operation CEDAR FALLS.
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"Come Out"

A Chieu Hoi calls for his comrades to come out of their tunnel, The Viet Cong

turned himself in to the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) under the "Chieu Hoi"

policy, The smoke is used to locate air vents and other entrances to the intricate

tunnel systems.
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Th6ng H6nh c6 gi6 trj

~i t6t c& cc quanOu~n

Chinh Vi.t - Nam C.6ng-
H6a v6 Itrc ikrcng abo'ng-
Mink.
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FRONT AND BACK

SAFE CONDUCT PASS WRITTEN IN THERP LANGUAGES, (VIETNAME, ENGLISH, AND kORwAN)
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NHAN Gal CAC Bi ME VA vq c6 CH6NO

TRONO HANG NGU VI'T-CCNG
Hy c-ti nhtg i hnh do ('hi' h-,h p!11 oh.l co" Sh 'sg t~fnhi5nha nhd trong d

t.uyt> ,rriri nv. Mti m lh- r-,g h nh 12 tCi li&u chigh th' (Tia Chinih-ph . \,6i t chti/c d nh

s6v chillh-th(h ghi v o snl Nhfig tt gimS, thtlg h~r.h ny stn gip tci chn nhihg (-;n-b6 Vi&t-,~n _hj dr ('h Ih-,n g'n- c Vit ,f -: iC-

C~ng I hi mutt' dung d at r' i C:-), S#,-pK'. (K:,{-F di I. gi th7 t nhitb gi - thng htnh

nt'ct u ht p)ng, con hoc Lan 7i r'n, (C hc . i Ki -n , , ho. 1t3i " dda cho ho, khi ho

c-S ida th5m vir-p.g NM ,0" 1h0' \t a ,- 1 ( ho.ti NLf-dr L, t,- thfng hfinh be' nh6 n~y c-S gi'

nc-i h&3, % Sag %,i' ni Uf t 111ifd'. ant icing Uniiignncit~ au, SP-953fiU. SP-95.1

MY i A t nelu "hm c6 wA mmi vf vii A £U-SuM

-~06 16 -o Am G -ra

L4 -MN 
Tng h cdd 

fr
WW ,, i t~& € ce qw Oudi

Chinh V+ -Namro4
H6e v vc I ,nB D&-

.. -............

Idu' tU d,, Thdn g.11i/ah

lck ti du, w ing A.

vfil Col cdfh'cdu sink -11191 nk~nnqfihngtiu
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FRONT

THE MOTHERS AND WIVES WHO HAVE CHILDREN AND HUSBANDS AT THE VC KEEPING THESE

PASSES ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT WITH PICTURES ON TEM LIKE THIS LEAFLETO EACH

PASS IS A DOCUMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT 5 EACH PASS HAD;A REFERENCE NUMIBER. THESE

PASSES ARE GOOD FOR THE VIET CONG WHEN THEY WANT TO RETURN TO THE GVN, KFEP THESE

PASSES TO SAVE YOUR CHILDREN AND YOUR HUSBANDS OR YOUR COUSIN'S LIFEo THESE SMALL

PASSES ARE BETTER THAN GOLD BECAUSE THEY CAN SAVE YOUR COUSIN'S LIFE0

BACK

THESE PASSES ARE BETTER THAN GOLD BECAUSE THEY CAN SAVE YOUR COUSIN'S LIFE0

t

t

hi

/If



Ch6ng t6i Ia binh sY thu6c L Doan 173

Nh6y Du Hoa Ky. -Ddn vi chu'ng t~i hien dung

hoat dong vdi cdc ddn vi thuoc Quon Lic Vi~t

Nam C6ng Ho'a vd' Odng Minh trong ving nay db

ti''u diet Viet Ctng va ca'c cfn cd ca chung.

Trong khi ddn vi chu'ng tli titu tr& Vi~t Cng

thi ca'c den vi khc Io kitn thit di gi'p d

cac ban.

343

C~rv}

Chung toi tli day I 'a nhZng ngddi ban. Chung t'i I6 mt phan
co Ldc Ld6ng Hoa Kj tdi Viet Nom A64 giu'p d& ca'c ban chien

/ A 

thong bon Co'ng Son x~m long xt? sof cua ca :, ban. Chung t'ai ^'o

duoc giup dc ca'c ban -di co mct li song tbt dqp hdn va khong bi
tit Cng khng bd. Xin ccc ban hay giup d6 chtng t2i b[it nhdng
tin tudc ve Vie=t C~ng.

eAm-10 ~7R
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FRONT

WE COME AS FRIENDS, WE ARE A MEIBER OF THE LS FORCES WHO HAVE COME TO VIETNAM

TO HELP YOU. DEFEAT THE VC AWAY FROM YOUR COUNTRY. WE WANT TO HELP YOU HAVE A BETTER

WAY OF LIFE AND THE. VC CAN NOT THREATEN-YOU. YOU MUST HELP US TO GET INFORMATION

ABOUT THE VIET CONGO

BACK

WE ARETHE 173D AIRBORNE BRIdADE SOLDIERS. WE AND THE ARVN FORCES HAVE THE

ACTIVITY IN THIS AREA, WITH ALLIED FORCES TO DESTROY THE VO AND THEIR BASE CAMPS,

WHEN O!R UNIT IS DESTROYING THE VC FORCES THE OTHER UNITS WILL HELP YOU REBUILD YOUR

VILLAGE.

r

/1
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7% 1CS.1 PhuJ Mcgdn y iYddny oJ9itb

di Kh; ban /~d te.

-244,hi ,^ dm mnA6 rrkr

*24fM, n9 o cho ex. boo /
*F12 cho meti uW con cioa 4mn
*8getn eas c'//wc KA o'e _

C)NG CAC B4N TRONG HANG NGO VIVT CQNG
ODy I& nhifng 1Ii khuyin ccin thiel di? gidp bgs trb v9' vbi Chifih Ngha QuK8-gia.

1/ HMy 1 , moi td thgng hdnh cJa Chih-Ph QuS'c-Gia vd gi* c& -th.n d4 cki
cd-hoi tra 4.

2/Trong 16c kign nhd'i chd m4 cd-hoi t6, cO 16 ro trung thbnh vi b9n Vips C~ng dd
ir6nh mi sQ nghi ngil cdo bgn cb6ng.

3/ Khi c6 djip Ia tr8~n ngay tra 4 va gia -dihh.

4/ Ngt bgn chi'c thS't rS di ban dim, ray ti'm rn~t ndi d'' in mt'nh. H~y dO'n tribh din vai Chiih-quye'n va'o ban

nghy. D86 v-kl'"mot ch'trdc khi ra trihh-di@,n. Sat khi triM diqn bgn cC Phi ch? cho Chifh-quy!n ch6'b9 n

d6, khi'gi6i di 1nh tht/dng.

5/ Lu~n lu~n d66 kg ta thang hanh trong ngtti bgn io' khi br ng i g3p dip cd ihitr v0'v i Chifih Nghta hooc thihh

lin'h bj 661 bg c6 thi chlng minh Ia b9n c6 thiqn chr'tra4 v vOi gia-diah va Chi6h NghIa QuOc Gia.

6/ B&(' lu^n trong tring hop ndo, ngay cO'ng nhil Jim neu co t h"ng honh

1b c6 thi cf'nt ti'p d6n nh& met ngd bgn.

SP-951A

0-e An A.MC TRcnc,1k9J-N-U _! oQW~
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FRONT

THESE ARE THE DIRECTIONS ON HOW TO RETURN TO THE GOVERNMENTO

l TAKE ONE PASS OF GVN AND KEEP IT WITH YOU UNTIL YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO RETURN TO

THE GVNO

2o WHEN YOU ARE WAITING FOR A CHANCE TO RETURN, DO NOT LET THE VC KNOW YOUR IDEAo

3- WHEN YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO ESCAPE AT NIGHT, YOU MUST FIND A PLACE TO HIDE AND

REPORT TO A GOVERNMENT SERVICEMAN DURING THE HOURS OF DAYLIGHT. HIDING YOUR

WEAPON BEFORE YOU REPORT. AFTER YOU HAVE REPORTED AND HAVE SHOWN THE SERVICE=

MAN WHERE YOU HAVE HIDDEN YOUR WEAPON YOU GET THE MONEY.

4a WHEN YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO ESCAPE, DO SO RIGHT AWAY AND GO BACK TO YOUR FAMILY,

5. KEEP THE PASS ON YOU AT ALL TIMES WHILZ WAITING FOR A CHANCE TO ESCAPE OR WHEN

SOMEBODY CAPTURES YOU, YOU COULD SHOW THEM THAT PASS AND EXPLAIN TO THEM YOU

WERE GOING TO RETURN TO THE GVN BUT DID NOT HAVE A CHANCE.

6. DAYTIME OR NIGHT TIME BUT YOU HAVE THE PASS, 10WELCOME YOU.

BACK

ATTENTION VC

GVN WILL PAY AND HELP YOU WHEN YOU COME BACK.

24 $VN for rice per day.

24 $VN for your wire.

12 $VN for each child.

and some for the other things and we pay for weapons you bring back.

VOW'

j

Ff W, r- "T



A' ? A~l 7' At ' A?dgA'Hlay theo nhiig lIoi chi dan sau d y de tro y vO i h'ng ng ' Quoa -o hcn eg a u c Gia. Ban c h

tig x~ v& n~tvlen ch~tc hay' 1 d8 n hot CO-lh Pha Vi*^t Nam CQng 1-1-ka. Ban cu ng c' thll

L ie~n 1ac v("i binh s'[ Chi'nh Phu Vi~et Nam Cong Ho~a hay -Bo ng Minh. Ho se san sang ilon

A'

tiep ban.

Trong moi trdcing hop, vi l do an ninh, ban nen theo nhLng li chi dan sau day:
AI

1. Gau At khi' m't cho Ra trinh dien, sau s dan binh s Chihh Ph Vi~t Nam Cong

Hoa tro'Iai cho giau de lnh thu'ng

2. Khi den tiep xuc tai mAt clon vi hay vdi mt vien churc co vo trang, nan dg'n ban

ngky, nen gia ta. len de 7t thien chi' cla ban. Net u giay th~ng hhnh hay truyen ddn c~a

Chnh [Thlu Quoc Gia hay xuat trinh.
\ * ,'- ,-

2  
7UA'

3. DLau kh~ng cl truvn don ban van Co the tr e" vuic Chih Ph QuA& Cia Ban chi

can dun hali tay in giup hinh si Chinh Ph? Viet Nam Cong l1oa va Dong Minh hitu ro :
m urn tr& elca ban

CUNG CAC BAN TRONG
Z HANG NGU WIT CONG

Kii cac ban trc ye vi Chihnh Nghia Qu c-
.,,

Gia. Chi'nh Ph9 Vi~t Nam Cong Hna cam kt Se

t1p d6n cc bqn m0t cach no'ng ha, A as 88

x& t te Ban s- cctrc 4" do n tu v& gia-

d?nh. Neu ban vd gia dinh c~'n thuS men hay

mat suy trg gi'p nio kha'c Chinh Phu s'e d c bigt

gip d&. Cac ban s i dtaOc lnh thiIng t&e 880 d 'n

20 ngin dong tiy theo loai vf' khi' ban mang v.

SP-1389



FRONT

WHEN YOUtETURN TO THE GVN, THE GVN GUARANTE YOU A WARM WELCOM, YOU WILL BE

ABLE TO RETURN TO YOUR FAMILY. IF YOU OR YOUR FAMILY NEED MEDICAL CARE OR OTHER HELP,

THE GVN WILL GIVE YOU A SPECIAL HELP. YOU WILL HAVE MONEY FROM 800 $VN to 20,000 $VN

DEPENDING UPON THE WEAPONS YOU BRING BACK WITH YOU.

BACK

YOU MUST DO THIS TO RETURN TO THE GOVERNMENT SIDE. YOU CAN REPORT TO ANY GVN

SERVICEMAN OR AN ARVN OUTPOST. YOU ALSO CAN REPORT TO AN ARVN SOLDIER OR AN ALLIED

FORCES SERVICEMAN, THEY WILL WELCOME YOU.

YOU MUST FOLLOW THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS FOR YOUR SAFETY:

!. HIDE YOUR WEAPON BEFORE YOU REPORT, AFTER THAT YOU SHOW ARVN SOLDIERS THE LOCATION

OF YOUR WEAPON TO GET YOUR REWARD.

2. YOU ALSO CAN RETURN TO AN ALLIED FORCES SERVICEAN, IT IS BETTER 
FOR YOU TO COME

DURING THE DAYTIME, PUT YOUR HANDS ON YOUR HEAD, IF YOU HAVE THE PASS OR A LEAFLET

THEN SHOW THEM.

3. YOU CAN ALSO RETURN WITHOUT A PASS OR LEAFLET, YOU ONLY NEED TO PUT YOUR HANDS

ON YOUR HEAD. LET ARVN SOLDIERS OR THE ALLIED FORCES SERVICEMAN KNOW THAT YOU WANT

TO RETURN TO THE GVN.

,

4;
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DONG BAO CHUf- Y I DO1G BAO CHUJ- Y1

Do' t6 tqi, bon VIt cng a' phi ctng ba'ch a8g bio
cong thud' cho chung... Vr QUA CAN 8d4 Id8ng thac vJ"
tic, chu'ng a86 phi ca4dp bdc I dng thvlc cJo dfg bffo.

DONG BAO VA GIA SINH PHI# CHIu Cd cqc. Be' bo Y4
chinh quy'" IN ca ng bio, Ug boo h6 thng bo ngay cli.

c6c cd qua chl'nh quyon al phdbng holc lc Iddng Bdg Minh L

gd' nhflt bit ngay khi Viet Cng dok cd6'p aopt luo gqo hay
tidi boc cua d;g baio.

246 334
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FRONT

THE VC HAS BEEN REDUCED TO FORCEFUL TAXATION IN ORDER

FOR FOOD AND MONEY THEY NOW HAVE TO RESORT TO TAKING FOOD I

YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN MIST SUFFER * o . PROTECT YOUR LOVED

YOUR NEAREST GVN OR ALLIED OFFICIAL OF ANY ATTEMPTED TAXAT:

BACK

ILLUSTRATION OF GIANT VC BEING FED BY PEASANTS, (ROBBERY)

TO EXIST .... DESPARATE

FROM YOUR FAMILIES

ONES 0 o NOTIFY A ONCE,

ION BY THE VC,

)

r
~~1

rU EM0
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HAYtr& v& v61 gia cf'nhItflW'"r I
Ho dang nh& thudng va can d n ban

I A #--1 9) 4NCAC BAN V ET-C6NG - HAY TRO VE!

Gia-dilh ban dang cmn ban. H9 Io cho sfrc khoe v hanh ph'c cua ban.

H9 bi&t ring cac ban se cht nAu khong nghe 1&i k~u gyi Cfla h9 . Chih phil

clng i6re mong ban trb v. Hay lien lac vui binh-sTi Cng-Ho& va chi'nh-quyen

noi gan nhat. Ban s- duoc d6i x&" t& te. Ban v& c& gia-dinh se d rge giu'p dd

ngay khi ban tr& v4 vbi Chiih-nghia Qu'c-Gia. SP-927

-DUNG TRI HOAN NIA. VE NGAY DI 11
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FRONTUNC^b" v-

YOUR FAMILIES NEED YOU, THEY WORRY ABOUT YOUR HEALTH. THEY KNOW YOU WILL DIE

IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE THEM GOVERNME IS HOPING FOR YOUR RETURN TOO. REPORTING

TO THE NEAREST ARVN OUTPOST OR GOVERNMENT SERVICEMANo WE WILL WELCOME YOU. WE

HELP YOU AND YOUR FAMILIES TOO, WHEN YOU RETURN TO THE GVN° DON'T BE LATE, RETURN

RIGHT NOW!

BACK

LETS GO BACK TO YOUR FAMILY.

T1EY MISS YOU AND NED YOU,

WI
4)

-U'fi

747)~4

,,. WPM 0 r
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NHAN GdI ANH CAN-BINHTRONG HANG NGU VIU CING
Moi ian quay quah quanh chiec ban an, gia-diih lai bo-i h6i thufdng

nh&. Nh& 64 anh O&" tifig chiu nhib khJa cdc vi hie 6 gidkh'ng
biet anh ra sao. Thie(4 ngu'di trai cot-tru, gia-dinh cam tha' hiu-
quanh h6n bao gi het.

Nh A chim, nhan gio, nhan may, mong rng thu' nay d&A tjn
tay anh, Z& anh sd3n v@> doin-tu cung gia-dinh theo Charnh-sach
Chi6'u-Hti cda Chiih-Ph7 V. N. C. H. SP-952
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EVERYTIME YOUR FAMILY IS READY FOR DINNER THEY MISS YOU, THEY KNEW YOU HAD A LOT OF

HARD TIMES AND DON T KNOW HOW YOU ARE0  MISSION A SON IN THE FAMILY: THEY FEl VERY

LONELYO WE SENT THIS BY BIRTHS BY WAITING AND HOPING IT WILL COME, TO )UR HANDS, AND

HOPING YOU WILL RETURN TO THE GOVERNMENT TO LIVE WITH YOUR FAMILY.

BACK

PICTURE

£

I
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FRONT

ATTENTION VC AT AN TAYo

IF YOU CONTINUE TO RFSIST AND HELP TUE VC, YOU WILL DIE, DON'T BECOME A USELESS

DEATH, LET'S GO BACK TO THE GOVERNMENT SIDE LIKE MY BROTHER AND MYSELF, YOU WILL

RECEIVE GOOD FOODS AND MEDICAL CARE, AND SOME OTHER THINGS FROM THE CHIE HOI

PROGRA'M.

I CALL YOU TO SHOW UP

NGUYFN VAN QUAN

NGUYEN VAN LIEY

NGUYEN VAN CA

NGUYEN-VAN KHEN

GUANG AND DIA HAMLET #3 CHIEF0  I CALL YOU AGAIN, LETS GO BACK TO THE GOVERNMENT

SIDE0  DON'TT BECOME A DEATHo

BACK

PICTURIE OF TWO BROTHERSo

A

V

A

a%&1riaae 4
MOM ku.

hl.
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CAN BINH V. C. CA. CHET SE DEN VI G C BAN:

CAC CHIEN Si THIEN CHIEN CUA LU'DOAN 173 NHAY '
DU HOA KY XUAT HIEN t' ThEN TROI -DE TIEU DIET
CC BAN. CHUNG TOt DA TIEU DIET HANG TRAM,
06'NG CHI CUA CAC BAN BANG BOM. HOA LU'C PHAO

- BINH, VA LUCL(NG BO BiNH THiEN CHIEN. MUON
SONQ SOT,,CAC BAN HAY RA QUY CHANH vqi CH44NH.
NGHIA,.UOCGIA. NEU KHONG, CAC BAN SE CHET
MQT CACH VO ICH, THAN THE CC BANSE B! VUL-
LAP TRONG NAM MO VO CU Q-d YGSU

d NU'A n': ny
-Ndi RUNG SA9

-DUNG BE TRE HON ,N'ARY QUY°CHANH NGAYOI >

GXC BAN!!

CAN BINH V. C. CAI CHET SE DEN # 6i CAC BAN:

CAC CHIEN Si THIEN CHIEN CUA L'YOAN 173NHAY
DU4HOA KY XUAT HIEN TYTREN TRdi E .TIU DfET

CAC BAN. CHUNG TOI BATIEU DIET HANG TRAM
-DONG CHi CUA CAC BAN BANG BOM, HOA LU'C PHAO
BINH VALU'C LLdNG BO BINH THI!N CHIEN. MUON

SO)NGCSOT,CAC BNHAYR A QUY CHANH.,VCHANH-.-
NGHIA QUOC GIA. NHUNG NGUdI THAN YEU DANG

F 1.,THAN-KHOC MONG M01 NGAY VECUA CAC BAN. QUY.,
CHANH BE DLId' GAP LAi GIA DINH HAY CC BAN

0W SE KH6NG BAO GiO' GtAP LAt HO NU'A? : -,1; o
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VC YOU WILL DIE!

THE SKY SOLDIERS OF THE 173D AIRBORNE BRIGADE COME FROM THE SKY TO DESTROY YOU.

WE WILL KILL HUNDREDS OF VC, YOUR FRIENDS BY BOMBS, BY ARTILLERY, AND BY THE GOOD

FIGHTING INFANTRYMAN. IF YOU WANT TO SAVE YOUR LIFE, COME BACK TO THE GVN. IF

NOT, YOU WILL DIE A USELESS DEATH, YOUR BODY WILL BE THROWN INTO THE JUNGLE,

NOBODY WILL KNOW WHERE YOU ARE0  DON'T BE LATE, RALLY RIGHT NOWa

BACK

VC"YOU WILL DIE!

THE SKY SOLDIERS OF THE 173D AIRBORNE BRIGADE COME FROM THE SKY TO DESTROY YOU.,

WE WILL KILL HUNDREDS OF VC, YOUR FRIENDS BY BOMBS, BY ARTILLERY AND BY THE GOOD

FIGHTING INFANTRYMAN. IF YOU WANT TO SAVE YOUR LIFE, COME BACK TO THE GOVERNMENT

SIDE. YOUR FAMILY AND.YOUR COUSINS. ARE WAITING FOR YOU. YOU SHOULD RALLY NOW TO

HAVE A GOODLIFE WITH YOUR FA1ILY OR DO YOU WANT TO EVER SEE THEM AGAIN?

ur, LOD
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